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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The nucleon-nucleon (NN) interaction has been the subject of investigation 
for more than sixty years. Information on the NN interaction can be obtained 
from an analysis of experimental data on elastic proton-proton, neutron-
proton, and neutron-neutron scattering. Additional information is obtained 
from the bound-state parameters of the deuteron. The deuteron is the only 
bound state in the JViV system. 

Nucléons (protons, neutrons) have an internal degree of freedom, called 
spin. The nuclear force depends on the spin in a complicated way, so it is 
not possible to take a few simple scattering experiments and deduce the force 
law directly. Various more complicated experiments are needed to obtain the 
information that is required in order to derive the force law. 

The spins of the nucléons in a particle beam or target can be distributed 
at random or collectively projected along some direction in space. In the 
first case the state is called unpolarized, and in the second case it is called 
polarized. The state of polarization is characterized by three parameters, 
corresponding to the three (x, y, z) directions in space. In an elastic scatter
ing experiment the incident beam, prepared in some spin state, is scattered 
from a target and the scattered and/or recoil particles are detected. Be
cause of the spin dependence, there are in principle 44 = 256 different types 
of scattering experiments. The quantities measured in such an experiment 
are known as scattering observables. However, not all 256 experiments are 
independent [Hos68, By78a, LaF80]. For example, the basic principles of 
quantum mechanics already imply 224 relations among the 256 experiments. 
Similarly, the assumption of parity conservation (invariance under space re-
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4 1. Introduction 

flection) implies the vanishing of 128 experiments, since the corresponding 
observables are pseudoscalars. 

One can derive [Wol52, Hos68, By78a, LaF80] that if space-reflection, 
rotation, and time-reversal invariance are assumed, there are for neutron-
proton (np) scattering at one scattering angle only eleven independent ob
servables. For proton-proton (pp) and neutron-neutron (nn) scattering there 
are only nine independent obser%rables, because of an additional constraint 
due to identical particle scattering. Accurate nn scattering data are very 
scarce, since it is very difficult to prepare a suitable neutron target. Neutron-
neutron observables are therefore often obtained indirectly from multibody 
final-state reactions, where we mention the determination of the nn scat
tering length and effective range from the photon spectrum in πά —» nn*f 
scattering by Gabioud and co-workers [Gab84, Sch87]. The nn observables 
will not be considered any further in this thesis. 

A list of the various types of NN scattering experiments that can be 
done, and the corresponding observables, can be found elsewhere (see, e.g., 
Refs. [Hos68, By78a, LaF80]). The simplest observables are the differential 
and total cross-section measurements, σ(θ) and atol, respectively. In these 
experiments an unpolarized beam is scattered from an unpolarized target 
and the angular distribution of the scattered particles is measured. 

The incident beam can also be scattered first from a suitable target such 
as carbon which makes that the spins of the particles in the beam are par
tially oriented in space. One then has a polarized beam. The orientation 
of the polarization can be changed by an appropriate magnetic field. If 
the incident beam is polarized and the angular distribution of the scattered 
particles is measured, the corresponding observable is called the analyzing 
power (Ay). If the incident beam is unpolarized and the polarization of the 
scattered particles is measured, the corresponding observable is called the 
polarization (P). In this thesis we shall assume time-reversal invariance for 
the NN interaction, which means that we do not distinguish between these 
two observables. Both observables will be referred to as analyzing-power 
data. 

Measurements of the polarization of the scattered particles when the inci
dent beam is polarized are known as the depolarization (D) and Wolfenstein 
parameters [Wol54] (R, A, R', A'). Measurements of the polarization of the 
recoil particles give the Wolfenstein transfer parameters. Measurements of 
the angular distribution of the scattered particles when both the incident 
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beam and the target are polarized give the spin-correlation observables (Axx, 
Ayy, Azz). It is also possible to measure the correlations between the po
larizations of the scattered and recoil particles when the incident beam and 
the target are unpolarized ((7η„, С^, etc.). Finally, we mention the three-
spin observables, in which the correlations between the polarizations of the 
scattered and recoil particles arc measured when the incident beam and/or 
target are polarized. 

In order to subtract information on the NN interaction from the scat
tering experiments, we write the two-nucleon wave function as a sum over 
so-called partial waves, which have different spin and angular momentum. 
The effect of the NN interaction on the asymptotic behavior of the wave 
function is a shift of the phase of these partial waves. The phase shifts are 
defined with respect to some basic type of wave functions, e.g., spherical 
Bessel functions in case of np scattering and regular Coulomb functions in 
case of pp scattering. Each observable can be expressed in terms of phase 
shifts. These phase shifts are determined from the experimental data in a 
so-called phase-shift analysis. They can be used as a representation of the 
data to investigate the validity of some theoretical potential model of the NN 
interaction. 

Here, we will concentrate on the details of such a phase-shift analysis. 
The pp phase shifts are determined from the pp data base consisting of all pp 
scattering data below 7ïab = 350 MeV. The np phase shifts are determined 
from the np scattering data below Т^ь = 30 MeV. The analysis of the np 
data up to Тіаь = 350 MeV is in progress [Klo90]. 

In pp scattering the beam particles as well as the target particles are 
charged and the electromagnetic (e.m.) interaction between two protons due 
to these charges has to be accounted for. Although the neutron has no net 
charge, it does have an anomalous magnetic moment. This is because a 
nucleón is not a point-like particle, but has an internal structure. Because of 
this anomalous magnetic moment, there is an e.m. interaction in np scattering 
as well. Hence, for a proper understanding of the nuclear interaction the e.m. 
interaction has to be taken into account in case of pp scattering, but also in 
case of np scattering. 

The Coulomb interaction between two electric charges is well known and 
in this thesis we will mainly focus on the e.m. interaction due to the (anoma
lous) magnetic moments of the nucléons. The effects on NN scattering arising 
on account of the interaction of the magnetic moment of a nucleón with the 
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e.m. field of the partner nucleón have also been known for a long time. The 
influence of the magnetic moment-Coulomb interaction was first brought to 
general attention, when Mott [Mot29] pointed out the effects it has on the po
larization resulting from electron scattering by nuclei. The importance of the 
interaction in neutron-nuclei scattering was discussed by Schwinger [Sch48], 
who calculated in Born approximation its influence on the neutron polariza
tion. His results indicated a pronounced effect for small-angle scattering. 

The effects of including the magnetic-moment (m.m.) interaction in the 
pp scattering formalism have been discussed some decades ago by Breit and 
co-workers [Bre55, Ebe55, Bre62] and by Garren [Gar56]. They calculated 
the m.m. scattering amplitude in plane-wave Born approximation, including 
some adjustments for Coulomb distortion effects. It was found that inclusion 
of this m.m. amplitude in their phase-shift analysis of at that time called 
high-energy (Тіаьа150 MeV) pp scattering data, resulted in a noticeable 
improvement in the description of the forward-angle analyzing power. This 
can be understood in view of the fact that the m.m. interaction gives rise to 
a long-range spin-orbit force, so if the interaction is to be of any importance, 
this will first show up in a better description of the analyzing power Ay. which 
strongly depends on the spin-orbit interaction. In the low-energy region 
(Тьь£50 MeV) almost no analyzing-power data existed, and the statistical 
errors on the data that were available were much larger than the effects that 
are expected from including the m.m. interaction. So it was argued that 
the m.m. effects could be neglected altogether in a low-energy pp phase-shift 
analysis. 

In the mid-seventies this situation changed when new accurate pp Αυ data 
a t îiab = 100 MeV became available [Hut 75], which warranted a reconsider
ation of the importance of the effects of the m.m. interaction. The forward-
angle analyzing power at this energy displays a dip-like structure. Inclusion 
of the plane-wave Born approximated m.m. scattering amplitude gives rise to 
an even more pronounced dip structure for the small-angle analyzing power, 
which is in disagreement with these 10 MeV data. This discrepancy was 
investigated by Knutson and Chiang [Knu78]. They showed that the m.m. 
scattering amplitude should be calculated in Coulomb distorted-wave Born 
approximation (CDWBA) rather than in plane-wave Born approximation 
(BA). Inclusion of the Coulomb distortion has little effect on the magnitude 
of the m.m. amplitude, but it does change its phase. Because of this change 
in phase, the m.m. amplitude and the Coulomb amplitude are almost exactly 
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in phase, and the increase in the forward-angle dip structure in the analyzing 
power is no longer present. This is in excellent agreement with the exper
imental data, which is dramatically shown in Fig. 6.1 of chapter 6. As a 
result, the proper inclusion of the m.m. interaction has almost no influence 
on the description of the low-energy pp analyzing power. The experimen
tal data appear to be described just as well when the effects of the m.m. 
interaction are entirely neglected. Therefore, it has still been customary to 
neglect these effects in the phase-shift analyses of the low-energy (7іаь $ 30 
MeV) pp scattering data [She70, Be88a], whereas in the higher-energy pp 
phase-shift analyses [Bug78, Dub82, Arii83, Arn87, Bys87] these effects are 
(approximately) taken into account. 

Recently, a very accurate pp Ay experiment at T¡ab = 50.04 MeV has 
been finished [Smy89]. Because of the very high accuracy of this experiment, 
the proper inclusion of the m.m. interaction in a pp phase-shift analysis has 
become important. Approximations for including the effects of the m.m. 
interaction which have appeared in the literature are now no longer found to 
be acceptable. This has been shown explicitly by us in a recent paper [St90a], 
where we analyze these 50 MeV Ay data. The results of this analysis will be 
discussed in chapter 6. 

The influence of the m.m. interaction in np scattering was investigated 
by Hogan and Seyler [Hog70] in a nonrelativistic framework. Inclusion of 
the m.m. amplitude also gives rise to a pronounced dip structure in the np 
analyzing power. Contrary to the pp analyzing power, this dip structure in 
the np analyzing power is not present in the absence of the m.m. amplitude. 
In their calculations over an energy-range of 25 to 210 MeV, Hogan and 
Seyler found that the influence of the m.m. interaction on the description of 
the np scattering observables is indeed significant, but only for small (< 5°) 
center-of-mass scattering angles. At lower energies the influence is probably 
extended to larger angles. However, the accuracy of the np scattering data 
has always been rather poor compared with the accuracy of the pp scattering 
data. The effects of the m.m. interaction are almost always smaller than 
the statistical errors on these data, which makes these effects of negligible 
importance. Nevertheless, the np m.m. scattering amplitude can be incorpo
rated without any difficulty, and it has been included in the more recent np 
analyses [Bug80, Arn83, Arn87, Bug90]. 

About two years ago, new accurate np Αν measurements became available 
at 10.03 MeV [H0I88] and at 16.9 MeV [Tor88]. Measurements at even lower 
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energies are in progress [Tor89]. These data include forward-angle data, 
which specifically require the inclusion of the m.m. interaction if they are 
to be described properly. In chapter 7 we will show that mainly because of 
these data (and the measurements that are in progress) the m.m. interaction 
cannot be neglected in a phase-shift analysis of the low-energy np scattering 
data. 

The outline of this thesis is as follows. In chapter 2 we give the two-
nucleon potential. We do not give a complete derivation of this potential, 
but we will restrict ourselves to the long-range part of the interaction. This 
part consists of an electromagnetic part and a one-pion-exchange part. The 
one-pion-cxchange part is the most important part of the nuclear interaction. 
In chapter 3 the formalism for the scattering amplitude matrix and its partial 
wave decomposition are given. Expressions for the scattering amplitude ma
trices for the electromagnetic and one-pion-exchange interactions are given 
explicitly. The corresponding phase shifts are also derived. The various dif
ferent amplitude matrices as constructed in chapter 3 are combined to define 
the total scattering amplitude matrix. 

The nuclear part of the amplitude contains phase shifts which are phase 
shifts with respect to e.m. wave functions. This is the reason that the proce
dure for constructing the total amplitude is a nontrivial one, and the details 
are given in chapter 4. There we also discuss some of the approximations for 
constructing the total amplitude which have appeared in the literature. The 
details of the parametrization of the phase shifts in our phase-shift analysis 
are presented in chapter 5. Special attention is given to the way of parame
trizing the isospin I = 1 partial waves in case of np scattering. In chapters 6 
and 7, our results of the pp and np phase-shift analyses are presented. Parts 
of chapters 3,4,6, and 7 are also presented in another publication by us, soon 
to appear in Physical Review С [St90b]. Finally, chapter 8 is dedicated to 
the parameters associated with the deuteron, the only bound state in the NN 
system. 



Chapter 2 

The potential 

We give the one-photon-exchange and one-pion-exchange potentials for np 
and pp scattering. The momentum-space potentials are obtained from a 
phenomenological interaction Lagrangian. The coordinate-space potentials 
in the point-particle approximation are given explicitly. 

2.1 Definition of the potential 

The potential for two-nucleon scattering can be derived in a relativistic 
framework. Here we shall only briefly outline the procedure without go
ing into too much detail. A more complete discussion can be found else
where [Gcr75, Nag75. Nag77]. 

We consider the two-particle scattering process 1 + 2 —> 3 + 4. The 
one-particle states are normalized according to 

<Рз, s3\pu 8l) = (2π)32Ε(ρι)δ3(ρ3 - p ^ . , . , , (2.1) 

where the energy of particle г is £(р г) = E, = ypf + M,2 with M, its mass, 
and where ,st denotes its spin. The scattering matrix S and the transition 
amplitude matrix Τ are related by 

(ƒ |5|t> = (ƒ |i) - ι(2π)4 64(p3 + ρ* - Pi - P2)(f\T\i) , (2.2) 

where |г) — \pi,si;p2,S2) and |/) = \p3, АЗ;Р4,34). It has been customary to 
define the M matrix which is a 16 χ 16 matrix in spinor space 

(f\T\l) = й(рз, Аз)"(Р4, S4)M/,u(pi, Si)u(p2, Si) . (2.3) 

9 



10 2. The potential 

For the Dirac spinors u(p, s) we have 

ιι(ρ,β) = yß(p) + M ( σ £ ) , 

with ξ' a Pauli spinor, σ — (σχ, σν,σζ) the Pauli spin matrices, and й(р, s) = 
u{p, 5)^4- We use the Pauli-Dirac representation for the 7-matrices 

7 f c = ( lk Τ ) ' 7 * = ^ 0 = ( I -I ) ' ъ = ( -Î "J ) · 
The M matrix satisfies a four-dimensional integral equation known as the 
Bethe-Salpcter (BS) equation [SalSl] 

M = AT" + M i r rGM , (2.4) 

where M"' stands for all two-particle irreducible Feynman diagrams, and G 
is the relativistic two-particle propagator. 

Following the procedure given by Logunov and Tavkhelidze [Log63] and 
by Blankenbecler and Sugar [Віабб], we perform a so-called three-dimensional 
reduction by rewriting the propagator G according to 

G = 9 + (G-g), 

where g is a three-dimensional propagator with the same elastic unitarity 
cut as G in the physical region. We then arrive at the Blankenbecler-Sugar-
Logunov-Tavkhelidze (BSLT) equation 

M = W + WgM , (2.5) 

where the pseudopotential W satisfies 

W =• λΐ" + Л;ІГГ(С - g)M . (2.6) 

The goal is to choose g in such a way that we arrive at a Lippmann-
Schwinger (LS) equation, which is equivalent to the Schrödinger equation. 
Defining the potential V as 

(/|V|l) = и(рз,«з)и(р4,«4)И^/іи(рі,Аі)и(р2,А2) , (2.7) 
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the Lippmann-Schwinger equation reads 

Τ = V + VgT . 

The normalization (2.1) is not very suitable for a non-relativistic approach. 
We therefore define the non-relativistic normalization 

(Рз, взІРі, βι) = (2π)3£3(ρ3 - р1)6.г.1 . (2.8) 

Furthermore, we define the non-relativistic operator Τ according to 

(3,4|T|1,2) = {4Μ3ί(Ε3 + ΕΑ)} 1/2(3,4|Т|1,2){4М1 2(Е1 + ^ ) } " 1 ' 2 , (2.9) 

where Μ\2 and М34 denote the reduced masses in the initial and final states, 
respectively. The operator Τ now satisfies an LS equation with the potential 

(3,4|V|1,2) = {4Л/з4(£;з + £;4)}-1/2(3,4|У|1,2){4М12(Е1 + £ 2 ) } - 1 / 2 . (2.10) 

For the equivalent Schrödinger equation, the coordinate-space potential is 
obtained by Fourier-transforming the momentum-space potential V. 

The potential V is calculated in the one-boson-exchange approximation in 
that we only include the second-order irreducible diagrams, i.e., W = M l r r '2). 
We introduce momentum vectors 

q = | ( k / - | - k I ) , к = к / - к г , η = кг χ kf = q χ к , (2.11) 

where к, and ^ are the center-of-mass initial and final three-momenta, 
respectively. We expand the energy of the incident nucleón according to 
E = \/k2 + ЛЯ w M ( l + k 2 /8M 2 + q 2 /2M 2 ), where we only keep terms 
which are up to first order in к2/Л/ and q 2 /M, and where we neglect q- к 
contributions. The momentum-space potential up to this order can then be 
written as 

V(k,q) = Vc + (<τι·σ2)νσ + (σι • η){σ2 • η) VQ 

+ [(^•к)(<т2-к)-1(а1-а2)к2} т 

- | ( < r 1 + ^ 2 ) - n V L s - 1{σ1-σί)·ηνΐΑ , (2.12) 

where the subscripts denote central, spin-spin, quadratic spin-orbit, ten
sor, spin-orbit, and antisymmetric spin-orbit potentials, respectively. In 
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Eq. (2.12) we have not included potentials of the form (σι · 1ε)(σ2 · q) and 
( Ο Ί • q)(<T2 · к), which are usually neglected in potential calculations. The 
contribution of the quadratic spin-orbit potential VQ is of second order in 
the momentum squared and is therefore sometimes not included either. 

In the following we will not give a complete derivation of the nucleon-
nucleon potential, but we will restrict ourselves to those parts of the NN in
teraction which are of particular importance in a phase-shift analysis. These 
parts are the long-range electromagnetic interaction and the most important 
part of the short-range nuclear interaction, which is one-pion exchange. 

2.2 The OPhE potential 

The long-range electromagnetic (e.m.) interaction is given by one-photon 
exchange. The one-photon-exchange (OPhE) potential is obtained from the 
phenomenological interaction Lagrangian 

Cv = ίεΡίΦΥψΑμ + \€Ρ2ψσμνψ{ομΑν - δνΑμ) , (2.13) 

where σμ'/ = ["{μ,Υ]/(2ι): Αμ is the photon field, and φ is the nucleón field. 
The first term in the Lagrangian is the usual interaction between the charge 
e of a nucleón with the e.m. field of the partner nucleón, whereas the second 
term is the Pauli term describing the interaction of the anomalous magnetic 
moment with the field. The Dirac and Pauli form factors are denoted by Fi 
and F2, respectively. 

Using the techniques as outlined in the previous section, the OPhE po
tential in momentum space is derived in a standard way [Nag75, Nag77]. 
We take the incident nucleón to be the neutron. Furthermore, we make use 
of the fact that the neutron-proton mass difference is very small in that we 
approximate 1/Ml + l /M^ ss 2/(MnMp). The np OPhE contributions are 
then given by 

e2 

к 
3q2 \ к2 k2 

F"Fi 1 1 _ ττττΓ + WHTTT ~ р\р^тт ~ F?F" 

+ F?F> 

SMnMp 2MnMpJ
 l '2MP * ¿2Mn 

к4 

VI = - - к 2 V7 

4Μ η Μ ρ 

Τ ι 
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VI 

Vis 

'LA -

Ъ 

e 

к2 

e2 

к2 

FnFP ρτ,ρρ FPFn 

шпм; 
3Fí*FÍ 

+ 2Mn + + К Fí 1 2MP ' ' i - 2 

2Μ„Μ1 

ρ ШпМр 

Зк2 

M r гМпМ, ρ J 

W ( ¿ ! - 4 ^ ) - ( W - F ™ ¿ 
+ F? Ff 

MnMpk
2 

AMI 

F? Ff 
16MnMf 

4M2 

+ (F»f î + ^F 2 ») — + 2F2"F2
P (2.14) 

where Mr denotes the neutron-proton reduced mass. Terms of second order 
in the momentum squared can be neglected in a first approximation. In that 
case we do not include contributions involving F^F^k2 in Eq. (2.14) and the 
quadratic spin-orbit potential VQ is dropped altogether. 

The pp OPhE potential is obtained from the np OPhE potential by sub
stituting proton form factors and masses for neutron form factors and masses 
in Eq. (2.14). It is important to note that for identical nucléons the anti
symmetric spin-orbit potential vanishes, i.e., VLA(PP) = 0. 

The Dirac and Pauli form factors Fi and F2 can be expressed in terms of 
the electric and magnetic Sachs form factors G E and GM according to 

FT 
GP

E + T'Gj 
1 + TP 

M F," 
/ Ί Ρ /-TIP 
0 Μ _ ЬЕ 

2MJ1 + TP) ' 
(2.15) 

where тр — —t/AM2 with t the Mandelstam momentum transfer squared, 
and similar expressions for the neutron form factors F " and F " . For the 
momentum dependence of the Sachs electric proton form factor GP

E we use 
the result of the dipole fit by Hofstadter and co-workers [Hof58] 

G^t) = (1 - t/Mly (2.16) 

with M2 = 0.71 (GeV/c)2 the 'dipole' mass squared. The magnetic form 
factors are given by the form factor scaling law 

Gp

E 

GM 

μρ 

GM 

μη 
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with μρ and μ η the proton and neutron total magnetic moments, respectively. 
For the neutron electric form factor one can use [Bud68] 

Gl = -
n/~in 

with 0 < d < 4. For d = 0 we have F"(t) = 0, expressing the fact that 
the neutron has no net charge. For d φ 0, only F™(t = 0) = 0. How
ever, both choices describe the ratio of neutron to proton cross-section data 
from deuterium almost equally well up to f £1.0 (GeV/c)2 (see Fig. 34 of 
Ref. [Bud68]), so these different choices for d have absolutely no influence in 
the energy range that will be considered here (T I a b < 350 MeV). Since the 
choice oíd φ 0 will introduce unnecessary algebraic complications, we will use 
d = 0 in the following. In that case only the magnetic moments contribute to 
the np OPhE potential, and we will henceforth refer to this potential as the 
magnetic moment (m.m.) potential. For a more thorough discussion of vari
ous possibilities for the momentum dependence of the electric and magnetic 
form factors, we refer to the literature on electron scattering on protons and 
deuterons [Bud68, Kir73]. 

When we neglect the momentum dependence of the form factors we retain 
the point-particle approximation 

* ? = ! , ' 7 = 0 , f ? ^ , * ? - £ - , (2.17) 

where [Agu88] np =• μρ - 1 = 1.792 847 and κη = μη = -1.913 043 are the 
anomalous proton and neutron magnetic moments, respectively. 

The coordinate-space potential (т, г') is obtained from the momentum-
space potential V(k. q) according to 

""•''^/,ίΐέ!^· 1 ' ·*"·"'"" 2«""""' · <2'18> 
It can be decomposed into the different potential types according to 

V(T,T') = Vc 4 (σ1-σ2)νσ + S12VT 

+ L · SVLS + L · AV^ + QUVQ , (2.19) 

where Sn = З ^ ·Γ)(<Τ2·Γ)-<ΤΙ·<Γ2 is the tensor operator, S = |((Гі + «Г2) is 
the total spin, A = ^(«»Ί-σ^), and <5i2 = |[(iri-L)(«T2-L) + (<»"2-b)^i-L)]. 
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In the point-particle approximation, the np OPhE contributions are given 
by 

np: 

V¿(r) = 

VJ(r) = 

V?(r) = 

VZsir) = 

V2(r) = 

а к 
"4M;. 
2α к 

a 4πέ3(Γ) 

^ _ 
3 2Mn 2MP 

акп μρ 1 

47Г($3(г) , 

2М„ 2Л/„ г3 

За 

4ЛЛ,МР 

ак,, 
2МпМт 

к, 
ШпМт 

+ < 2М„ 2Л/Р 

(2.20) 

where we introduced а = с2/Απ. Again, the contribution of the quadratic 
spin-orbit potential Vcfr) can be neglected. This is because the correspond
ing contribution VQ to the momentum-space potential is of second order in 
the momentum squared. The ¿-functions (contact terms) arise as a con
sequence of the fact that we neglected the momentum dependence of the 
nucleón form factors. Taking into account the momentum dependence of the 
form factors as in Eqs. (2.15) and (2.1G). these contact terms are replaced by 
Yukawa-like potentials e z.r'1. which also contribute in the tensor and spin-
orbit potentials. In that case r = A/Dr, 2Mpr, or 2Mnr and η takes on the 
values 3, —2,. . . , 2. The explicit expressions foi these potentials are too 
cumbersome and space-consuming to be reproduced here. 

The pp OPhE potential in coordinate space is given by 

3 

pp: 

V¿(r) 

Лг) 

Vi (г) 

V¿(r) 

а 
г 4Л/; 

Δ + Δ 
7' Г 

<4h 
2АГ-

ΊπδΆ(τ) , 

τ ν , 47г^(г) , 

<* , „ „ v i 

_ ( 0 + 8 K p ) 4Л/, 

За 

2MP

4 (і + Ир + К ρ (2.21) 
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where the nonlocal term ί Δ ° + ^Δ) with Δ the Laplacian is due to the 

q2-term in Vj· This can be seen from the fact that for the Fourier transform 

of a potential of the form 

V(k,q)=ï ï (k)q 2 

one obtains for the action on the wave function ^(r) 

(г\ ф) = {\[Av(r)} - \ (ΔΪ/(Γ) + ν(τ)Α)}φ(τ) , 

where ν(τ) denotes the Fourier transform of ü(k). 

2.3 Improved electromagnetic pp potential 

The central OPhE potential is too crude an approximation for the spin-
independent part of the e.m. pp potential in a relativistic framework. A 
better approximation for this part of the e.m. pp potential can be obtained 
by rewriting the central momentum-space potential VJ for pp scattering in 
the point-particle approximation according to 

vr-vk+èf-'-Ai*)· (2'22) 
where we neglected terms containing q- к in that we put k,2 = q2 + | к 2 . 
Neglecting off-shell contributions, i.e., k,2 —» k2, with k2 the on-shell cm. 
momentum squared, the corresponding coordinate-space potential reads 

A more proper derivation of the e.m. central potential in case of pp scat
tering is obtained by taking into account the planar-box and crossed-box 
two-photon-exchange diagrams. A careful analysis of the contributions of 
these diagrams to the potential results in 
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where A is a 'gauge' parameter which can be chosen to equal zero without 
affecting observable quantities, and [Bre55] 

2ka l + 2kVM¡ 
a - Mpvltlb-

a(l + kyMW ( 2 · 2 5 ) 

Note that up to order k2/M% we find α'/τ « a(l + 3k2/2M*)/r, which should 
be compared with Eq. (2.23). 

A derivation of the improved Coulomb potential (2.24) can be found 
in Refs. [Aus82, Aus83]. It gives the proper lowest-order relativistic and 
recoil corrections for the scattering amplitude, phase shifts, and bound-state 
energies, when it is inserted in the radial Schrödinger equation. One should 
realize that the Schrödinger equation including these relativistic effects is 
in fact a differential form of the Lippmann-Schwinger (LS) equation [Par70, 
Swa78] (see also Section 2.1). The LS equation in turn is totally equivalent 
on shell with three-dimensional integral equations such as the Blankenbecler-
Sugar-Logunov-Tavkhelidze [Log63, Bla66] (BSLT) equation (2.5). When we 
compare this improved Coulomb potential (Eq.(8) of Ref. [Aus83]) with our 
point particle approximation (2.21 ), the inclusion of the two-photon-exchange 
diagrams is seen to affect the central potential only. Similarly, inclusion of 
the momentum dependence of the form factors (which can also be done for 
the two-photon-exchange diagrams [Der87]), affects the ¿-functions only and 
again gives rise to short-range Yukawa-like potentials. 

Next to the two-photon-exchange potential we also have to include the 
vacuum polarization potential, because it is of the same order in a. The 
vacuum polarization potential was derived by Uehling [Ueh35] and reviewed 
by Durand [Dur57]. The long-range part of the e.m. potential in case of pp 
scattering is therefore now given by 

ЕЫ = Vcl + сг + VMM + VVP , (2.26) 

with Va the point-charge Coulomb potential, КС2 the relativistic correction 
to this potential, and VVP the vacuum polarization potential. VMM is what 
we henceforth will refer to as the magnetic moment (m.m.) potential for pp 
scattering. The explicit expressions for these long-range parts are 

Vdir) = - , 
r 
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Voir) = 1 [ ( Δ + * ' ) ? + % - U » ) ] « - - ^ , 

Мм{г) = fr Y + lLS—5- + / g — , 

v„W = ¿rJ»."(1 + ̂ ) M , (,27) 
where η?Ε is the electron mass, and where we introduced 

•fr = _ 4 л 7 2 ^ Р . ƒ " = - 4 J V 72 (6 + »«ρ) , ÍQ = ^ ϊ U + KP ( «Ρ j · 

(2.28) 
The l/r 2 dependence of the relativistic Coulomb potential can be understood 
as follows. The solution of the radial Schrödingcr equation with the Coulomb 
potential 

[Δ + Α·2-Α/ρνΓ1(7·)]λ/(Γ) = 0 , 

is given by the regular Coulomb function Ρι{η, r) with η = Mpn'/2k. So it 
follows that in Coulomb distorted-wave Born approximation (CDWBA) the 
operator Δ + к2 is equivalent to MpVcl(r) = Mpci'/r. This implies that in 
CDWBA the potential Г 2(г) is equivalent to -nn'/AIpr

2. 

2.4 The O P E potential 

We will next discuss the most important part of the short-range nuclear 
interaction, i.e., the one-pion-exchangc (OPE) potential. The OPE potential 
can be obtained either from the phcnomenological pseudoscalar interaction 
Lagrangian 

СРЯ = у/Апд(фг^ф)ф, (2.29) 

or from the phenomenological pseudovector interaction Lagrangian 

CPV = v/ir l£\ (φι^Ί

5φ)ομφ , (2.30) 

where φ denotes the pion field, g and ƒ are the pseudoscalar and pseudovector 
coupling constants, and m is a scaling mass, such as to make ƒ dimensionless. 
The factor \/4π is included for convenience. 
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Making use of the Dirac equation (7μομ + Μ)φ — 0, the pseudoscalar 
and pseudovector interactions are found to be equivalent for on-energy-shell 
nucléons provided that the coupling constants are related according to 

f = m 9 · ( 2 · 3 1 ) 

However, off-energy-shell the pseudovector interaction gives rise to negative-
energy contributions to the potential. They will not be considered here. 

Using the same techniques as for the derivation of the OPhE potential, 
the OPE potential in case of pp scattering is found to be [Nag75] 

y* - _47r
3jU° Ml i^ll k H ^ - k ) (o 39) 

" P P - 4 7 r 4 M ¿ Ep k2 + 77(2 . l - · ^ 

where <7Γρπο denotes the proton-proton-pion coupling constant and mo is the 
neutral-pion mass. The energy-dependent factor Mp/Ep can be approximated 
in various ways; 

(a) MPIEp « 1 , 

[h) Mp/Ep*Mp(k2-i M;) 

(c) MPIEP « 1 - ks/8A/p

2 - ч

2/2Л/р

2 . (2.33) 

The q2-depeiidence in the third approximation gives rise to nonlocal terms 
in the coordinate-space potential [Na78b]. We shall use the first or second 
approximation, i.e., the MplЕр-Ыс\.оі is treated as a kMndependent quantity 
in the Fourier transformation. The coordinate-space pp OPE potential is then 
given by 

ml Λ/ρ e1 0 

:АГ) = \д*о <т\ ·σ2 + 5:2 ( 1 + - + , 
•Го .i'ñ, 

where х^ = ?Пог and Мр/Ер is to be substituted by approximation (a) or (b) 
of Eq. (2.33). 

For np scattering the OPE potential is slightly more complicated. First of 
all, the neutron mass differs from the proton mass. More important is that 
the neutron is chargeless whereas the proton is not, so now charged-pion 
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exchange has to be accounted for as well. The pion appears in three charge 
states 7Γ_,π0,7Γ+ and is assigned an isospin 1 = 1, where the three charge 
states correspond to the three projections of the 3-axis (or z-axis) in isospin 
space. Similarly, the proton and neutron are interpreted as the two different 
states of a nucleón with isospin I — | . 

Defining a two-dimensional isospin space, the state vectors of the proton 
and neutron wave functions are written as 

_ 1 \ _(0 
X p - [ Q J 1 ХП ~ \ 1 

The pseudoscalar interaction νγ5 in Eq. (2.29) is then replaced by г^т, where 
τ = (τχ,τν,τζ) are the isospin matrices 

ϊί ) · 4 ° "»)' ' - ( î - ï ) · {2Л5) 

defined in analogy with the Pauli spin matrices. For pp scattering the isospin 
factor reads 

(λ'ρΤΧρ) · (\£τ\ρ) = 1 . 

For np scattering the neutral and charged pion-exchange parts give respec
tively 

(χΙτχρ) • (χίτχη) = -1 , (λ!,τ\ρ) · (\*тх„) = 2 . 

However, in the isospin formalism the two-nucleon state consists of an isospin-
triplet state with 1 = 1 and an isospin-singlet state with 1 = 0. The isospin-
triplet np state (with /3 = 0) is given by 

7 5 [ Х Р ( 1 Ы 2 ) + Х „ ( 1 Ы 2 ) ] , 

whereas the isospin-singlet np state is given by 

^ [ Х Р ( 1 Ы 2 ) - Х П ( 1 ) Х Р ( 2 ) ] . 

So for np scattering the neutral and charged pion-exchange parts appear in 
the OPE potential as 

— 1 χ (neutral-pion exch.) + 2( — ) / + 1 χ (charged-pion exch.) . (2.36) 
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Let us now look at the various possibilities at the nucleon-nucleon-pion 
vertex. In the isospin formalism the pseudoscalar interaction Lagrangian Cps 
is replaced by 

C'PS = ^ 9 (ψι^τψ) • φ , (2.37) 

where φ = {φχ,φυ,φζ) with 

Φχ = -•^(Φ+-Φ-) , Φν = -^2(Φ+ + Φ-) > Φζ=Φθ, 

following the Condon-Shortley phase convention. Here ф-,φο, Φ+ correspond 
to the three charge states of the pion field. The different contributions to the 
nucleon-nucleon-pion vertex are then given by 

д(фтф) · φ — д\/2(-п)ртт~ — ρ*ηπ+) + g(p*pn0 — η^ηπ0) . 

So in principle we can define four different coupling constants gpp„o, gn„,o, 

Зрптг* ι and дптт-, where in case of isospin symmetry 

Spp*0 = -9ηηπα = -^Д9рп*+ = ^9ηρπ- • (2.38) 

In NN scattering the charged coupling constants always appear as a product 
and we define 2g1 = —дрП„+д„рк- • We furthermore define gl Ξ g"* „ in case of 
pp scattering, and g^ = дрр^дПп^ in case of np scattering. Charge symmetry 
of the OPE interaction implies the same interaction for pp scattering as for 
nn scattering (i.e., the same interaction in the I = 1 state for both /3 = +1 
and /3 = — 1). In that case ^ „ o = — ̂ „„„о. Charge independence implies 
the same interaction in the I = 1 state, so in that case g"^ — —g^p = gi

lí we assume isospin symmetry by neglecting the mass differences between 
neutrons and protons, and between neutral and charged pions, the Jip OPE 
potential is given by Eq. (2.34), where the potential is multiplied by an 
isospin factor Τι · тг, which equals -3 for I = 0 scattering and +1 for I = 1 
scattering. 

On the other hand, taking into account the neutron-proton and neutral-
charged-pion mass differences the neutral-pion-exchange part of the np OPE 
potential is given by 

92np M, + Mn (σι • к)(<т2 · k) 

'ШрМа Ep + En k2 + m§ 
V0 = - 4 π - ^ - Ζ' "" V ,Γ 2 ' • (2.39) 

Л Л/Г Я Τ IP 1 IP 1 , ¿ ι v r t ¿ 
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For the propagator in the charged-pion-exchange part we find 

[(n + p')2 + ml] ~l = [-(En~ ΕΡΫ + к2 + ̂ ] - 1 , 

where rnc is the charged-pion mass, p' is the outgoing proton momentum, 
and η is the incoming neutron momentum. The energy dependence in this 
propagator can be approximated by 

(E„ - E,f и (iU„ - M, i - - k -
4ΜηΑ/ρ_ 

so we can rescale the k2-dependent term in the propagator, resulting in 

^2 + ml 
(Mn + Mp 

ІМрМп 
к 2 + m' (2.40) [(n+p') 

where we introduced an effective mass 

Defining J = (En + Mn)/(Ep + Mp), the charged-pion-exchange part of the 
np OPE potential then reads 

..9p».»*flnp» К + Μ« [σι • (к, - iìkf)] [σ, · (к, - в %)} 
V, - 4π-

АМрМп Ер + Еп 

2gl Мр + Мп («rj-kHiTî-k) 

EPY> + к2 + m f 

~ - 4 π — - ' • - " " ν - - η ' (2 42) 
4л;рл/п β,, + Ε,, k2 + í772 ' { ' ' 

where we used the effective pion mass m in the propagator and approximated 
J ss 1 in the <r-terms. Including the isospin-dependent factor ( ) l Y l for the 
charged-pion-exchange part one finds 

v:P(r) = ι

39ΐΡ 

M'+Mn c*° 

+ (-)'+l w 

ШрМп Ep + En т0 

m3 Mp + Mn ex 

^стрмп~Ё^~Ёп xt 

σι • σ-ί + 5i2 ( 1 + — + _2 

•го 
3 3 

σι • σι + 5i2 I 1 + + --, 

яІ^І-У^м^м^^^ 
12ΜρΜη Ep + En 

(2.43) 

where xc = Шг. In case of charge independence go = —g„p = 9} and the 
signs of the neutral and charged pion-exchange parts are in accordance with 
Eq. (2.36) In our analyses, we use Eqs. (2.34) and (2.43). 



Chapter 3 

The M matrix 

In this chapter the scattering amplitude M matrices are derived for the one-
photon-exchange and onc-pion-exchange interactions. The partial-wave de
composition of these M matrices is given. 

3.1 General formalism 

The mth component of the spin state s of the general wave function for the 
nucleon-nucleon scattering process can be written asymptotically as 

C(r) - e'*'--^ + Σ -*-&A#m(0-¿) - (3-1) 
s',m' 

where kt — |к, | and kf = |ky| are the initial and final momenta, and ξ^ 
denotes the spin state. М^т( .ф) with θ and (¡> the polar angles are the 
matrix elements of the spin-¿ spin-| scattering amplitude. 

The most general expression for the spin-dependent NN scattering am
plitude can be written as (see also Refs. [Wol52, By78a, LaF8(), Bys84]) 

M(k/ ,k,) = | [ ( a f & ) + (α-ο)σ1ησ2η + (с + d)alka2k 

+ (с - cí)alQCT2, + ге{а1п + σ2„) + if{aln - σ^η) 

+ {g f h)alqa2k + {g - h)aìka2q} , (3.2) 

with σι„ = (σι · ή), etc., where the caret denotes a unit vector and the 
three-momenta n, k, and q are defined in Eq. (2.11). The Wolfenstein-
like amplitudes [Wol52] a, . . . , h are complex functions of the energy and 

23 
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center-of-mass (cm.) scattering angle. In case of Born approximation (BA) 
calculations, the M-matrix elements are real. It is customary to choose the 
xz-plane as the scattering plane, to put the z-axis along the momentum k, of 
the incident particle, and the y-axis along the normal n. In that case the <7in 

and σ2η matrices are purely imaginary. This is the reason why we explicitly 
included a factor г in front of the e and ƒ amplitudes. Our amplitudes e and 
ƒ are therefore —г times the amplitudes e and ƒ as defined in Refs. [By78a, 
LaF80, Bys84]. With our definition of the amplitudes, also the amplitudes 
o , . . . , h are real in case of BA calculations. 

If time reversal is to be understood g — h = 0, whereas for identical 
particle scattering the Pauli principle requires that ƒ = h — 0. 

The M matrix can also be written in the singlet-triplet representation of 
the spin-space. Generalizing the notations as introduced by Stapp [Sta55], we 
use a subscript 5 for the spin-singlet state, and subscripts 1,0,-1 for the three 
projections in the spin-triplet state. The M matrix in this representation is 
then written as 

M 

/ Mss 
M1S 

Mo* 
\ M-1S 

Msi 
Mn 
Moi 

M-n 

MSo 
M10 

Moo 
M_io 

MS ! \ 
Мг ! 
M0 , 

M ,_! / 

(3.3) 

with Mso - Mnc = 0 and 

М . ц = M l - ! , M Q - ! 

M _ , _ ! = М ц , M _ 1 0 

-MQI , Ms_i = Msi , 

-Мю , M - J S = Mis • (3.4) 

The coefficients of Eq. (3.2) are related to those of Eq. (3.3) according to 

а = | ( M U + Moo - Mj-O , e = ^ ( M m - MQI) , 

6 = | ( M 1 1 + M s s + Mi_1) , ƒ = ¿.(Msi - MIS) , 

c = i ( M 1 1 - M S s + Mi_1) , Л = ¿¡{Msi + Mrs) , 

d = i(Moo - Mn + M^cosO - ^ ( M i o + MQI) sin Β , 

g = |(Moo - Μη + Мі-і)5т - ^(Μιο + Moi)cosi? , 

(3.5) 
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where θ denotes the cm. scattering angle. The inverse relations are given by 

Moo = α + dcosO + дпп , Mn — | ( a + b + с - dcosO - gsmO) , 

Mss = b- c > Mt-i = 2(-o + b + c + dcosO + двіп ) , 

Msi = ^2(h + f) > M 1 0 = ^ ( - d s i n ö + e + scosfl) , 

M 1 S = -¿¿(h-f) , Moi = ^ ( - d s i n ö - e + pcosö) . 

(3.6) 
In the following we will assume time reversed invariance, so the amplitudes 

g and h will no longer be included. In that case M ^ = — Μ3ι and we follow 
Ref. [LaF80] by introducing the spin-singlet spin-triplet (spinflip) matrix 
element MST = Msi- We can then write ƒ = V2MST. 

Still different, but equivalent parametrizations of the M matrix have ap
peared in the literature, where we mention the well-known M-matrix decom
position for identical particle scattering as given by Hoshizaki [Hos68] 

M(k/,k,) = o„ + τηΗσϊησ2η + cH(aln + σ2η) 

+ (9н - hH)aika2k + (дн + hH)a-iqa2q , (3.7) 

so 

aH = \{a + 6) , m„ = \{a - b) , gH = \c , hH = - l

2d , cH = \e . (3.8) 

For a discussion of the definitions and properties of these various amplitude 
systems and a tabulation of the transformation matrices among them, we 
refer to a recent paper by Moravcsik, Pauschenwein, and Goldstein [Mor89]. 
In this thesis we will restrict ourselves to what these authors refer to as the 
Saclay system [Eq. (3.2)] and the singlet-triplet system [Eq. (3.3)]. 

3.2 The partial-wave decomposition of the M 
matrix 

The partial-wave decomposition of the M matrix is given by 

<'m(M) = Σ \/47Г(2/ + ^ „ . ( М ) 

x cv .· JA-V (]wmr,w,s) ,,, 
¿IK 
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where C'm¡
 s

mj
 J

M is a Clcbsch-Gordan coefficient, ¥^(0. Φ) is a spherical har
monic, and the R matrix is defined in terms of the S matrix according to 
RJ — SJ — 1, where J denotes the total angular momentum. Following 
the notation as presented for example in the paper by Stapp [МасбО], the 
nonvanishing Л-matrix elements with /' = / are 

η/,ι±ι = (V,l,J = r±l\RJ\l,l,J = l±l), 

R,, = {l,,l,J = l'\R'\l,l,J = l) , 

R, =, {Ι',Ο^ = l,\RJ \l,0,J = 1) , 

tfi-i?" = (r,1

i±\,J = l'\RJ\l,\*i,J = l) , (3.10) 

and the elements with I' = I ±2 are 

R\ = Rl = {V = J ± 1,1, J\ RJ \l = J + 1,1, J) . (3.11) 

The explicit partial-wave decomposition of the M-matrix elements can now 
be written as [Sta57, МасбО] 

лы0) = 4Σ{ ; ( 2 '+ Ι )ΜΑ(0) · 

- ,1, λ (/ + ι Κ/Τ 2)Ε! ·ι-\χ і(Г~і )і?- ήρ,(θ), 

ík ι 

+ 1ν"(Ι +ІК? Ï2)R,+1 + ìv7(/ -ìji?'-1} Ρ,(θ) , 
/¡У 

Μ01(θ) ^ rY,{-\'iTÌRi.ni + Jífffi)^·'"1" \l-rRu-i 
Ih , 

+ 4 П І У , : - 4 \ ' ~ Г Л J ^ ( 6 ' ) 1 

Л/іо(0) - ^ Σ { ϊ Λ Μ - ι - - 4 Λ Μ - ι 

, 1 гІТ2пІ+1 1 /Γ ϊ ρ / l ì pl(a\ 
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^ - 1 ^ = ìj:Σ{\ìl·iR^^нl-ïëτЬR^^^ + iïR^^^-1 

- \ , ' д'+1 - І - ^ — Д ' - 1 } P,2 )̂ , 

ΛΜ«) = ¿ÇOia + D ^ n j ^ W ) . (3.12) 

where Р^І ) are associated Legendre polynomials. Note that we do not have 
a «^-dependence for the M-matrix elements, because the y-axis is chosen along 
the normal η to the scattering plane. If the M matrix is calculated in BA 
it is real, so the RJ = SJ — 1 matrices that appear in the partial-wave 
decomposition (3.12) cannot satisfy the unitarity condition 5*5 = 1. In that 
case the coefficients in the partial-wave decomposition are 2iKJ rather than 
RJ, where 5 = (1+гК)(1 — гК)~1, and the proper definition of the R matrix 
is then given by R = 2iK(l — ¿AT)-1. Phase shifts can only properly be 
defined when the 5 matrix is unitary. 

The familiar nuclear-bar phase shifts [Sta57] for the spin-triplet coupled 
5 matrix with total angular momentum J are defined by 

SJ - Rj-U — 1 Л0(г 
Ron RJ+I,J -

e2>Í7-i.JCOS2£J ie,i6j-1}+ÔJ+l-')sm2£j \ . 

ie^-w+ í '-«"'»sin2ej ем*+>·' cos2εj ) ' ( ' 

where Rj-u = Ru+i, Rj+i,j = RiJ-2,1+1, and iZoff = Rl+1 are obtained from 
the partial-wave decomposition of Eq. (3.12). Of course, if the M matrix is 
real, the R matrices have to be replaced by R(l — {R)'1 in order for the 5 
matrix to be unitary. 

The M matrix in case of non-identical particle scattering contains the 
amplitude ƒ (i.e., the matrix element MST), a i l d w e then also have a coupled 
spin-singlet spin-triplet 5 matrix with / = J 

j _ ( R, - 1 R" \ 
^ 0 · 1 ~ ^ R" R,j - 1 j 

e2'*' cos 27, ze1<'s,"fÄ,'')sin27, 
¿e.(í,+*u)sin27( e2'6'·'cos 27! 

(3.14) 
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where 7/ is the nuclear-bar spinñip mixing angle as introduced in the papers 
by Gersten [Ger77, Ger78]. The indices 0 and 1 in Eqs. (3.13) and (3.14) 
denote spin singlet and spin triplet, respectively. 

3.3 The OPhE M-matrix for np scattering 

From the phenomenological vector interaction Lagrangian Ly as given by 
Eq. (2.13), it follows that the np OPhE scattering amplitude matrix is given 
by 

Mlv = ~= {η(η')ΙΡ?Ί» + ̂  ХМп)} {й(р')[*77„ - FjVvfcXp)} . 

(3.15) 
Here η,ρ and η',ρ' are the neutron and proton initial and final four-momenta, 
and u(n) and u(p) are the Dirac spinors for the neutron and proton. The 
four-momentum transfer is denoted by Λμ = η'μ — ημ = (0, к). Here we also 
introduce the Mandelstam invariants s and t (and u, although it does not 
appear explicitly in M1p) given by 

s = - ( n + p ) 2 , f = - ( „ ' - π ) 2

 ) u = - ( n , - P ) 2 . (3.16) 

The OPhE M-matrix can be calculated in a straightforward way. Explicit ex
pressions for the corresponding amplitudes а"*,...,р have already appeared 
in the literature [Lec80, LaF81] and they are given by 

a^s, t) = ^ [(F?F! + tFZFÎ) {s - A/2 - Щ 

+ ¿ [(* - (M« + Afp)2)(3- - {Mn - Mp)
2) 

+ 2(.s - (M,, - Μ Ρ ) 2 )(Λ/Ϊ - Mn - Мр ' 

+ Y^(s - (Мп - Μρ)
2)(^ϊ - Мп - Мр)

2 

+ (F?FS + F?Fl)t {2y/i - Мп ~МР + ^ ( ^ -Ма- Мр)) 

ЬЦз, t) = ^= [(JTFf - <F2''F2

P) {s - Ml - Ml 

+ ¿ (* + (M« - Mp)2)(s - (M" + Mp)2)} 
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+ (F?FZ - F-Fl)t{Mn - Mp)] , 

c\s,t) = - a = ( F » + 2ΜηΡζ){Ρΐ + 2MPF%) , 
¿V s 

(Г(я,0 = -c 7 (.s,0 , 

e^(S,i) = ^ - [(Fí-Ff + íF2"Fn {s - Ml - Mp
2 

+ (F^FI + F2-i7)(2ft2v^ + tWs -Mn- Mp))\ , 

aSme [(FfFf - tF?FZ)(Mn - Mp)(s - (Mn + Mp)
2) /7(^<) 

2ts 
+ 4k2s(F?FZ - F2"Ff )] , (3.17) 

vhere 

¡s - (Mn + Mp)
2} [s - (Mn - Mp)

2}/(4s) (3.18) 

is the cm. three-momentum squared, expressed in terms of Mandelstam in
variants. 

The partial-wave decomposition of the OPhE amplitude is obtained by 
substituting t = —2k2(l —coso) and integrating the M-matrix elements with 
Legendre polynomials. This results in the following OPhE contributions to 
the AT-matrix elements in case of np scattering 

K, = 0, 

к,. f-H 

K„ = 

Κι,ι-ι = 

2y/s2l + 3 

a 

2^β 

a 

Κ η (Щ_ + л г) __ «JL. 
2 M n \ i 4 l ) 2Mn 

кп кр 2(s-M2-M2)] 

2М, 

2 M, 

2М„ 

Р + кп кр 2(5 -М2-МІ 

ρ 

2 _ ]\/Г2\ 

1 + 1 

2Mnl{l+l) 2Мп2Мр 1(1 + 1) 

1 
2у/з21 

к, = « 7 ^ 1 ) 

К* = 

J^_Î2MP \_ кп кр 2(s-Ml-Ml 

2Мп \ Ί / 2Мп 2Мр I 

2y/s 21+1 
а к„ 

^ п 2 ( у ^ - М р ) _кп__кр 2(5 - М„2 - M¡) 

2Мп 1(1 + 1) 2Мп2Мр 1(1 + 1) 

7(7ТТ)2 М-> 
(3.19) 
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Here we explicitly used the fact that .F" = 0. Moreover, we only give the 
parts that contribute in all partial waves. Next to these expressions, the 
contact terms of the np OPhE potential in the point-particle approximation 
contribute to the .ftT-matrix elements with total angular momentum ,7 = 0 
and 1. On the other hand, taking into account the momentum dependence 
of the form factors as in Eq. (2.16) these contact terms are replaced by 
Yukawa-like potentials. The contributions of these Yukawa-like potentials 
to the AT-matrix elements are complicated expressions involving Legendre 
polynomials of the second kind. They are only of importance in the lowest 
partial waves (ÍS4). 

From the OPhE AT-matrix we construct the OPhE S-matrix, and the 
corresponding phase shifts are then defined by Eqs. (3.13) and (3.14). 

3.4 The OPE M-matrix for np scattering 

The лр OPE scattering amplitude is obtained in a similar way from the 
phenomenological interaction Lagrangian Cps as given in Eq. (2.29), and is 
found to be 

Л/„'Р = 2 ^ { - ~ 5 | | [ « ( п ' ) 7 5 » ( п ) ] [ и ( р ' ) л 5 а ( р ) ] 

4
 ^ У " ( Р «(Л)Р(ПЪ5И(Р)]} , (3-20) 

where m0 and mr are the neutral and charged pion masses. The elements of 
the singlet-triplet representation are given by 

A/I, = 2 ^ ¡ [ - Í & A ( 1 - coso) - 2g2
cBc(l + Cscos0)] , 

Λ/ίο = 2 ^ [SnpA>(l - coso) + 2g2

rBc(C3 + coso)] coso , 

Л ^ = 4 ί = [g2

npB0(l - cos θ)2 - 2g2

cBc(l + 2C3 сов + cos2 θ)] , 

ы*-1 = ϊ^" fe50 " 2^5 cl( 1 "cos2 θ] ' 
АЦ0 = Μ"οι = | ^ [-g2

npB0(l - coso) - 2g2

cBc(C, + cos0)] , 
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Mn - M„ M ST = ЫВс^-^іп -
S 

where we introduced 

B0 = t 1 — ί + 2ΐ] 
-1 

J V J n i 

- ( M n -

ßc = 

" Ρ 

м р ) 2 ' 

[l + c o s * + 2
m ¿ - (M¿ - Mp

2)2 

2sfc2 

(3.21) 

and C, = [s + (M„ - Mp)
2]/[s - (Mn - Mp)

2]. In Eq. (3.21) we have also 
used the substitutions 

t = -2Jt2(l-cos(9) , u = -2il'2(l + cosél-(M2-Mp
2)2/s) . (3.22) 

The partial-wave decomposition is again obtained by integrating the OPE 
M-matrix elements with Legendre polynomials. This results in the following 
np OPE contributions to the K-mairix elements 

К, = ^Уа[-д2

пр[(і-:0)С,(г0) + 6ю] 

- ( - ) ' 2 5 c

2 [ ( l - C f i r ) Q , ( r c ) + *„]}, 

Ku+1 = ^uTsi-u'®1'^- g' ( c o ) ] 

+ (-)l2gV[CsQl+1(zc)-Q,(zc)}}, 

Кц = - ^ = ^ T { - s y / Q í + i ( - o ) + (/ + l)Qí-i(co)-(2Z + l)C,(c0)] 

+ (-)'2«72[C.íQ,+i(^) + C,{1 + IJQ, ^ге) - (2/ + l)Q,(cc)]} , 

+ (-)'2ffc
2[Qí(cc)-C,g/ І Ы ] } , 

^ = ^ 7 | 2) - 1 - { - ö U ^ i U ) + Q/-1(--o)-2Q,(~o)] 

κ" = ^Uï2* ,-(л/:-\)2 W'^ - «»ωι ' (з-2з) 
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where 

-i + < - i , mc Wl-K? 

and Qi(z) are the Legendre polynomials of the second kind. From the 5 
matrix for one-pion exchange defined by 5 = (1 + гК)(1 — ιΚ) "1 we obtain 
the OPE phase shifts using Eqs. (3 13) and (3.14). 

3.5 The e.m. M-matrix for pp scattering 

The Born approximated OPhE scattering amplitude M¿, can easily be ob
tained from M^ by changing neutron form factors and masses into proton 
form factors and masses in Eq. (3.17), and antisymmetrizing the result. The 
antisymmetrization comes down to the substitutions 

a7(s,<) ->a 1 (5 , i ) -o 7 ( s ,w) , <P{s,t) -» d?(s,t) + іГ{а,и) 

F(s,t) -^^(sj) - c 7 ( s , u ) , 6 7 ( M ) ->e 7 (.M) + e7(5,ti) 

r 7 ( M ) ^ c 7 ( M ) - b 7 ( s , U ) , Я « , * ) - 0 . (3.24) 

Similarly, the Born approximated OPE amplitude is obtained from M* by 
substituting neutron and chargcd-pion masses by proton and ncutral-pion 
masses, respectively, in Eq. (3 21) In that case C, — 1 and M§T = 0. For 
the coupling constants in Eq. (3.21) we have to substitute y2 = — \дрпк* Япр*-
ЬУ So = flpp»o, and -glp by gl-

However, in case of pp scattering the amplitudes should be calculated 
in Coulomb distorted-wave Born approximation (CDWBA) rather than in 
plane-wave Born approximation (BA). In this section we will discuss the 
CDWBA calculated e.m. scattering amplitude for pp scattering. In the next 
section the CDWBA calculated OPE amplitude is presented. 

Rather than calculating the OPhE scattering amplitude matrix for pp 
scattering, we will immediately give the results for the two-photon-exchange 
plus vacuum polarization interaction. The long-range e.m. interaction in that 
case is given by Eq. (2.26). The solutions of the radial Schrödinger equation 
in the presence of the point-charge Coulomb potential V ,̂ are given by the 
Coulomb wave functions Ει{η, г), where η = Mpa'/2k. The corresponding 
Coulomb phase shifts are denoted by σι = arg Γ(/ + 1 + ιη) and the Coulomb 
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scattering amplitude is known to be 

1 
fctf) = γτ Σ(2< + i) [e2^-^ - l] пі ) = - | 

η e 
-ιηΐη ì(l-cos9) 

1 — cos θ 

The properly antisymmetrized M-matrix elements are given by 

(S',m'|Mcl(0)km) = [fM + (-yfcl(n-e)]6,,6m,m . 

. (3.25) 

(3.26) 

The CDWB A calculation of the remaining part of the e.m. potential gives 
rise to the following integrals for the partial-wave if-matrix elements 

ЩЛ') = — r / <*гЯ(Ч,г)[ я ( г ) + VMM{r) + ννΡ{τ)\Ρν{η,τ) . 
к Jo 

As already shown in section 2.3, in CDWBA the relativistic Coulomb po
tential Vciir) is equivalent to Г 2 '(г) = —aa'/Mpr

2. The advantage of 
this approximation for the relativistic Coulomb potential is that the radial 
Schrödinger equation in the presence of the potential VC1 + Г 2 ' can be solved 
exactly, since the contribution of УС2' can be absorbed in the centrifugal bar
rier. The solutions for the radial wave functions are then given by non-integer 
I Coulomb functions Ρ\(η,Γ) where λ(λ + 1) = 1(1 + 1) — cm' which can be 
approximated up to order a2 by λ « I — aa'/(21 + I). 

From the asymptotic behavior of the Coulomb function 

Ιπ 
Ρ,(η, г) Γ?η sin [A-r - -- + σι - г/1п(2Ат)] , 

we find that the phase shift p¡ of the relativistic Coulomb potential VC2'(r) 
can be written as 

Pi 

yhere 

Q Q dai 

~df 

ak 1 

Λ/ρ 21 + 1 

С2о( ) = 

[-ι-<*<-> +Σ Д . ] 
2πη 

2τη 1 * 

, (3.27) 

(3.28) 
e' 

The amplitude of the relativistic Coulomb potential then reads 
1 

fc№ = ¿ ; Σ ( 2 ί + 1) 62,(,7'-σο) (e2"" - l) Ρι(θ) 

a ^ 2 i ( g | -

M, Ρ I 
-.-сг(,) + ЕД Ρ,(θ) . (3.29) 
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The factor ^'("¡-"ο) [s included because the contribution of the point-charge 
Coulomb amplitude fci to the e.m. scattering amplitude is already included 
separately. This will be explained in more detail in chapter 4. The properly 
antisymmetrized M-matrix elements are given by 

($',т'\МС2( )\з,т) = [/„(fl) + ( - ) · ƒ « ( * - 0)]¿.'.¿m<m · (3.30) 

The scattering amplitude of the vacuum polarization potential reads 

MO) = ¿ Σ ( 2 / + 1 ) e 2 , < < r ' ' o ) ( e 2 , r ' - 1 ) PiW . ( 3 · 3 1 ) 

where r; are the vacuum polarization phase shifts. Expressions for this am
plitude were derived by Durand [Dur57]. At very low energies (Тіаь i 1 MeV) 
these expressions are no longer accurate enough. Improved expressions for 
fVp at these energies were derived by Austen [Aus82]. We will not reproduce 
them here. Again the vacuum polarization M-matrix elements should be 
antisymmetrized as in Eqs. (3.26) and (3.30). 

We are now left with the construction of the scattering amplitude of the 
magnetic moment potential. The three potentials Vcl(r),VC2(r). and VVp(r) 
do not couple partial waves with different angular momentum, so they only 
contribute to the MSS.MH.A/QO, and Μ-ι-ι elements. The m.m. potential 

лілг(г)) on the other hand, contains a spin-orbit part and a tensor part 
and contributes to the other M-matrix elements as well, so we first have to 
construct the К matrix. The partial-wave m.m. К matrix is defined by 

AI t00 

KMil(l,n = --r drFfarWvHWFrfar) . (3.32) 
A' 7o 

The 1/r3 dependence of the potential and the presence of the tensor operator, 
which couples states with J = I + 1 = I' — 1, leads to integrals of the type 

kv = Α·"2 ΓάΓΡ,(η, τ)Ρν{η, г)г-3 , (3.33) 
Jo 

with [Bie55] 

1 l-πη + πη coth πη - 2η2 ZUofo2 + ^?2)"1 

''' ~ 2l{l + l)+ 2J(Z + 1)(2/ + 1) 

/,,,+2 = 1\1 + 1 + ιη\-ι\1 + 2 + ιη\-1 . (3.34) 
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The 1/r5 dependence of the m.m. quadratic spin-orbit potential gives rise to 
integrals 

ƒ,,, Ξ к-4 / drFl(V,r)r 
Jo 

„2 

/ + l + ̂ )W-(2/ + l) 1 + ^ 

Ψ 

Іц 

+ I / + у ) / | - W _i 
3(2/+1) 

(3.35) 

For the uncoupled I = J spin-singlet and spin-triplet m.m. contributions to 
the A'-matrix elements we have 

tf, = - M ^ I - ^ + l)/ ·̂2/,,,} , 

Кц = -M J , fc{(2/ T -/ L S )/ / ,, + [ l - / ( /+l ) ] / Q A' 2 7 í , / } . (3.36) 

For the elements of the triplet coupled m.m. К matrix with total angular 
momentum J we find 

Α',,,π = -Mpk{(2^fT + lfLS)lu + l*fQk2ïu}, 

tf„2,,+1 = -Mvk {{ψ;lfT - (l + 3)fLs)li,2j.2 + (I + 3)2/<?A-2W2} , 

К'* = - Д / р А . { б ^ - ± Щ ^ М , , 4 1 } . (3.37) 

The i?-matrix elements are now given by R = 2iii'(l — гК) 1. The m.m. 
Д-matrix elements must be adjusted with factors <?,('τ'_'Το) (see chapter 4), so 

¿WU'î-e·«" σο)Κ„Αυ'ν{σ''-σο) (3.38) 

The pp m.m. A/-matrix elements are obtained by summing the partial-wave 
.fí-matrix elements with Legendre polynomials as in Eq. (3.12). The anti-
symmetrization of the amplitude is included by multiplying the results of 
Eq. (3.12) by two and summing over odd I only, with exception of the Λ/55 
element which has to be summed over even I. 

The summation can be done term by term on a computer and in our cal
culations we include all partial waves up to / = 1000. However, substituting 

file:///Ii-u-i
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the m.m. Л-matrix elements in the summation formulas for Mm and M0i, 
the 1/21(1 + 1) part in Іц is seen to give rise to a contribution 

ZLS = -^MPhs Σ ρ2ΐ(σ,~σ0)ΐπ+ΑΡ№) (3·3 9) 
odd/ 

to Мю (and the same contribution with an additional minus sign to MQI). 
This expression converges much too slowly for a summation on a computer 
to be practical. Fortunately, it can be handled analytically resulting in 

ZLS = _MPII>S ( е -чm ed-™.») + e-.4lnI(l+co.i) _ Λ (3 4 0 ) 

sin0v2 

In our computations this analytical result was used. It is obtained as follows. 
Substituting the expression for the Coulomb phase shifts 

¿«ι = Eiili + 'Ά 

ЦІ+1-ιη) 

and using the recurrence relations for the Legendre polynomials, we have 

sino Σ е^-^^РЦ ) = Σ ε

2 ΐ ( σ ' ^[РЫ ) - Ρ,+1(θ)} 
odd / odd I 

= 21 + 1 Αιηε^"^ _ 

¿ , 2 (1+1-ιη){1 + 1η) ' l ; 

Using Eq. (7.127) of Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [Gra65] we then find 

sino Σ e ^ ' ^ f f r y P / ^ ) = e "î'nè«1-^») + e .ЧІПІ(І+СО.*) _ 1 > 

odd/ 

which gives the result of Eq. (3.40). 
A remark on the effect of the proton form factors on the m.m. scattering 

amplitude is in order here. The short-range part of the m.m. potential is 
much more complicated than the expression given in Eq. (2.27). In the 
point-particle approximation of Eq. (2.17) there are additional contact terms 
(¿-functions). These contact terms only contribute to the m.m. if-matrix 
elements for J = 0 and 1. Taking into account the momentum dependence 
of the form factors as in Eqs. (2.15) and (2.16), the contact terms are replaced 
by Yukawa-like potentials as discussed in section 2.2. The contributions of 
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these Yukawa-like potentials to the Ä"-matrix integral (3.32) can be calculated 
accurately on a computer [San86]. Similarly as in case of np scattering, they 
are only of importance in the lowest partial waves. These lower partial waves 
are parametrized, so in a first approximation it is not necessary to include 
the effects due to the form factors explicitly. The free adjustable parameters 
will largely compensate for any shortcomings arising on account of neglecting 
these effects [Bre62]. We include these short-range effects anyhow. 

3.6 The OPE M-matrix for pp scattering 

The OPE M-matrix for pp scattering can also be calculated in CDWBA. The 
corresponding partial-wave OPE К-тлітіх is defined as 

КЧиП = —fi drFfarWZm^r) , (3.41) 

where the OPE potential is given in Eq. (2.34). The exponential behavior of 
the OPE potential and its tensor interaction give rise to integrals of the form 

J' = /o rfVTF'(i/'p)' 
лоо g - λ ρ 

J\n = J dp-n- F j - ^ . p ) ^ ! ^ . / ) ) , (3.42) 

where we introduced ρ = kr and λ = mo/k. The pp OPE contributions to 
the K-nmtnx elements can then be expressed as 

κ, = α Λ 0 ) , 

Кц+і 

κι+ι 

с« 

г(0) (1) 
lì + т 7 Г + 

r(2) 

χ**1 

2/ + 3 

С, 

-ή0) + 24ήι) + И2) 

А2 

2/ + 3 

2С, 

(0) 21 + 6 (i, 1 ( 2 ) 

•Ί+Ζ + д 11+2 + Д2 1+2 

2Í + 3 
y/(ï+l)(l + 2) АО) Г»1

 J . - f ' 4- — 71 (2) , (3.43) 
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ÏÎab 
(MeV) 

10 
25 
50 

100 
200 
300 

3 

PW 
4.39 

11.06 
19.39 
30.13 
41.71 
48.05 

Po 
CDW 

3.98 
10.51 
18.80 
29.58 
41.27 
47.68 

*п 
PW 

-2.76 
-6.70 

-11.50 
-17.91 
-25.66 

30.56 

CDW 
2.52 

-6.38 
11.16 
17.56 
25.33 

-30.25 

3 

PW 
"o. io" 

0.44 
1.07 
2.19 
3.89 
5.16 

P2 
CDW 

0.08 
0.41 
1.02 
2.13 
3.82 
5.08 

1 

PW 
0.16 
0.56 
1.08 
1.65 
2.10 
2.24 

D2 
CDW 

0.15 
0.54 
1.06 
1.64 
2.08 
2.23 

Table 3.1: OPE phase shifts in degrees calculated in plane-wave Born approx
imation (PW) and in Coulomb distorted-wave Born approximation (CDW) for 
gl = 13.5. 

with С* = glml/4Mpk. The integrals (3.42) can be calculated numerically 
in a fast and elegant way using the recurrence relations of the Coulomb 
functions. The algorithm was developed by van der Sanden [San86]. 

The OPE Д-màtrix elements are defined by R = 2ιΚ(1 -iK)'1, including 
the adjustment factors e!<<T'~'T°' in the same way as for the m.m. ñ-matrix 
elements [see Eq. (3.38)]. Summing these Л-matrix elements with Legendre 
polynomials yields the results for the OPE A/-matrix elements. 

At low energies the OPE phase shifts obtained from the CDWBA calcula
tion are somewhat smaller than those obtained from the BA calculation. As 
the kinetic laboratory energy X¡ab increases, the relative difference between 
the В A and CDWBA phase shifts decreases. This is shown in Table 3.1 for 
9І =- 13.5. 

Furthermore, we remark that the BA values can be obtained from the 
CDWBA calculation by using a slightly higher value for the pion-nucleon 
coupling constant. The required difference between g^ used in the CDWBA 
calculation and ^ used in the BA calculation in that case becomes smaller 
for higher values of the energy. For example, at Т1аь — 25 MeV one needs 
</o ~ 14.3 in the CDWBA calculation in order for the OPE phase shifts to 
agree with g\ — 13.5 in the В A calculation. At Т1аь — 200 MeV, on the other 
hand, the agreement already occurs for gl Ä 13.7 (see also section 5.2.3). 



Chapter 4 

Total amplitude and corrections 

The total scattering amplitude can be separated into a purely e.m. part and 
a nuclear part. The nuclear part of the amplitude contains nuclear phase 
shifts, which are phase shifts with respect to e.m. wave functions. In this 
chapter the construction of the total scattering amplitude is discussed. Some 
approximations for the inclusion of the effects of the e.m. interaction in the 
scattering amplitude have appeared in the literature. They are discussed in 
the second part of this chapter 

4.1 Total Amplitude 

In the previous chapter the various parts of the e.m. scattering amplitude 
for pp and np scattering were constructed. In our construction of the total 
amplitude, we have to take into account that the nuclear phase shifts which 
appear in the nuclear amplitude are now phase shifts with respect to e.m. 
wave functions. The reason is that the e.m. part is included separately. In 
a phase-shift analysis the lower partial-wave nuclear phase shifts up to some 
'max (which usually is about /η ΐ Μ Ä 5) are parametrized, whereas the higher 
partial-wave phase shifts are taken to be OPE phase shifts (for pp scattering 
the OPE phase shifts should be calculated in CDWBA; see section 3.6). The 
total scattering amplitude M tot can therefore symbolically be written as 

'max 

Mtot = MEM + MOFE + Σ (Mpar,, - MOPEj) , (4.1) 
/-0 

39 
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where MEM is the e.m. amplitude, ΜΟΡΕ the OPE amplitude, and МраГ)| is 
the parametrized partial-wave nuclear amplitude. The lower partial-wave 
OPE amplitudes M0pEii up to I = ?max are subtracted from the parametrized 
nuclear amplitudes in order to avoid overcounting when adding the OPE am
plitude. Using the M-matrix decomposition (3.2) or (3.3) the observables can 
be calculated [By78a, LaF80, Bys84] and compared with their experimental 
values. 

The quality of the phase-shift analysis can be improved significantly if 
one has a better approximation than OPE for the partial-wave phase shifts 
with intermediate angular momentum (5 < J < 8). One such a possibility 
is to use the optimal polynomial theory (OPT) [Cut68, Ciu69] to give a 
non-ΟΡΕ contribution to the phase shifts. This parametrization has been 
used in a preliminary pp phase-shift analysis [Be88b] by the Nijmegen group. 
There, OPT is only used for the 1So, 3Pi, and 3P2 sequences of partial waves, 
because they found that it could neither predict the mixing parameters nor 
the " Ά sequence well enough. Another possibility is to use the heavy-boson-
exchange (HBE) forces of some potential model. In the recent Nijmegen 
phase-shift analysis [Ber90] we used the HBE forces of the Nijmegen soft
core NN potential model [Na78a] to give a non-ΟΡΕ contribution to the 
phase shifts with intermediate angular momentum. 

We will now discuss the details of the separation of the total scattering 
amplitude into an e.m. part and a nuclear part. 

4.1.1 The np amplitude 

For np scattering the e.m. potential only consists of the m.m. interaction. 
The scattering amplitude for the long-range m.m. potential and the corre
sponding m.m. phase shifts were derived in section 3.3. The partial-wave 
phase shift 6VMi.N of the long-range m.m. potential plus the short-range nu
clear potential, can be decomposed into a phase shift ¿ ^ + л , of the m.m. plus 
nuclear interaction with respect to the m.m. wave functions, and the phase 
shift 6MM of the m.m. interaction itself, i.e., 

For coupled channels this addition law has to be translated into a multipli
cation law for S matrices 

¿мм+лг — (Ъмм) ,-'мм+« V'-'мм) ι ('*·") 
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where the adjustment factor S1^2 = (1 + K2)1/2(l - гК)'1 is well-defined 
since the first factor, the square root of a positive definite matrix, is uniquely 
defined. The generalization to more potentials is obvious [see Eq. (4.10)]. 

Neglecting for a moment all details of spin dependence, the np total scat
tering amplitude is given by 

ΜΜΜ+Ν(Θ) = ¿ £ ( 2 ί + l)( e

2""*+».< - 1)P,(0) . (4.4) 

Using the phase-shift decomposition of Eq. (4.2) we have 

/"̂ «ÍMM + N _ A — (сЫмМ - 1 W e'
6MM (e^MM + N - Л е>«мм ^ (4 5) 

and the total scattering amplitude can be written as 

ΜΜΜ¥Ν(Θ) = ΜΜΜ(Θ) + Μ™+Ν(θ) , (4.6) 

where 

ΜΜΜ(Θ) = - ί - £ ( 2 ? + 1) (e 2 ' * " " · ' - l ) Щ ) (4.7) 
¿lK 1=0 

represents the m.m. scattering amplitude, and 

1 00 

ЛС" + „(0) = - τ Σ ( 2 Ζ + 1)ε , ί Λ ί Λ ί· ' (е2,*мм+«.' - l ) e'^".'P,(Ö) (4.8) 
¿ι* /=ο 

represents the nuclear amplitude of the m.m. plus nuclear interaction with 
respect to m.m. wave functions. Of course, for coupled channels the appro
priate decomposition in terms of 5 matrices must be used. The reason for the 
decomposition of Eq. (4.6) is that the slowly converging series of Eq. (4.4) 
is split into a slowly converging series (4.7) for the m.m. amplitude MMM 

which can be summed exactly, and a much faster converging series (4.8) for 
the nuclear amplitude M ^ + I v . The correct spin-dependent expressions for 
MMM are given in section 3.3. The series (4.8) for the nuclear amplitude is 
so rapidly converging because of the short range of the nuclear interaction. 
This causes the phase shifts δ"^+Ν of the short-range nuclear potential to ap
proach zero rapidly for increasing orbited angular momentum / and therefore 
only a limited number of terms is needed in the summation. 

It is important to note that the partial-wave nuclear amplitudes must 
be adjusted with factors еі6мм or, in case of coupled channels, with factors 
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(5 M M ) 1 ' ' 2 . Without this adjustment the nuclear phase shifts δ""+κ are not 
properly separated from the m.m. phase shifts δΜΜ. The nuclear phase shifts 
•¡»ΜΛί+Λτ are usually used to parametrize the nuclear scattering amplitude in a 
phase-shift analysis. 

4.1.2 The pp amplitude 

For pp scattering the construction of the total amplitude is more complicated, 
because now the e.m. potential consists of the four terms given by Eqs. (2.26) 
and (2.27). The decomposition analogues to Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3) are 

£ _ С ι £ Γ 1 ι СС'1 + С2 ι СГ1+С2 + ММ , СЕМ (Л Q\ 
І ' л ; м + « — и с і τ ^ с і + с г ' І с ч + с з + м м ' l c i + C 2 + M M + v p ' VEM + N y^-v) 

and 

Ç _ (C \l/2 I ÇC1 \ l / 2 / СС1 + Г2 \ l / 2 / ÇC1 + C2+MM \ l / 2 
¿EM^N — W c J \JC\f-C2l \DC\ + C-i + MMl \ JCl + C2 + M M + VP I 

x S™^ (4.10) 
v / Ç C 1 - C 2 + M M \1!2 ( CC1 + C2 U / 2 / ÇC1 \ l / 2 1 С \1,'2 
x \0СІЛС2-МШ- РІ \0с\+сг<гММ) \Jc\+c-¡) \ 0 c \ ) 

The left-right multiplications of S™^ with the square root 5 matrices of 
the different parts of the e.m. interaction are in order of increasing range 
of these parts. So the S matrix of the exponential vacuum polarization is 
closest to the center of Eq. (4.10), followed by the S matrix of the 1/r3 m.m. 
potential and the S matrix of the 1/r2 relativistic Coulomb potential. The 
final left-right multiplication is with the 5 matrix of the longest-range 1/r 
Coulomb potential. The tensor nature of the m.m. interaction makes that 
the m.m. S matrix in the triplet coupled channels is non-diagonal, so the 
order of multiplication is important. 

The m.m. interaction as well as the vacuum polarization interaction are 
usually only treated in CDWBA (except perhaps for / = 0). This means that 
we make the approximations 

ÇC1 + C2 ^ CCI Ç C l - C S + MAf CCI (АЛЛ\ 

The corresponding phase shifts for uncoupled channels are 

¿EM + JV « (7; f pi + Φι + Τ, + ΟΙ™ ικ , (4.12) 
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where 

δα = σι = arg Γ(Ζ + 1 + ιη) , 

¿ci = _ αα' (* _ ^Λ 
C l + C 2 - Ρι ~ 21+1 \2 dl)' 

и С 1 + С 2 + М М сі + мм — fi 1 

cci+сг+мм й ici _ Unì 

and δ EM ¡Ν l s the phase shift of the e.m. plus nuclear potential with respect to 

e.m. wave functions. T h e phase shifts p0 of the relativistic Coulomb poten

tial and the phase shifts TO,TJ, and τ2 of the vacuum polarization potential 

are listed in Ref. [Be88a]. Expressions for the m.m. phase shifts <j)¡ can be 
obtained from Eqs. (3.36) and (3.37), and expressions for the vacuum polar
ization phase shifts TJ are given in the papers by Durand [Dur57] and Gursky 
and Heller [Gur64]. Exact expressions for these phase shifts including the 
effects of the relativistic Coulomb and m.m. interaction, i.e., 6£l*%l+MM and 
òcì+cl+MM+vpi a r e n o t knowij lo us. In practice, the aforementioned approx
imations suffice for all partial waves, except perhaps for Ζ = 0. Therefore, 

for / > 0 we use Φι and η , whereas for the iSo partial wave the explicit 

phase shift £СІІСІІММ+ Р 1S nse^ (for details, see Ref. [Be88a]). As a matter 

of fact, we do not have to include the m.m. contribution ^ + с ^ м м t o this 

phase shift, because the long-range part of the m.m. interaction does not 

contribute in the lSo partial wave. 

With the approximated phase-shift decomposition of Eq. (4.12) we can 

now also split the pp total scattering amplitude. For convenience we make the 

next approximation, which is sufficiently accurate in practical calculations 

( S E M H V - 1 ) = ( p 2 " " - l ) + e · " (e 2 *" - l ) e " ' 

+ e"" (SCÍ+MM - l ) 6 , σ ' + e"" ( e 2 - - l ) e«" (4.14) 

ι ρι{σι+ρι) (cd γ/2 ιτ, ( ави _ Λ ιτ, ( cci \ 1 ' 2 ι(ρ,+σ,) 
τ e \JCI + MM) e yJbu+N L) e \JCI+MM) e ' 

where 5 Ε " + Λ Γ contains the phase shifts with respect to the total e.m. inter

action. From Eq. (4.14) it is now clear why the m.m. ñ -matr ix elements as 

obtained from the m.m. .ftT-matrix elements (3.36) and (3.37) have to be ad

justed with factors e"" as in Eq. (3.38). The approximation e*" (e2""' - 1) e"" 

for the contribution to the vacuum polarization amplitude is made because 
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this is the way Durand [Dur57] derived his expression for the vacuum po
larization amplitude. Without this approximation the construction of an 
expression for the amplitude is much more difficult. Similarly, the approx
imation e"" (Sçl+MM — 1) e"" for the contribution of the m.m. amplitude 
simplifies the expressions for this amplitude as well. For example, we have 
not been able to find an analytical expression for the slow converging con
tribution ZLS of Eq. (3.40) when we included the relativistic Coulomb phase 
shifts p¡ next to the Coulomb phase shifts σι in the adjustment factors. 

From Eq. (4.14), we find that the total scattering amplitude ΜΕΜ+Ν(Θ) 
in case of pp scattering can be written as 

ΜΕΜ+Ν(Θ) = МСІ{ ) + Мс

сІсг( ) + Мс

сІ+мм{9) 

+ ЩІуМ + Щ^АО). (4.15) 

The amplitudes on the right-hand side are the Coulomb amplitude as given 
by Eq. (3.26), the relativistic correction to the Coulomb amplitude as given 
by Eq. (3.30), the magnetic moment amplitude as derived in the previous 
chapter, the (properly antisymmetrized) vacuum polarization amplitude as 
given by Durand [Dur57], and the nuclear amplitude. As is customary, each 
amplitude is to be multiplied to the left and right by e - " 7 0 for computational 
convenience as in Eqs. (3 25) and (3.29). This is allowed, since it is merely 
a phase factor and hence does not affect the predictions for the physical 
observables. 

The nuclear amplitude in terms of S matrices, multiplied on both sides 
by 6~!σο, is represented by 

ΛίΕΜ ~ i1/* Cl/2 cl/2 ς1/2 (СЕМ _Л\ cl/2 cl/2 ^1,2 cl/2 (ΛΛΆ\ 
1VIEM+N JCl •:>C2 JMM JVP \ D EM4 N i

/ | 0VP JMM JC2 JC1 > V * · i U I 

where the square root factors are the 5-matrix versions of the exponential 
adjustment factors appearing in Eq. (4.14). 

4.2 Approximations for including the m.m. 

interaction 

For pp scattering no analytical expressions for the e.m. scattering amplitude 
exist, except for the point-particle Coulomb amplitude. The contributions of 
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the relativistic Coulomb, magnetic moment, and vacuum polarization ampli
tudes are obtained by summing the corresponding partial-wave amplitudes 
over a large number of partial waves. An approximation is that the m.m. 
and vacuum polarization amplitudes are calculated with respect to Coulomb 
wave functions and that the square root adjustment factors solely contain 
the Coulomb phase shifts σ/. We believe that these approximations are good 
enough for practical purposes, and we will therefore use them in our pp phase-
shift analyses. The exact expressions are much more difficult to obtain and 
the differences with the approximations just mentioned arc expected to be 
small. 

Other, more crude approximations for including the e.m. interaction in 
a pp phase-shift analysis have appeared in the literature. These approxima
tions could be made because, until recently, the scattering data have not been 
accurate enough for the differences with the more exact treatment to show 
up clearly and significantly. In such approximations only the most impor
tant parts of the e.m. interaction to the scattering amplitude are retained, 
considerably simplifying the expressions for the amplitude. 

The contributions of the relativistic Coulomb and vacuum polarization 
potentials VC2 and VVp are of order a 2 , and are therefore not included in 
several phase-shift analyses [Arn83, Am87, Bys87]. However, the importance 
of the vacuum polarization can be seen explicitly in the low-energy region up 
to a few MeV. So the effect of the vacuum polarization interaction has to be 
accounted for if such low-energy data are to be described properly [Shc70, 
Nai77, Be88a]. 

4.2.1 T h e Saclay approximation 

Although the influence of the m.m. interaction on the scattering amplitude is 
largest in the lower partial waves, it has been argued in a paper by Breit and 
Ruppel [BreC2] that it is not necessary to include these effects explicitly, be
cause these lower partial-wave phase shifts are parametrized anyway. In this 
approximation only the Coulomb interaction is included in the adjustment 

1 /2 

factors for the nuclear amplitude, i e , Eq. (4.16) only contains 5 Γ 1 = e"", 
whereas the other square root 5 matrices are left out. The m.m. interaction 
is, however, included in the higher partial waves. 

This approximation is used in the Saclay phase-shift analysis of Bystricky, 
Lechanoine-Leluc, and Lehar [Bys87], where they calculate the higher partial-
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wave m.m. scattering amplitudes for I > / m a x in BA. Here / m a x = 5 denotes the 
highest partial wave which is parametrized. As a second approximation, they 
only take account of the spin-orbit part of the m.m. interaction, neglecting 
the tensor part. In this approximation the effect of the m.m. interaction only 
contributes to the e-amplitude of Eq. (3.2) and is given by 

where the superscript BA denotes that the amplitude is calculated in BA. 
This way of including the m.m. interaction in a phase-shift analysis will be 
referred to as the Saclay approximation. 

The e-amplitude can also easily be calculated in CDWBA, using Coulomb 
functions and adjusting with factors 6 , ( σ ι~σ ο ), yielding 

/ „-.rjln i(l-cos0) , „-trçln '(l+cosÉ>) _ ι 

«ЯГ - 5^<»+ «*>(* ^ J 

'mai 9/4-1 \ 

- L' mi/!m) • <4Л8> 
where the superscript CDW denotes that the amplitude is calculated in CD
WBA. The amplitudes c",A

u and e^D

w"' correspond to the slow converging, and 
therefore most important part ZLs of the pp m.m. amplitude, where ZLs is 
given by Eq. (3.40). We want to point out that the terms ef,^ or e ^ ^ suffice 
as a first approximation for the inclusion of the m.m. interaction only. They 
are not sufficient for a proper description of the new high-accuracy analyzing 
power measurements. 

4.2.2 The Blacksburg approximation 

Another approximation for including the effects of the m.m. interaction is due 
to Breit also. He argued [Bre55] that it is not necessary to do the CDWBA 
calculation for the e.m. scattering amplitude in case of pp scattering explicitly. 
The effect of the Coulomb distortion can be approximated reasonably well 
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by multiplying the BA scattering amplitudes with factors which are now 
generally referred to as the Breit factors 

M(i) - М ( * ) е " " ' И < 1 - С 0 5 в ) , M ( u ) - M ( u ) e - " ' l n 3 ( 1 + c o s í ' ) . (4.19) 

The plus or minus sign in front of the cos#-term in the Breit factors is 
prescribed by the t от и dependence of the amplitude, since 

t = ~2k2(l - c o s o ) , и = -2k2(l +cos0) . 

The employment of the Breit factors represents the main part of the 
effect of the Coulomb distortion on the scattering amplitude. This can be 
understood as follows. The pure Coulomb part of the Born approximated 
pp OPhE scattering amplitude only contributes to the diagonal M-matrix 
elements. In the point-particle approximation these are given by 

M°s(t) = Mc

u{t) = Mc

m{i) = MViW = - ' - = -?: T ^ - f l -
t к 1 — cos и 

all other M-matrix elements being zero; and a similar expression for the it-
dependent amplitudes. The superscript С indicates that we restrict ourselves 
to the pure Coulomb part. Multiplying with the Breit factors results in 

,-ιτ/Ιη i( l-(osff) 

Л/УО = Mc

u{i) = Л/0

С

0(0 = ДГ, ,(/) = - / - - . - ¿— , (4 20) 
A' 1 — cos fr 

and the same expression with (1 + cosí) for the «-dependent elements. The 
result (4.20) is the exact expression for the Coulomb amplitude (3.26) in the 
various spin states. The employment of the Breit factors in the remaining 
part of the OPhE M-matrix elements has not been justified by explicit calcu
lations, but it fairly well leproduces the ^-dependence as obtained from a con
sideration of small-angle scattering in the laboratory system [Bre55, GarSG]. 
The Breit way of including the effect of the Coulomb distortion in the pp 
OPhE scattering amplitude is found to be a remarkable good approxima
tion when compared with the exact calculation as presented in the previous 
chapter and section 4.1. 

The Breit way of including the effects of the m.m. interaction is used in 
the Blacksburg analyses of Arndt and co-workers [Arn83, Arn87]. However, 
the nuclear amplitude in these analyses is not adjusted for the fact that 
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in that case the m.m. interaction is included in all partial waves, i.e., they 
1 /2 

do not include 5 M M in Eq. (4.16) either. This treatment of the Coulomb 
distortion effect and of the inclusion of the m.m. interaction in all partial 
waves we will refer to as the Blacksburg approximation. It already gives 
a very good description of the pp scattering data, and is also used in the 
TRIUMF phase-shift analyses of Bugg and co-workers [Bug78, Dub82]. 

A similar treatment has been used by the Saclay group [Bys77] as well 
when they investigated the influence of the m.m. interaction on the results of 
their pp phase-shift analysis. The improvement in the description of the pp 
scattering data was found to be small and could only be seen in a data set 
that contained all data in a sufficiently large energy range. For that reason 
they only included the approximation of Eq. (4.17) in their more recent anal
ysis [Bys87]. Nevertheless, the high accuracy of recent pp analyzing-power 
experiments [Smy89] makes that the slight differences between the Saclay and 
Blacksburg approximations on the one hand and our more exact treatment 
on the other hand, have become more pronounced. This has been shown 
explicitly by us in a separate publication [St90a], which will be discussed in 
section 6.3. 

For np scattering the situation is somewhat different. Here the e.m. in
teraction consists of the m.m. interaction only. The inclusion of the m.m. 
amplitude in an np phase-shift analysis poses no difficulties, since analytical 
expressions for the amplitude are known explicitly. So there are essentially 
only two approximations for including the m.m. interaction in an np phase-
shift analysis. Next to the inclusion of the m.m. scattering amplitude in all 
partial waves, one can either include the 5Λί'Μ factors in the nuclear amplitude 
as is done in our analyses, or one can leave them out as is done in the Blacks-
burg analyses [Arn83, Arn87] and the TRIUMF analyses [Bug80, Bug90]. 



Chapter 5 

Parametrization 
of the lower partial waves 

In a phase-shift analysis (PSA), the energy dependence of the lower partial-
wave phase shifts is usually parametrized. Many different parametrizations 
have appeared in the literature. We here mention the widely used effective-
range expansions for the phase shifts at low energies (7ìab ¿ 25 MeV). Another 
parametrization is used in the Saclay PSA of Bystricky, Lechanoine-Leluc, 
and Lehar [Bys87], where they express the phase shifts as a polynomial of 
the energy, multiplied by the OPE phase parameters to insure the correct 
threshold behavior. The only exception is the ^ o phase shift, for which an 
effective-range expansion is used. 

In the Blacksburg analyses of Arndt and co-workers [Arn83, Arn87], 
the partial-wave amplitudes arc expressed as a summation over one-boson-
exchange type basis functions, where the masses are chosen as a multiple of 
the pion mass. The strengths of these amplitudes are then fitted to the data. 
This parametrization is similar to the parametrizations that are used in the 
older Livermore analyses of MacGregor, Arndt, and Wright [Ma68a, MaG8b. 
Mac69], except for the fact that the amplitudes in case of np scattering con
tain a different pion mass than those for pp scattering. Moreover, the pp and 
np amplitudes are related to one another via a so-called Coulomb penetration 
factor (see section 5.2.1). Arndt and co-workers assume, therefore, that they 
know the charge independence breaking effects and can correct for them. 

The drawbacks of the aforementioned methods for parametrizing the en
ergy dependence of the lower partial-wave phase shifts have been discussed 

49 
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extensively in Refs. [Be88a, Ber90] (see also section 8.4). 

5.1 The P-matrix parametrization 

In the Nijmegen phase-shift analyses we tried as much as possible to ex
ploit our knowledge of the long-range interaction. For large distances the 
e.m. interaction and the OPE interaction, which is the longest-range part of 
the nuclear interaction, are well known and model independent. The corre
sponding potentials are given in chapter 2. For the intermediate-range part 
of the nuclear interaction (say, for г > 1 fm), there is a remarkable agreement 
between different potential models, even though there are significant differ
ences in the details of how to arrive at such a potential. Some models use 
dispersion relations [Cot73, Lac80], other models are based on one-boson ex
change [Obi75, Nut76, Na78a. Mac87]. There are also significant differences 
in the heavy mcson-nucleon coupling constants used and in the treatment of 
the two-pion exchange. The fact that the different potential models agree 
very well for τ Ζ 1.5 fm, allows us to use such a potential for г Ζ 1.5 fm in our 
PSA without introducing too much model dependence. 

The short-range interaction ( r £ l fm) is to a large extent unknown and 
has to be parametrized. The connection between the unknown inner region 
and the well-known outer region can be implemented via a boundary condi
tion model. The long-range and intermediate-range e.m. and OPE potential 
tails (plus the heavy-boson-exchange contributions of the Nijmegen soft-core 
./WV potential [Na78a] in case of the analyses up to Т\аъ — 350 MeV) are 
incorporated outside г = b in the radial Schrödinger equation. The unknown 
short-range interaction is then parametrized phénoménologie ally by specify
ing the Ρ matrix at г =• b in each partial wave. The Ρ matrix [Jaf79j is the 
logarithmic derivative of the radial wave function at the boundary condition 
radius г = b. So in our analyses phenomenology is only used where there is 
really a lack of knowledge, i.e., for r < b. In our analyses, b = 1.4 fm. 

We now briefly discuss some properties of the Ρ matrix. For a more 
detailed discussion we refer to the earlier publications [Be87b, Be88a]. For 
r > b we use the radial Schrödinger equation 

¿2+ A-2-- rt1 )-2 M"^(' ·) \i(r) = 0, (5.1) 
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where Mred is the reduced mass, V(r) consists of the e.m. plus OPE potential 
tails, and xi(r) is the partial-wave radial wave function. The relativistic 
relation between the cm. three-momentum squared k2 and the laboratory 
kinetic energy Xiat, for np scattering is given by 

(мр + Μηγ + 2Т,аьЛ/„ ' к • , 

whereas for pp scattering it simply reads 

k2 -- ίΜρϊω, . (5.3) 

The Ρ matrix at the boundary condition radius r = b is defined as 

(5.4) 
т=Ь 

It can be written as a number of poles 

Р/(Ь;А-2) = о + А - 2 £ г / ^ ~ . (5.5) 

In the trivial case that V(r) = 0, the radial wave function is a spherical 
Bessel function. \/(r) = krji(kr), which leads to what we call the free Ρ 
matrix Pfrec,/ for which 

Q = / f 1 , г,,,; = 2 , knj - znj/b , (5.6) 

with ;„,; the 77th zero of ji(z). If the poles lie outside the energy range, the 
effect of the poles can be lumped into a power series in A·2. This leads to 

^ - ί π + Σ^·2)", ( 5 · 7) 

where we have accounted for one pole at A·2 — A·2 only. An even simpler 
parametrization is obtained by using no pole at all and only keeping the 
second term in Eq. (5.7). The parametrization (5.7) for the Ρ matrices up 
to J = 2 has been used in our low-energy analyses with Тіаь < 30 MeV. 

Рі(Ъ;к2) = Ъ 
d\,(r) 

dr 
\ТЧт) 
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Another parametrization is obtained by starting with the free Ρ matrix 
and replacing the argument fc2 by some polynomial in k2. This leads to 

•Pfree,! (5.8) b ; fc 2 -E a n,/( fc 2 ) n 

71=0 

This is in fact equivalent to using an energy-dependent, but r-independent 
potential for r < b, that is given by 

1 N 
V(k2) = 1rr- Σνι(* 2 ) η · ( 5 · 9 ) 

The parametrization of Eq. (5.8) for the partial waves up to J = 4 is used in 
our higher-energy analyses with Гіаь < 350 MeV. 

In the NN interaction we encounter the case of two coupled channels. To 
describe this coupling, as far as the short-range interaction is concerned, we 
need to construct a 2 χ 2 P-matrix. The simplest way to do so starts with two 
single-channel Ρ matrices as diagonal elements. These can be constructed 
using one of the methods mentioned above. The off-diagonal elements can 
then be parametrized as some function of k2, e.g., using a power series. A 
convenient parametrization (see Refs. [Be87b, BerQO]) is given by 

/ cose» sino \ / Pi 0 \ ( cos9 - s i n o \ . 

{ - s i n o coso Д о P2 ; V 5Іп С05 I ' 

where the angle θ is a smooth function of A-2, which can be expanded in a 
power series. 

5.2 Parametrization of the np 1=1 waves 

For np scattering we cannot use a P-matrix parametrization in all lower 
partial waves. This is because, contrary to pp scattering, the 1 = 0 partial 
waves now also contribute. This means that there are almost twice as much 
partial waves. If too few partial waves are parametrized the data cannot be 
described properly. On the other hand, the np data have never been very 
accurate, so if too many partial waves are parametrized noise or systematic 
errors in the data propagate into the phase shifts and the data cannot be 
described properly either. It has therefore been customary in an np analysis 
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to parametrize the 1 = 0 lower partial waves, whereas the 1=1 phase shifts 
are taken over from the pp analysis, whether or not adjusted for Coulomb 
distortion and mass difference effects. 

5.2.1 Correction with Coulomb penetration factor 

In the Blacksburg analyses [Arn83, Arn87] the difference between the pp 
and np I = 1 phase shifts is described by a Coulomb penetration factor, 
simultaneously accounting for neutral-to-charged pion mass differences. The 
breaking of charge independence between the phase shifts in their analyses 
can symbolically be written as 

<5f = δΐρ[τηπ(136.5 MeV) - m7r(135.04 MeV)] x Cf^) , (5.11) 

where m* denotes the pion mass (135.04 MeV for neutral pions and 136.5 
MeV for np neutral-plus-charged 'averaged' pions) and 

0?{η) - Cfa) Π 1 + (ÏÏ 
(5.12) 

is the Coulomb penetration factor where 0$(η) is given by Eq. (3.28). 

5.2.2 Graz correction for Coulomb interference 

The TRIUMF analyses of Bugg and co-workers [Bug78, Dub82, BugOO] use 
the Graz prescription for relating the pp nuclear phase shifts to the I = 1 np 
nuclear phase shifts, and vice versa. In the Graz prescription [Fr80a] the pp 
phase shift is written as 

where δΝ is the purely nuclear phase shift (the phase shift that would be 
obtained in the absence of the Coulomb interaction) and 6R is a residual 
phase shift representing the contributions to ¿>£+Λ, of the Coulomb nuclear 
interference. It is then possible to derive an expression for 6R in terms of δΝ, 
and a reasonable approximation that can be used in practical calculations is 
found to be given by [Fr80a] 

шЦта+^^). (5.13) 
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where ρ denotes the momentum dependence and where we raised the sub
scripts N and R for notational clarity. The prime denotes differentiation 
with respect to the momentum. The coefficients Û/ are defined according to 

2Mrcde2 r«> τ íl + x2\ Mrede2 

α, = P/ dx- -Q, — , (5.14) 
7Г JO 1 - X¿ \ 2x / C; 

with Qi(x) the Legendre polynomials of the second kind and Q a number 
which is listed in Ref. [FrSOa] (CQ = 2/π, Ci = π/2, a ~ I + | for / > 1). 

For coupled channels Eq. (5.13) is modified to include the effects on the 
mixing parameter ε. For the phase parameters with total angular momentum 
J the residual values are then given by [Fr80b] 

öj-Fl,j(P) = a J l 
sin 2 ^ , ,(p) 

2pcoS2e3í(p) 

e » = | ( a J _ 1 + a , + 1 ) | e ' / ( p ) + 
2pcos2£y(p) 

x[8m2e5i(p) + s i n ( ^ . M ( p ) + i;+1 .j(p))]} • (5 ·15) 

Given а pp (or rip) phase shift these expressions can be used iterativcly to ob
tain the corresponding np (or pp] phase shift. This method has been checked 
explicitly [FrSOa, Fr80b] using the parametrized Paris І І potential [Lac80] 
with excellent results. We have also checked them using the Nijmegen soft
core І 7 potential [Na78a] and some other NN potentials with the same 
results. Only for the ^ o the results were unsatisfactory (which was already 
pointed out in Ref. [FrSOa]). The ^ n pp and np phase shifts, however, are 
usually parametrized independent of one another in a phase-shift analysis in 
order to arrive at the proper threshold behavior and scattering lengths, so a 
Graz-like prescription for the 'So phase shift is not really necessary. 

The effect of the proton form factor has also been investigated. Equations 
similar to Eqs. (5.13) and (5.15) can be derived [Fro79] and it was demon
strated that the effect of including the charge form factor in the Graz formal
ism cannot be neglected at higher momentum transfer (Ты, i 200 MeV). The 
analyses of Bugg and co-workers [Bug78, Dub82, BugOO] cover the 142-800 
MeV region, so when they use the Graz formalism they have to include the 
effect of the charge form factor. 

We want to stress that in this formalism the difference between neu
tral and charged pion masses and between neutron and proton masses is 
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not accounted for. We will show that these mass differences are important 
and significantly change the pp-to-np phase-shift difference. They partially 
compensate the effects of the Coulomb-nuclear interference, so in the Graz 
prescription the phase-shift differences are sometimes overestimated. 

5.2.3 Pion-Coulomb correction 

In our Nijmegen analyses we will assume that charge independence is bro
ken by the e.m. interaction, by the neutron-proton mass difference, by the 
neutral-charged-pion mass difference, but also by the difference between the 
neutral and charged pion-nucleon coupling constants. As can be seen from 
Eqs. (2.34) and (2.43), there are three relevant pion-nucleon coupling con
stants: gl, g\p, and gl- In an np analysis it is very difficult to include these 
three coupling constants as free parameters. This is because the I = I np 
phase shifts are related to the I = 1 pp phase shifts. The parametrization of 
the pp phase shifts involves <?Q, but g^ is not a very suitable parameter in an 
np analysis. We therefore have to use some theoretical constraint for relating 
the three coupling constants. 

One such a constraint is to assume charge symmetry. In that case we 
have gl — —g^. This choice has been used in an earlier publication by 
us [St88b], where we parametrized the charge independence breaking (CIB) 
between gl and gj and investigated its effects in a preliminary PSA of the 
np scattering data. Another possibility is to calculate the coupling constant 
differences from the electromagnetic breaking by radiative corrections. These 
differences are typically very small [Mor68]. 

A third possibility is to use some quark model for the pions and nu
cléons. The coupling constant differences are then related to the up-down 
quark mass difference or to the breaking of chiral symmetry. Henley and 
Zhang [Hen87] estimated the effects of the mass difference in a non-relativistic 
quark model. The pion-nucleon coupling constant in their model originates 
from a bremsstrahlung gluon, which produces a virtual quark-antiquark pair 
that after rearrangement of quarks leads to an amplitude for the formation 
of a pion. This model is referred to as the 35i-model. 

In our calculations we account for the CIB in the coupling constants in 
the context of the 3 . /Vm od e l [Mic69, CarTO, LeY73], where the vacuum pro
duces the virtual quark-antiquark pair. The breaking between the coupling 
constants can be expressed in terms of some parameter Δ, that is related to 
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the amount of chiral symmetry breaking in the pair creation process. The 
results are [Rij90] 

-9ηηπ° = go + 2Δ , -;75iW+ = i/o + | Δ . 

A similar splitting is found in the 35i-model, where in the calculation of 
Henley and Zhang [Hen87] the parameter Δ is related to the up-down quark 
mass difference. We assume that gl and g^ are known from an analysis of pp 
scattering and π±ρ scattering, respectively. We then find 

Δ = -Sflb+b/sS + tá' 

-92
np = -ÍffS + Wffo2 + 3»c

2, (5.17) 

which implies that -g^ is always relatively close to g^, even when the differ
ence between gl and gl is large. 

The effect of the CIB in the coupling constants can best be understood 
as follows. From Eq. (2.34) we find that the OPE potential for pp scattering 
can be written symbolically as 

V°PE = 92oVw(m0) • (5.18) 

The OPE potential for np scattering in the 1 = 1 state reads 

V?P
PB = g^VAmo) + 2giV„(m) , (5.19) 

where the effective pion mass is defined by Eq. (2.41). Neglecting for a 
moment all mass difference effects, and approximating - g^p ~ g?, we may 
also write 

Κ Γ = 92

npV, + 4V* « glV* + А52К , (5.20) 

where Δ 3

2 = g\ - gl-
From the 7r4p scattering data the coupling constant gc of the charged 

pions to the nucléons has been known rather accurately for a long time. At 
present the recommended value is [Dum83] 

gl = 14.3 ± 0.2 or ƒ= = 0.079(1) . (5.21) 

On the other hand, it has always been very hard to obtain an accurate 
value for the proton-proton-pion coupling constant g^,. This can be seen in 
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authors 

MacGregor et al. (Ref. [Ma68a]) 
Bugg (Ref. [Bug68]) 
Breit et al (Ref. [Bre71]) 
Bugg et al. (Ref. [Bug78]) 
Kroll (Ref. [Kro81]) 
Bergervoet et al. (Ref. [Be87a]) 
Bergervoet et al. (Ref. Ber90]) 

ί ο 3 χ β 

81.4±4.6 
75.2І3.9 

73.1 81.8 
77.8І3.6 
80.3І2.2 
72.5І0.6 
74.9І0.7 

à 
14.7±0.8 
13.6І0.7 

13.2 - 14.8 
14.1І0.7 
14.5І0.4 
13.1±0.1 
13.5±0.1 

Table 5.1: The neutral pion-nucleon coupling constant. 

Table 5.1, where we give a list of some determinations for gl over a number 
of years. Therefore, there has never been any clear evidence for a CIB in 
the pion-nucleon coupling constants, and it has not been customary to use 
different values for gl and gl in phase-shift analyses. Recently, this situation 
has changed because the Nijmegen group has been able to determine gl in 
their PSA of all pp scattering data below Т1аъ. = 350 MeV. In a preliminary 
analysis without the m.m. interaction, they found [Be87a] gl = 13.1 ± 0.1. 
With the inclusion of the m.m. interaction and including some recent new 
data, we arrive at [Ber90] 

gl = 13.5 ± 0.1 or /0

2 = 0.0749(7) . (5.22) 

Comparing this result with the value of the charged coupling constant, we 
observe a 6% CIB in the coupling constants of Δ.92 = g2 — gl = 0.8 ± 0.2. 

However, a new determination of g^ from an analysis of pion-nucleon 
elastic scattering data below Тіаь = 2 GeV by Arndt and co-workers [Arn90] 
seems to refute this observation. They find / 2 = 0.0735(15) or gl — 13.3±0.3, 
implying almost no CIB between the coupling constants. Nevertheless, with 
our parametrization the 0-30 MeV np data are best described introducing a 
large CIB between the coupling constants (see chapter 7), so in this thesis 
we will stick to gl = 14.3 and gl = 13.5. (These values were also used in the 
recently published np analysis by Bugg [Bug90].) A more definite conclusion 
regarding a possible CIB between the coupling constants probably has to be 
postponed until the completion of the 0-350 MeV np analysis [Klo90]. 
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It is important to note that with the aforementioned values the CIB in 
the coupling constants is between the pseudoscalar coupling constants as 
well as the pseudovector coupling constants. Some groups choose the scal
ing mass of Eq. (2.31) to be the mass of the exchanged pion, rather than 
the charged pion mass. In that case one introduces an artificial CIB which 
should be avoided. The confusion arises because the neutral-charged-pion 
mass difference is about 3%, so it appears to explain the 6% CIB in the 
coupling constants. However, if we then assume charge independence for the 
pseudovector coupling constants the 6% CIB (in the opposite direction!) is 
between the pseudoscalar coupling constants. If we assume charge indepen
dence for the pseudoscalar coupling constants the 6% CIB is between the 
pseudovector coupling constants. So this kind of CIB is artificial and only 
gives rise to confusion. 

To demonstrate the CIB effects in going from pp to np phase shifts us
ing our method, we have done the following. We start with the Nijmegen 
soft-core NN potential [Na78a], where we adjust some of the coupling con
stants in such a way that we retain a realistic potential model when we 
replace the original OPE part of the Nijmegen potential, with g^ = 14.0 
and m* = 138.041 MeV, by a new OPE part with ^ = 13.50 and [Agu88] 
jnn = m0 = 134.9734 McV. The adjustments are small and were made for the 
coupling constants fw.g^ and gt as listed in Table II of Ref. [Na78a]. Using 
the adjusted potential we can study the effects of the differences between 
the pp and np phase shifts. The differences are included stepwise where the 
different steps are 

1. removal of the Coulomb interaction; 

2. inclusion of the neutron-proton mass difference; 

3. inclusion of the neutral-charged-pion mass difference; 

4. inclusion of CIB in the pion-nucleon coupling constants. 

Step 1 compares with the Graz method for correcting pp phase shifts to np 
phase shifts. Steps 1 to 3 should compare with the Blacksburg way of treating 
the pp-np phase shift difference. Steps 1 to 4 represent the Nijmegen way for 
arriving at the pp-np phase shift difference. The results of the subsequent 
steps for some of the phase shifts and at some energies are shown in Table 5.2. 

As already mentioned, the Graz method corresponds to step 1 which is in 
agreement with the results in Table 5.2. The differences between the results 
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energy 

10 MeV 

25 MeV 

50 MeV 

100 MeV 

200 MeV 

phase 

shift 

3 η 
s P i 
3P2 
lD2 

'Po 
3Pi 
3P2 
lD2 

3Po 
3Λ 
3P2 
lD2 

3Po 
3 Pi 
3P2 
lD2 

3P0 
3 Pi 
3 P 2 

^ 2 

6(pp) 

3.760 
-2.041 

0.640 

0.161 

8.676 

-4.879 
2.452 

0.665 

11.546 

-8.209 

5.774 
1.608 

8.979 

-13.031 
10.902 

3.644 

2.580 

-20.823 
15.502 

7.454 

no Coulomb 

Graz 

-0.389 

0.207 

-0.084 

-0.014 

-0.406 

0.261 
-0.183 

-0.031 

-0.200 

0.277 
-0.262 

-0.048 

0.105 

0.300 

-0.266 
-0.074 

0.359 
0.341 

-0.173 

-0.089 

model 

-0.357 

0.186 
-0.092 

-0.014 

-0.317 

0.221 

-0.186 
-0.029 

-0.091 
0.231 

-0.255 
-0.046 

0.182 

0.252 

-0.255 
-0.072 

0.363 
0.292 

-0.172 

-0.085 

МпфМр 

-0.360 
0.187 

-0.095 
-0.014 

-0.319 
0.222 

-0.195 
-0.030 

-0.086 
0.231 

-0.276 
-0.049 

0.200 
0.250 

-0.292 
-0.079 

0.398 
0.289 

-0.228 
-0.098 

m c φ τη0 

ΜηφΜρ 

0.092 

-0.004 

-0.061 

0.009 

0.464 

-0.072 

-0.087 

0.019 

0.783 

-0.095 

-0.075 
0.006 

0.970 
0.057 
0.014 

-0.086 

1.009 
0.034 

0.055 

-0.185 

Table 5.2: pp and np-like phase-shift differences in degrees calculated with the 

adjusted Nijmegen potential (see text) at Тіаь energies of 10 to 200 MeV. The 
fourth and fifth column give the influence of the removal of the Coulomb interaction 
by using the Graz prescription and by directly solving the Schrödinger equation, 
respectively. The last two columns show the influence of the neutron-proton and 
neutral-charged-pion mass differences. The third column gives the pp phase shift 
for comparison. 
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of these two methods are not very large, especially in view of the values for 
the pp phase shifts, which are listed in the third column of Table 5.2. 

In step 2 the neutron-proton mass difference is accounted for and is seen 
to have only a very small effect on the results. This is not surprising since the 
mass difference only amounts to 0.1%. The inclusion of the neutral-charged-
pion mass differences as in step 3 gives much larger effects. They sometimes 
completely compensate the phase-shift difference obtained when removing 
the Coulomb interaction. Examples are the 3Pl phase shift at 10 MeV and 
the 1D2 phase shift at 50 MeV. In other cases the sign of the phase-shift 
difference changes, as can be seen for the 3Foi 3Pi, and 1D2 phase shifts up 
to 50 MeV. This demonstrates that the influence of the neutral-charged-pion 
mass difference should be accounted for when the CIB effects are included in 
an analysis in this way. This is not done in the phase-shift analysis of the 20-
30 MeV pp and np scattering data by Bohannon, Burt, and Signell [Boh76], 
where the pp-np phase shift difference is included by removing the Coulomb 
potential only (as in step 1). For the nuclear interaction, assuming it to be 
charge independent, they use the Hamada-Johnston potential [Наш62]. 

In Table 5.3 we show the effect of the CIB in the pion-nucleon coupling 
constants. The results are given for gl = 13.50 and gj = 13.50,13.75,14.00, 
and 14.30. There we also present the values for the pp-vp phase shift differ
ence as obtained in the Blacksburg analysis [Arn87]. Their correction only 
accounts for Coulomb interference and mass difference effects, so it should 
compare with the g^ = 13.50 column in Table 5.3 (no CIB in the pion-
nucleon coupling constants). However, these two columns cannot directly be 
compared with each other, which is due to the.following. 

In the Blacksburg analyses the OPE phase shifts are calculated in BA, 
where the Coulomb distortion effect is approximately accounted for by mul
tiplying with a Coulomb penetration factor Cf(ij) as in Eq. (5.11). At low 
energies the OPE phase shifts calculated in BA at some fixed value for gl 
are approximately the same as the CDWBA phase shifts at a slightly higher 
value for gl- As the energy increases the difference between these two values 
of g'l decreases, and at 7'|ftb ~ 300 MeV the OPE phase shifts calculated in 
BA and CDWBA are almost the same for the same value of gl (see Table 3.1 
and the remarks at the end of chapter 3). However, the calculation with the 
Coulomb penetration factor recjuires a value for gl which is about 0.5 to 1.0 
higher in order to obtain the same OPE phase shifts. So the last column 
in Table 5.3 should rather be compared with the results of the column with 
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energy 

ЮМе 

25MeV 

50MeV 

100 MeV 

200 MeV 

phase 
shift 

3P0 
3 Pi 
3 P 2 

^ 2 

3Po 
3 Pi 
3P2 
'D, 

3P0 
З л 
3P2 

'D2 

3Po 
3Рг 
3P2 

'D, 

3Po 
3 Pi 
3P2 
'D2 

charged coupling constant g'^ 
13.50 

0.092 
-0.004 
-0.061 

0.009 

0.464 
-0.072 
-0.087 

0.019 

0.783 
-0.095 
-0.075 
-0.006 

0.970 
-0.057 

0.014 
-0.086 

1.009 
0.034 
0.055 

-0.185 

13.75 

-0.002 
0.032 

-0.069 
0.007 

0.233 
0.010 
0.116 
0.009 

0.441 
0.037 

-0.145 
-0.027 

0.575 
0.128 

-0.147 
-0.120 

0.616 
0.262 

-0.131 
-0.230 

14.00 

-0.099 
0.068 

-0.076 
0.004 

-0.003 
0.092 

-0.146 
-0.001 

0.093 
0.169 

-0.216 
-0.048 

0.175 
0.315 
0.284 

-0.155 

0.219 
0.491 

-0.322 
-0.275 

14.30 

-0.216 
0.111 

-0.086 
0.001 

-0.291 
0.191 

-0.182 
-0.014 

-0.333 
0.329 

-0.305 
0.074 

-0.313 
0.538 

-0.452 
-0.197 

-0.263 
0.766 

-0.557 
-0.329 

Arndt87 

-0.27 
0.14 

-0.08 

-0.32 
0.20 

-0.17 
-0.01 

-0.29 
0.27 

-0.27 
-0.05 

-0.14 
0.35 

-0.38 
-0.14 

0.18 
0.45 

-0.50 
-0.30 

Table 5.3: Effect of the difference between the charged and neutral pion-nucleon 
coupling constant. The numbers are the pp-np phase shift difference in degrees. 
The last column shows the difference as given by the Blacksburg phase-shift anal
ysis of Arndt, Hyslop, and Roper [Arn87]. They do not give the splitting for the 
' D j phase shift at 10 MeV. 
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(^ = 14.3. In that case the agreement is much better. 
From Table 5.3 it can be seen that the CIB in the coupling constants 

largely compensates the phase-shift differences from the neutral-charged-pion 
mass differences as given in the last column of Table 5.2. At low energies a 
large CIB brings the difference back to the value of the Coulomb interference 
difference. For higher energies a similar situation occurs for a smaller CIB. 
For example, for gl = 14.30 the 3P2 phase-shift differences at 10 and 25 
MeV give the same results as the removal of the Coulomb interaction alone. 
Similarly, for g2

c « 13.85 the 3 P phase-shift differences at 100 and 200 MeV 
are roughly in agreement with the Coulomb interference differences. 

In our np analyses the results of steps 1 to 4 are included as follows. With 
the Nijmegen NN potential (denoted by VNUc), pp phase shifts are calculated 
by solving the radial Schrödinger equation for the potential VO + VNUC. The 
corresponding np phase shifts for various values of Δρ 2 are then calculated 
by solving the radial Schrödinger equation for the potential VNUC + Ag2]/*, as 
in Eq. (5.20). However, in our calculations the neutron-proton and neutral-
charged-pion mass differences are explicitly accounted for, i.e., 

Ag'V* - -дІ п(т0) + g2

npV„(mo) + 2 5 c

2 ^(m) (5.23) 

where the coupling constants are related to each other as in Eq. (5.17). The 
pp-np phase shift differences are therefore now essentially parametrized by 
Ag2 — gl — ÇQ. In the np PSA these differences are then used to correct the 
pp phase shifts as obtained in our pp PSA. The CIB corrections to the phase 
shifts were calculated with the Nijmegen soft-core AW potential [Na78a] and 
also with the parametrized Paris AW potential [Lac80] with almost the same 
results. 

Summarizing, in our np phase-shift analyses the I = 0 lower partial waves 
are parametrized by a Ρ matrix. We also use a P-matrix parametrization 
for the 15o phase shift in order to arrive at the proper threshold behavior 
and scattering lengths. The other I — 1 lower partial-wave phase shifts 
up to J = 2 are taken from our pp PSA after correcting them not only 
for electromagnetic and mass difference effects, but also for the difference 
between gl and gl using the CIB corrections to the phase shifts as outlined 
above. All higher partial-wave nuclear phase shifts for both I = 0 and 
1 = 1 are taken to be pure OPE, including the explicit pion-nucleon coupling 
constant difference and mass differences using Eq. (3.21). For the partial 
waves up to / = 8 we include the ( 5 M M ) 1 / 2 adjustment factors as in Eq. (4 3). 



Chapter 6 

Results pp analyses 

In this chapter we briefly discuss the results of our 0-30 MeV and 0 -350 MeV 
pp phase-shift analyses. The detailed results of the 0-30 MeV analysis are 
given in Refs. [Be88a, Cam88]. The 0-350 MeV pp analysis is extensively 
presented in Ref. [Ber90]. In the second part of this chapter the effects of the 
inclusion of the m.m. interaction are explicitly demonstrated on the recent 
50.04 MeV analyzing-power data. 

6.1 0-30 MeV analysis 

In Ref. [Be88a] the results of the 0 30 MeV pp PSA are discussed. There the 
effect of including the vacuum polarization interaction in the 0 30 MeV pp 
PSA was found to be a 10 standard deviation effect (s.d.), in that it caused 
a drop of about 100 in \^ l i n when compared with the analysis without the 
vacuum polarization. Similarly, the effect of using a' instead of α in the point-
charge Coulomb potential VC1. gave a drop of about 20 in \?П1П, which is a 4.5 
s.d. effect. The inclusion of the relativistic Coulomb potential V^ did not 
give a significantly better fit to the data. However, it was included because 
especially the threshold behavior of the lSo phase shift at Tiah = 0 MeV 
will only be treated correctly if VC2 is included in the long-range interaction 
next to Vo and VVp. The inclusion of VC7 and VVp were found to be very 
important for a proper description of the very low-energy (Ti a bi l MeV) 
data. In Ref. [Be88a] it was furthermore stated that the m.m. interaction 
could be neglected. This can be understood since only a contact term of the 
m.m. interaction contributes in the ^ o partial wave. In the point-particle 
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approximation this contact term is a ¿-function. Taking into account the 
momentum dependence of the proton form factors it consists of Yukawa-like 
potentials (see section 2.2). So the m.m. interaction in the 15o partial wave 
is a short-range interaction, which in turn is parametrized by the Ρ matrix. 
Moreover, the inclusion of the m.m. scattering amplitude, properly calculated 
in CDWBA, is of negligible importance in the 0-30 MeV region. This was 
also pointed out by Knutson and Chiang [Kmi78]. 

On the other hand, in the np PSA of the 0 30 MeV data the m.m. inter
action turns out to be of importance and has to be included. Because the 
1=1 lower partial-wave np phase shifts are parametrized using the pp phase 
shifts, these pp phase shifts ought to be obtained from an analysis including 
the m.m. interaction in order to be consistent. We therefore redid the 0-30 
MeV pp PSA, now including the m.m. interaction. Some adjustments to 
the data base of the earlier published analysis [Be88a] have been made. We 
added one polarization [Bro58] at 17.7 MeV, one spin correlation [Abr62] at 
20.0 MeV, 15 differential cross sections [Bur59] at 19.8 MeV, and 7 differ
ential cross sections [Roy59] at 19.84 MeV, which were found to be missing 
from the previously published data base. Moreover, the 5 polarizations of 
Slobodrian et al. [Slo67] at 9.6 MeV are no longer neglected, whereas the 3 
differential cross sections of Batty et al. [Bat64] at 21.95, 25.62, and 30.33 
MeV are. The latter group was rejected because the group as a whole (it 
contains 7 differential cross-section data between 21.95 and 50.02 MeV) was 
found to give an improbably high \ 2 in our 0-350 MeV pp analysis [Ber90]. 
Finally, the 8 differential cross sections of Yntema and White [Ynt54] at 
18.28 MeV were arbitrarily removed from our data base. This is because 
they were published in 1954, and we have chosen only to include data that 
were published in a regular physics journal as of 1955 (because of the relative 
precision of the newer measurements). The 0-30 MeV pp data base is now in 
accordance with our 0-350 MeV data base [Ber90] and contains 381 scatter
ing observables or, including the 29 normalization data, 410 scattering data. 
Four groups are freely normalized and with the 11 parameters to parametrize 
the lower partial waves, the number of degrees of freedom is NDF = 366. 

The pp PSA without the m.m. interaction on this data base now yields 
\min = 373.2, whereas the analysis with the m.m. interaction included yields 
\mm = 373.4. The inclusion of the m.m. interaction in the 0-30 MeV pp PSA 
is found to be of negligible importance, as expected. It does change, however, 
the results for the nuclear phase shifts, which are now phase shifts with 
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energy 

1 MeV 
5 MeV 

10 MeV 
20 MeV 
30 MeV 

no m.m. 
3Po 3 Л 3^2 

0.13 -0.08 0.01 
1.47 -0.90 0.22 
3.43 -2.03 0.67 
6.73 -3.91 1.88 
9.17 -5.30 3.26 

with m.m. 
3Po 3 Л 3 P 2 

0.13 -0.08 0.01 
1.53 -0.92 0.22 
3.59 -2.09 0.66 
7.05 3.99 1.86 
9.40 5.24 3.20 

Table 6.1: Nuclear phase shifts in degrees with respect to e.m. wave functions from 
the 0-30 MeV pp phase-shift analyses. The first three columns give the results of 
the analysis without the m.m. interaction. The last three columns refer to the 
analysis including the m.m. interaction. 

respect to e.m. wave functions including the m.m. interaction. In Table 6.1 
we list the results for the lower partial wave nuclear phase shifts for both 
the analyses with and without the m.m. interaction. The differences for the 
3Ρ2 phase shift are small, whereas the differences for the 3Po phase shift are 
rather large. 

The phase shifts from this pp PSA including the m.m. interaction were 
used to parametrize the 1 = 1 phase shifts in the np PSA as presented in 
chapter 7. The result for the proton-proton-pion coupling constant in this 
analysis is now found to be gl — 13.5 ± 1.2, in excellent agreement with the 
result of our 0 350 MeV pp analysis to be discussed next. 

6.2 0-350 MeV analysis 

Some of the results of our 0-350 MeV pp PSA without the m.m. interaction 
have already been published earlier [Be87a, Be87b, Be88b]. The final results, 
now including the m.m. interaction were published in a recent paper by the 
Nijmegen group [Bcr90]. In that analysis we start with a complete data 
base containing all pp data published in a regular physics journal between 
1955 and August 1989. The data base, however, does not include dispersion 
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relation predictions [KroSl] and data that were obtained from quasi-elastic 
scattering (e.g., deuteron targets). Total cross-section data (аш, Δσ-ρ, Δσι,) 
were omitted, because of the difficulties of their definition and because of 
the differences in the treatment of the Coulomb-nuclear interference term 
by the experimentalists, which makes that we do not know how to calculate 
them model independently. We also do not include data that have not been 
published (yet) or that have only been reported in conference proceedings. 

The recently published 50.04 MeV analyzing-power (Αν) data of Smyrski 
et al. [Smy89] were not included in the data base because at that time we 
were not aware of their imminent publication. These data have a very high 
relative accuracy and are very important for demonstrating the importance 
of including the m.m. interaction in the PSA. Furthermore, they are very 
suitable to show explicitly that approximations for including the m.m. inter
action in an analysis, which have appeared in the literature, are no longer 
valid. Because of their relevant importance, they are discussed in detail in 
the second part of this chapter. 

In the following we will discuss the results of our 0-350 MeV pp PSA 
including these 50.04 MeV data. This means that the present results are 
slightly different from the results of our previously published analysis [Ber90]. 
There a complete list of all pp data used in the analysis is given. The sub-
\ 2 on each group of data separately practically does not change when we 
include the 50.04 MeV data. We will therefore not reproduce the entire data 
reference table here, but refer the interested reader to Table I of Ref. [Bei90]. 

For the results for the multi-energy and single-energv phase shifts and 
their errors, we refer to Table III of that paper. The revised results at 50 
MeV are given in Table G.i of this thesis. 

Starting with the total data base of 1927 scattering observables, the P-
matrix parameters and the neutral pion-muleon coupling constant were ad
justed to obtain a \^ i n . Data that were more than three standard deviations 
off were rejected and the parameters were adjusted again. When the experi
mental normalization on a group of data contributed more than 9 to \ 2 , these 
data were floated (freely normalized) by us. Groups that had an improbably 
low or high \ 2 were rejected also. 

Making all these adjustments to the data base results in a total of 291 
data to be rejected, leaving us with our final data set of 1636 scattering ob
servables divided over 214 groups. These groups contain 130 experimental 
normalization errors and 22 groups have a floated normalization. The num-
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ber of scattering data is given by the number of scattering observables plus 
normalization data, so N^t = 1766. Taking into account all free parameters, 
floated normalizations and other normalization errors, we are left with a total 
number of degrees of freedom of NDF = 1586. 

Using this data base, we have performed a number of analyses to compare 
différent treatments for including the m.m. interaction. These treatments are 

A No m.m. interaction at all; 

В Inclusion of spin-orbit part of the m.m. scattering amplitude in the 
higher partial waves with I > /m a x — 4 only, calculated in BA using 
Eq. (4.17); 

С Same as case B, but calculated in CDWBA using Eq. (4.18); 

D Inclusion of m.m. scattering amplitude in all partial waves, calculated 
in BA using Eq. (3.17) adapted to pp scattering, and approximately 
corrected for Coulomb distortion effects using the Breit factors as in 
Eq. (4.19); 

E Inclusion of m.m. scattering amplitude in all partial waves, calculated 
in CDWBA by properly accounting for Coulomb distortion effects and 
adjustment of the nuclear amplitude according to Eq. (4.16); 

F Same as case E, but using the phase shifts of the OPE plus HBE con
tributions of the Nijmegen NN potential for the intermediate partial 
waves with 5 < J < 8. 

In all these cases, the amplitudes of the relativistic Coulomb and vacuum 
polarization interactions are also taken into account. There is a small com
plication for treatments В and C. In treatments В and С the m.m. interaction 
is not included in the lower partial waves with / < 4. It was argued by Breit 
and Ruppel [Bre62] that in a first approximation the effects of the m.m. 
interaction need not be included in these lower partial waves, since they 
are parametrized anyway. The parameters can largely compensate for any 
shortcomings which may arise due to the fact that the m.m. interaction is 
not included in the lower partial waves. In our published PSA we used the 
phase shifts of the OPE plus heavy-boson-exchange (HBE) contributions of 
the Nijmegen JVJV potential [Na78a] to parametrize the intermediate partial 
waves (5 < J < 8). If we use this parametrization in treatments В and С 
as well, there are no parameters which can compensate for any shortcomings 
in these waves. A satisfactory fit to the data in that case turns out to be 
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energy-range 

0-350 MeV 

10-350 MeV 

σ(θ) 

Ay 

•^•xx^nni' · · 

D 
Η,Α.Ε.',Α1 

remainder 

iVdat 

1766 

1431 

" 527 Ί 

497 

65 
88 

209 
45 

case A 

1907.3 

1603.2 

579.8 

591.1 
55.8 

133.5 
217.2 

25.8 

case В 
2377.3 

1540.0 
583.0 
560.0 

54.7 
114.3 
201.9 

26.1 

case С 
1872.1 

1537.2 
580.9 
564.8 

54.4 
110.8 
200.2 

26.1 

case D 
1783.9 

1483.8 
561.7 
535.3 

54.3 
108.2 
198.0 

26.2 

case E 
1785.0 

1474.1 

557.9 
535.2 

53.1 
104.3 
197.7 
26.0 

case F 
1765.0 

1455.6 
551.0 
531.3 

52.6 
102.1 
192.2 
26.4 

Table 6.2: The x^mn values for the different treatments of the m.m. interaction for 
the 0-350 MeV analysis and the 10-350 MeV analysis. For the latter analysis a 
division is made giving the sub-χ2 on the differential cross sections, analyzing pow
ers, spin correlation parameters, depolarization parameters, rotation parameters, 
and the remaining data. 

impossible. Therefore, in treatments A to E we do not use the phase shifts 
of the OPE plus HBE contributions of the Nijmegen potential for the inter
mediate partial waves, but we take all phase shifts with I > 4 to be OPE, 
calculated in CDWBA. Inclusion of the HBE contributions of the Nijmegen 
potential in the intermediate partial wTaves, however, does improve the fit, so 
the results of this analysis are included as treatment F. 

Thus, treatments A to E demonstrate the effects of the various ways for 
including the m.m. interaction, whereas treatment F gives the result of our 
final analysis which gives the best fit to the data. Treatment В corresponds 
to the Saclay approximation as discussed in section 4.2.1. Treatment D 
corresponds to the Blacksburg approximation as discussed in section 4.2.2, 
whereas treatment E (or more properly, treatment F) corresponds to the 
Nijmegen method. 

For iVjat = 1766 wc then find the results as given in the second line of Ta
ble 6.2. The large rise in \^nin for treatment В is almost totally because of an 
inadequate description of the forward-angle analyzing-power data of Barker 
et al. [Bar82] at 5.05 and 9.85 MeV, and of the data of Hutton et al. [Hut75] 
at 10.0 MeV. This is because the addition of the BA m.m. scattering am-
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Figure 6.1: Effects of the different treatments of the m.m. interaction for the pp 

analyzing-power data at 5.05 and 9.85 MeV of Barker ti al. [Bar82]. Dotted line: 

treatment A; dashed line: treatment B; dash-dotted line: treatment D; solid line: 

treatment E. Details are given in the text. 
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plitude in the higher partial waves (treatment B) gives rise to a more pro
nounced dip structure in the analyzing power, which is in disagreement with 
these experimental data. This is demonstrated in Fig. 6.1, where we give the 
results of the different treatments A, B, D, and E. The experimental data 
points are the analyzing-power data of Barker et al. [Bar82] at 5.05 and 9.85 
MeV. The more complete treatments D and E give practically the same re
sults as treatment A where the m.m. interaction is left out altogether, and 
these three treatments are in excellent agreement with the data. This was 
already found by Knut son and Chiang [Knu78], who showed that one should 
use the CDWBA rather than the BA calculation for the m.m. scattering 
amplitude in a low-energy pp phase-shift analysis. 

The Coulomb distortion can easily be incorporated in the spin-orbit part 
of the higher partial wave m.m. scattering amplitudes using Eq. (4.18). In
deed, treatment С gives an enormous improvement when compared to treat
ment B. Nevertheless, treatment С is still not good enough as a means for 
including the m.m. interaction. Inclusion of the m.m. amplitude in all partial 
waves as in treatments D and E gives an additional improvement of almost 
90 in \n l l n. The approximation of treatment D is seen to be just as good 
as treatment E, which is somewhat surprising in view of the fact that in 
treatment D the Coulomb distortion effect is only included approximately. 
Inclusion of the HBE parts of the Nijmegen potential in the intermediate 
paitial waves (treatment F) gives an additional drop of 20 in \n, ln. 

Because of the relatively high contribution of the low-energy data to \^ l n 

for treatment B, we thought it more proper to compare the different treat
ments in an analysib where we do not include these low-energy data. There
fore. we also give the results of the analyses where we do not include data 
with Tiab < 10 MeV. We are then left with 1431 scattering data, and the 
results of the various treatments are given in the third line of Table 6.2. We 
see that now the difference between treatments В and С has almost disap
peared, and both treatments give a drop of about GO in \2

mm when compared 
with treatment A. An additional drop of about 55 in \i

mm is reached when 
the m.m. interaction is included in all partial waves (treatment D). Still, in
clusion of the adjustments to the nuclear amplitude (treatment E) gives a 
further drop of 10 in \n l l n. And again treatment F gives an additional drop 
of 20 in \ ^ i n and gives the best fit to the data. 

The influence of the m.m. interaction on the description of the forward-
angle analyzing power is very large. Inclusion of the m.m. interaction also 
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gives a much better description of the angular distribution of the medium-
energy (Г|аь$225 MeV) depolarization and rotation parameters. (For a def
inition of these observables, see Ref. [Wol54].) This is shown in Table 6.2, 
where we divided the ^-contributions for the 10-350 MeV analyses according 
to the different types of data, i.e., differential cross sections σ(θ), analyzing 
powers Ay, spin correlation parameters Axx, Cnn, etc., depolarization pa
rameters D, rotation parameters R, A, R', and A', and the remaining data 
(polarization transfer parameters Dt and higher-rank spin tensors). Here the 
numbers in the second column include the normalization data. For exam
ple, our data base in the 10-350 MeV energy range contains 506 σ(θ) data 
divided over several groups, of which 21 have a normalization error. So the 
number of data in the second column of Table 6.2 is given as 527. 

6.3 Analysis of the 50.04 MeV Ay data 

As already mentioned, the recently published 50.04 MeV Ay data of Smyrski 
et al. [Smy89] arc very important in that the various treatments for including 
the m.m. interaction can be demonstrated explicitly on these data alone. We 
therefore analyzed these data extensively, which will be discussed next. 

The following is largely reprinted from our recent publication of this anal
ysis [St90a]. Some minor adjustments have been made in view of the theo
retical details of the analysis already given in the previous chapters. 

6.3.1 Introduction 

Various AW phase-shift analyses [Arn87, Bys87, BerOO] have been able to 
determine rather accurately the pp phase shifts (and mixing parameters). 
Still, these analyses sometimes disagree in their phase shifts by more than 
a few standard deviations. As an example, look at the pp phase shifts at 
îiab = 50 MeV. The Saclay analysis of Bystricky, Lechanoine-Leluc, and 
Lehar [Bys87] gives <5(3^2) = 5.92° ± 0.05°, whereas the Blacksburg analysis 
of Arndt, Hyslop, and Roper [Arn87] gives δ(3Ρ2) = 5.70° ± 0.04°, which is a 
difference of almost 3.5 standard deviations (s.d.). Similarly, the Blacksburg 
analysis gives £2 = —1-52° ± 0.01°, whereas the Nijmegen analysis [BerOO] 
gives £2 = —1.72° ± 0.02°, a difference of as much as 9 s.d. These differences 
are due to a number of reasons. First, the electromagnetic interaction is 
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treated differently in the different analyses. Secondly, the parametrizations 
of the phase shifts as a function of the energy differ. Finally, there are 
differences in the treatment of the higher partial waves, and in the data 
bases that are used in the various analyses. To clear up the situation at 
50 MeV one needed some high-precision experiments from which the phase 
shifts can be determined with much higher accuracy. Perhaps it will then be 
possible to pinpoint the origin of these differences between the phase shifts. 

Another problem with the pp phase shifts is that for certain purposes some 
of the phase shifts are still not determined accurately enough. For example, 
the spin-orbit combination Δ£ 5 of the triplet Ρ waves at lower energies can be 
determined rather accurately in np scattering (see section 7.2). A sufficiently 
accurate determination of Δ£ 5 in pp scattering at the same energies could 
possibly shed some light on the problem of charge (in)dependence of the 
nuclear force [Rij90]. 

In a recently completed experiment [Smy89] at the Paul Scherrer Institute 
(PSI), the analyzing power Αν in pp scattering for 10 scattering angles at 
îiab = 50.04 MeV has been measured with the high accuracy of AAy = 
1.5 x 10~4, up to an overall normalization error of about 2%. A new method 
for measuring absolute analyzing powers has been proposed by the same 
group [Sro89], which would lead to calibrations of polarized proton beams 
that are better up to an order of magnitude. An experiment using this 
method is in progress at PSI [Kis88], and a more precise determination of 
the normalization uncertainty will probably increase the impact these data 
have on phase-shift analyses and NN potential models. 

Recently, the Nijmegen PSA of the pp scattering data below Т|аь = 350 
MeV was finished [Ber90]. The new accurate 50.04 MeV Αυ data were not 
yet included in our data base because at the time we were not aware of their 
imminent publication. About two years ago, however, we did analyze these 
data using a preliminary version of our PSA, the results of which are discussed 
in the paper by the Zürich group [Smy89]. At that time the magnetic moment 
(m.m.) interaction was not yet included in our analysis. 

In this section we present the results of our analysis of these excellent 
50.04 MeV Ay data using the results of the Nijmegen PSA that now does 
include the m.m. interaction, and compare the model predictions of some 
realistic NN potential models with these data. The very high accuracy of 
these data makes the way the m.m. interaction is included in the PSA to 
be of importance. We will show that for a proper description of these data 
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the treatments B, C, and D as defined in section 6.2 are no longer suitable. 
The accuracy of these data requires a more thorough treatment of the m.m. 
interaction, viz. treatment E. Before the publication of this experiment, the 
improvement of including the m.m. interaction in a PSA in this way was 
found to be small and could only be seen in a data set that contained all 
data in a sufficiently large energy range (see Ref. [Bys77], which discusses a 
similar treatment for including the m.m. interaction, but only approximately 
corrects for Coulomb effects). The high accuracy of this excellent experiment 
is such that the necessity for including the m.m. interaction in all partial 
waves, properly adjusting the partial-wave nuclear amplitudes, can already 
be seen clearly on these data alone. The influence of such an improved 
treatment is likely to become even more important when more high-precision 
measurements will become available. 

The importance of the 50.04 MeV measurement is therefore twofold. On 
the one hand, the statistical error is very small, which allows for a better, 
and especially more accurate determination of the phase shifts at 50 MeV. 
For example, the error on the 3Po phase shift is now reduced by a factor of 
two. On the other hand, the data require an improvement in the theoretical 
framework used in a PSA for describing the scattering observables. The data 
are significantly better described when the scattering amplitude of the m.m. 
interaction is included in all partial waves, adjusting the partial-wave nuclear 
amplitudes accordingly. These data are the first in which this improvement 
can be seen explicitly. 

6.3.2 Multi-energy analysis 

We start with the multi-energy (т.е.) analysis by the Nijmegen group [Ber90] 
of the pp scattering data below Тіаь = 350 MeV. There, the pp data base 
contains 162G scattering observables or, including the 129 normalization data, 
1755 scattering data. We will hereafter refer to this data base as PP89. To 
parametrize the lower partial waves up to J — 4 we use 28 parameters and we 
find x^in = 1760.6. The effect of including the m.m. interaction in all partial 
waves in our PSA was small, but certainly not negligible, since it caused a 
drop of 28.6 in χΐ^. 

The effect of including the m.m. interaction in our PSA is even more 
strikingly seen when we use this PSA to predict the χ2 on the new 50 MeV 
Ay data. The results are shown in Table 6.3, where we give the ^-values 
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# d a t a 

т . е . analyses 

no m.m. (i) 

(H) 

with m.m. (i) 

(ii) 

s.e. analyses 

" ( i ) 
(ii) 

50.04 MeV 

11 A, 

(268.5) 

29.4 

(4.5) 

4.3 

(7.9) 

4.0 

P P 8 9 

1755 

1789.2 

1841.9 

1760.6 

1760.7 

1766 

1.17 

1.06 

1.00 

1.00 

Table 6.3: ^-values on the 50.04 MeV Ay data and on the total data base (PP89) 

of our PSA. Values are given (i) before and (ii) after the inclusion of the new 50 

MeV data. In case (i) predicted values are parenthesized. Results are given for 

the multi-energy (т.е.) analyses with or without the m.m. interaction included 

and for the single-energy (s.e.) analysis with the m.m. interaction. 

on these Αυ da ta (i) using the model parameters from our original т . е . 

PSA [Ber90] and (ii) after refitting the model parameters. Both analyses 

were clone once including the m.m. interaction and once leaving it out. The 

PSA predictions on the Αν d a t a before refitting of the model parameters are 

given in parentheses. We also give the \? l l i n on the 1755 data of our original 

data base PP89, and the \ 2/A r

t l a t on the 1766 data of the total data base, 

i.e., including the 10 + 1 Αν data. 

In Ref. [BerOO] we showed that the effect of including the m.m. interaction 

in our PSA was a 5 s.d. effect (a drop of 28.6 in х;^,,)- When we now add 

these 11 Αν da ta to our data base and redo the same analysis, then the effect 

of including the m.m. interaction is a drop of 106.3 in \f,)in. So in the new 

data base the inclusion of the m.m. interaction is a 10 s.d. effect. 

Let us now first discuss a little more in detail the analysis where we omit 

the m.m. interaction. The PSA prediction then gives a χ2 on the Αν da ta 

which is very large, the main contribution coming from the forward-angle 

data. Because of the high accuracy of these d a t a their weight as compared 
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to the other data is relatively high, so the χ2 can be lowered considerably 
by refitting the model parameters. In that case the drop in \;2 on these data 
can be much larger than the rise in χ2 on the other data. But now one of the 
forward-angle Ay data is still not described well enough and is off by more 
than three standard deviations. Moreover, the x^m o n the 1755 data of the 
original data base PP89 rises with as much as 52.7. Adding the 11 Αν data 
to our data base results in a rise of 82.1 in χ^,ιη· 

In view of this large rise, one should consider two possibilities. The first 
is that the data contain large unknown systematic errors. In such a case one 
should ask oneself the question if these data should not be discarded. The 
second possibility is that the model used to describe the scattering data is 
not totally correct. In that case, these new, much more accurate data require 
improvements in the model description, which up to now could be neglected 
or approximated. 

This latter possibility is demonstrated dramatically by the result of the 
second analysis, where the improvement in the theoretical description of the 
data by including the m.m. interaction in our way has a drastic influence 
on the quality of the description. In this case the PSA prediction [case (i)] 
is already in excellent agreement with the Ay data. Refitting of the model 
parameters [case (ii)] is not really necessary. Including the 11 Av data in our 
data base in this case gives a rise of 4.4 in \2

mn. This is a clear indication for 
the necessity of including the m.m. interaction if one wants to describe these 
data correctly. 

The new data are also accurate enough as to question the validity of 
approximations made in the literature in treating the m.m. interaction. When 
we use the Saclay approximation (treatment В of section G.2) for including 
the m.m. interaction in our PSA including the 50 MeV data, we arrive at 
\2(Ay) = 26 which is rather high for 11 data. But what is worse is that. 
when we then compare the \ 2 on the remaining data base with the results of 
the corresponding PSA without these data, we observe a rise of Δ \ 2 « 32, 
so the inclusion of the 11 Ay data causes a total rise in \ 2 of 58, which is 
pretty high. When we use the Blacksburg approximation for including the 
m.m. interaction (treatment D of section 6.2). we find \2(Αν) = 5.5 and a 
rise of Δ \ 2 — 3.5 on the other data, which is already much better. For 
the Nijmegen way of including the m.m. interaction (treatment F) we obtain 
\2{Ay) = 4.3, where the \ ^ i n on the other data rises with only 0.1. 

In view of these results, it is therefore obvious that the present accuracy 
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of analyzing-power data requires the improved treatment for including the 
effects of the m.m. interaction in a PSA. Before the measurements of the 
Zürich group, the effect of including the m.m. interaction was found to be 
small only, and could be conveniently approximated by including the spin-
orbit part of the interaction in the higher partial waves only. With these new 
50 MeV data, however, this treatment is no longer found to be acceptable. 
The m.m. scattering amplitude has to be included in all partial waves and 
one has to adjust the partial-wave nuclear scattering amplitudes accordingly. 

6.3.3 Single-energy analysis 

Next, we redid the single-energy (s.e.) analysis as presented in Ref. [Ber90] 
where the m.m. interaction has been included. Before the inclusion of the 
new 50 MeV data we arrived at xle = 207.0 for 218 scattering observables in 
the energy range 35-75 MeV. With the new data we now obtain χ » = 212.0 
for 228 scattering observables. The ^-values on the 50 MeV Av data are also 
given in Table 6.3, where again the ^-prediction of the s.e. analysis without 
these data is parenthesized. In the top of Fig. 6.2 we show the difference be
tween the s.e. result including the new Αν data and the experimental results. 
The curve denotes the difference between the analysis including those data 
and the prediction of our original s.e. analysis [Ber90] without these data. 
This figure is similar to Fig. 8 of the Zürich paper [Smy89], which contains 
the results of our preliminary analysis without the m.m. interaction of these 
data. Comparing both figures demonstrates dramatically the effect of the 
m.m. interaction. 

The phase shifts for J < 2 as determined in the s.e. analysis are presented 
in Table 6.4 and are compared with the results of the Blacksburg and Saclay 
analyses. These latter results were taken from Table 3 of Ref. [Smy89]. The 
high accuracy of the new 50 MeV Αν data allows for a more accurate deter
mination of the phase shifts when compared with previous analyses where 
these data were not included. Our very accurate determination of the 'Г^ 
phase shift is mostly due to the accurate σ(θ) data of Berdoz et al. [Ber86] 
at 50.06 MeV. These data were not included in the Blacksburg and Saclay 
analyses as far as we know, perhaps because they were not available at that 
time. 

The errors in the triplet Ρ phase shifts are strongly correlated, and it is 
more convenient to express these phase shifts in terms of central, tensor, and 
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Figure 6.2: Difference AAt(mod) between the four potential model predictions 

А™л and the experimental data Ае*р, and the dinerence Ai4y(fit) between the 

best fit of the data Aj* and the experimental data A'*?. The curve denotes the 

difference between the final fit including the Av data and the prediction of the 

PSA without these data. 
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phase 

shift 

'So 
lD2 

3Po 

3P2 

f2 

Δ? 
Δ? 
Ks 

Saclay 

39.24(8) 

1.73(4) 

10.37(14) 

-8.41(8) 

5.97(5) 

-1.68(4) 

1.67 

-3.61 

2.86 

s.e. an 

Treatment В 

39.31(9) 

1.71(1) 

10.57(11) 

-8.26(4) 

6.05(2) 

1.69(2) 

1.78 

-3.61 

2.82 

alvses 

Blacksburg 

39.05(10) 

1.59(4) 

11.54(13) 

-8.39(5) 

5.65(2) 

-1.53(1) 

1.62 

-3.74 

2.53 

Nijmegen 

39.05(9) 

1.72(1) 

11.43(12) 

-8.29(4) 

5.85(2) 

-1.73(2) 

1.76(1) 

-3.72(2) 

2.58(3) 

Table 6.4: Phase shifts in degrees at 50.0 MeV of the s.e. Saclay analysis [Bys87], of 

the Nijmegen version of the Saclay analysis, of the s.e. Blacksburg analysis [Arn87j, 

and of the present Nijmegen analysis including the new 50.04 Ay data. Also shown 

are the central, tensor, and ьріп-orbit combinations of the triplet Ρ phase shifts. 

spin-orbit combinations, rather than in terms of the phase shifts themselves. 

The central combination Δ£ is largely determined by the differential cross 

sections σ{θ), whereas the tensor and spin-orbit combinations, Δ£ and A £ s , 

are more directly related to the analyzing power. These phase-shift combina

tions are also given in Table 6.4. Because of the correlations between the Ρ 

waves it is impossible for us to give errors on the corresponding phase-shift 

combinatioiib of the Blacksburg and Saclay analyses. Our results for Δ£ 

and Δ ^ (accurately determined because of the accuracy of the analyzing-

power data) are in reasonable agreement with the results of the Blacksburg 

analysis. However, the three different analyses still disagree with each other 

and for some phase shifts the differences amount to more than six standard 

deviations. We think these differences can be explained as follows. 

In the Saclay analysis the energy range is much larger and hence contains 

many more dala (10-225 MeV, 1164 data) than the Blacksburg or Nijmegen 

analyses. However, our d a t a base in the same energy range contains almost 
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as many data. The small difference is because of the fact that we do not 
include data that were published before 1955 or that have only been reported 
in conference proceedings. We also do not include total cross-section data 
(σ ΐ01, Δσχ, Δσι,), because we do not know how to calculate them model 
independently. Because of their larger data base, the influence of the 11 
Ay data in the Saclay analysis cannot be that large since the phase shifts 
have to describe the more than thousand other data as well. The Blacksburg 
and Nijmegen analyses are less constrained. We have performed an analysis 
similar to the Saclay analysis, i.e., an analysis in the 10 350 MeV energy 
range where the spin-orbit part of the m.m. interaction is included for the 
higher partial waves only (treatment В of section 6.2). The corresponding 
phase shifts are given in Table 6.4 in the column labeled 'treatment B'. The 
phase shifts are now seen to be in reasonably good agreement with the Saclay 
phase shifts. Especially the Δ£ and A£s phase-shift combinations agree very 
well, but then these are mainly determined by the new Αυ data. 

In the Blacksburg analysis the energy range is slightly smaller (36-54 
MeV) and contains 162 pp observables as well as 307 rip observables, whereas 
we have 228 pp observables and no up observables in a slightly larger energy 
range. The Nijmegen analysis gives pp phase shifts, whereas the Blacksburg 
analysis gives isospin I = 1 phase shifts {pp as well as tip). Arndt and co
workers [Arn83. Ain87] assume that they know how to obtain pp phase shifts 
from np phase shifts, and vice versa. Thev assume, therefore, that they know 
the charge independence breaking effects and can correct for them (see sec tion 
5.2.1). We would say that in the Blacksburg analysis the pp phase shifts are 
'contaminated' by the np data, which explains the differences between our 
results. 

On the other hand, the 15o phase shift of the Blacksburg and Nijmegen 
analyses agree fantastically. But then the pp i S0 phase shift in the Blacks-
burg analysis is determined by the pp data alone. The Δ, phase shift also 
agrees rather well. The reason is that the η ρ data do not determine the Δ£ 
phase shift very accurately. This phase-shift combination, therefore, is solely 
determined by the pp data. Similarly, the Δ ^ phase shift of the Blacksburg 
analysis is in reasonable agreement with our result, which is because the accu
rate 50 MeV pp measurement does not allow for the results for this phase shift 
to differ too much. The two s.d. difference is probably due to the bulk of up 
analyzing power data around 50 MeV [Lan65, Rom78, Fit80, Gar80. Wil84] 
which are likely to influence the pp Δ£ ν phase shift in the Blacksburg analysis. 
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Let us summarize the impact the new data have on phase-shift analyses. 
The data are in excellent agreement with our earlier analysis where these 
new data were not included. The accuracy of these Αν data allows for a more 
accurate determination of the phase shifts at 50.0 MeV. Before the inclusion 
of these data the different analyses sometimes disagreed by a few standard 
deviations in their phase shifts. Because of the higher accuracy, however, 
some of our phase shifts now differ by more than б s.d. when compared with 
the results of other analyses, so this experiment is very important in that 
these differences are now much more pronounced. For example, before the 
inclusion of the Αν data the difference between our result for the 3Po phase 
shift and the result of the Saclay analysis was within 2 s.d., whereas with 
these new data included this phase shift can now be determined twice as 
accurate, resulting in a 6 s.d. difference. Similarly, the difference between 
our determination of the 'Рг phase shift and the result of the Blacksburg 
analysis was within 3 s.d., whereas now there is a 7 s.d. difference. 

We do think that our phase shifts are more in accordance with the data, 
because we have included the m.m. interaction in a more accurate way and 
we obtain a \2 per degree of freedom of 1.12, which is considerably lower 
than the other analyses that obtain about 1.3. 

6.3.4 Potential model results 

Finally, we would like to compare some NN potential model predictions with 
these Ay data. In order to make a proper comparison possible, we now 
also have to include the effects of the m.m. interaction. To demonstrate the 
importance of the m.m. interaction, we will first discuss its effects on the 
potential model comparison using the four different treatments for including 
the m.m. interaction as discussed earlier. In our discussion of these four 
different treatments, we will restrict ourselves to the Nijmegen soft-core NN 
potential [Na78a], hereafter referred to as Nijin78. Other potential models 
give similar results. 

The differences between the Nijm78 predictions using these four approxi
mations for including the effects of the m.m. interaction and the results of the 
s.e. analysis are shown in Fig. 6.3. There we have also plotted the difference 
between the experimental data and the s.e. analysis result. In the first two 
cases, i.e., no m.m. interaction at all (dotted curve), and the Saclay approx
imation (dashed curve), the differences are found to be very large, due to an 
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Figure 6.3: Difference between the Av predictions of the Nijmegen NN poten

tial [Na78a] using four different treatments for including the m.m. interaction and 

the s.e. analysis result. The difference between the s.e. result and the experimental 

data points is also shown. Dotted curve: no m.m. interaction; dashed curve: BA 

in higher partial waves; dash-dotted curve: no adjustment of nuclear phase shifts; 

solid curve: full treatment. Details are given in the text. 
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Wdat 

Nijm78 
ParisSO 
Bonn87 

Boiin89 
NTijiii89 

3-350 MeV 
1569 

3153 
3145 

21356 

3074 
1750 

xVtfd.t 
1569 

2.01 
2.00 

13.60 

1.96 
1.12 

50.04 MeV 
11 

10.5 
17.5 

283.8 

184.8 
3.7 

Table 6.5: ^-values on the new 50 MeV Ay data and on the 3-350 MeV data 

base including these data for five potential models (see text). The third column 

contains the \2/N¿at for this data base. 

incorrect description of the forward-angle data. The corresponding \2-values 

are \2{Ay) = 590 and \2(Ay) = 843. respectively, indicating pretty bad fits. 

For the third case (dash-dotted curve), i.e., the Blacksburg approximation, 

we obtain \'2(Ay) = 24, which is already rather good. For the last treatment 

(solid curve), which is the treatment of the m.m. interaction as used in the 

Nijmegen PSA, we find \ ^ ( Л у ) = 10.5, where the différence is due to a bet

ter description of the forward-angle data as can be seen in Fig. 6.3. From 

these results we conclude that the m.m. interaction should be iiuluded in all 

partial waves. Furthermore, the additional adjustment of the partial-wave 

nuclear amplitudes as applied in the Nijmegen treatment gives a significant 

improvement in the description of the data, indicating the importance of 

this adjustment. Using this latter treatment for including the m.m. inter

action we can now properly confront some well-known NN potential models 

(Nijmegen, Paris, and Bonn) with these Ay data. 

The soft-core Nijmegen NN potential [Na78a] (Nijni78) and the param

etrized Paris NN potential [Lac80] (ParisSO) were fitted mainly to the NN 

data of 1969 using the Livermore-X PSA [Mac69]. In Table 6.5 we give the 

•y^-values of these potentials, where we have restricted ourselves to the 1569 

da ta in the 3-350 MeV energy range, which includes the new Av data. This 

is because the 'Sp phase shift of the ParisSO pp potential at low energies 

(Tiab i 1 MeV) is in error [BeSSa]. Therefore, the low-energy da ta (0 3 MeV) 
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give a relatively high contribution to \ 2 , and inclusion of these data would 
result in a value of х^/Л^ш — 4.5. 

Using the Blacksburg analysis [Arn87] with the computer code SAID 
(Ref. [Arn89]), the Bonn NN potential [Mac87] was fitted to the world AW 
data of 1987. A proper confrontation with the pp data of the full Bonn NN 
potential is impossible for us, because the Coulomb interaction can only be 
treated approximately in this case. The only way we can confront the Bonn 
potential with the pp data is to use the coordinate-space version OBEPR 
(Boim87) of Ref. [Mac87]. This potential does not fit the pp data very well 
as is shown in Table 6.5. Because the Воіш87 XSU potential is fitted to the 
low-energy rxp data, inclusion of the 0 3 MeV data would again give rise to 
a relatively high contribution to \ 2 . 

Recently, two newer versions of this Bonn OBEPR potential have been 
constructed [Mac89], but they still do not fit the pp data very well. We 
obtain \2/Ntial = 10 and 9, respectively, on the 3 350 MeV pp data. 

In their quest for better potentials the Nijmegen group [Klo89] as well 
as the Bonn group [Hai89] constructed new pp potentials. The new Bonn 
pp potential [IIai89] (Bonii89) is an adaptation to the pp data of the older 
full Bonn potential of Ref. [Mac87]. The new Nijmegen pp potential [Klo89l 
(Nijm89) is a Reid-like potential [ReiG8] based on the original Nijm78 poten
tial. In Table 6.5 we present the χ2-values for both these potentials, where 
we again have restricted ourselves to the 3-350 MeV pp data in order to 
make a fair comparison with the other potential models possible. However. 
the Nijm89 as well as the Bonn89 pp potentials give an excellent description 
of the 0 3 MeV pp data. We note that when we omit the low-energy data. 
the older Nijm78 and ParisSO potentials and the newest Boiui89 potential 
are all found to be of about the same quality. The Nijm89 potential, on the 
other hand, has a much lower \ 2 on the ίο/α/data base {\2/!\\\яі — 1.09) and 
is almost as good as our т .е . PSA. 

In Table 6.5 we also give the \2-coinparisoii of the five potential models 
with the new accurate 50 MeV Ay data alone. The Nijm78 and ParisSO 
potentials give a reasonably good description of these data. The prediction 
of the Bonii89 potential model is much worse, which is mainly due to its 
triplet Ρ phase-shift combinations Δ£ and Δ'' ς, which are 8 and 10 s.d. 
off, respectively, the tensor combination being too strong and the spin-orbit 
combination being too weak. The results of the Bonn87 potential are even 
worse. This feature of the Bonn potential was already pointed out [Swa84] 
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phase 
shift 

'So 
'D2 

3Po 
3Λ 
3 P 2 

¿2 

Δί 
Δ? 
AL 

Nijm78 

39.58 
1.63 

11.80 
-8.36 

5.78 
-1.77 

1.73 
-3.78 

2.53 

NN potential models 

ParisSO 

38.75 
1.80 

11.81 
-8.41 

5.72 

-1.78 

1.69 
-3.79 

2.52 

Bonn87 

42.00 
1.55 

14.26 
8.75 
5.63 
1.88 

1.79 
4.20 
2.16 

Bonn89 

38.25 
1.68 

12.66 
-8.34 

5.56 
-1.75 

1.72 

-3.88 
2.29 

Nijm89 

38.82 

1.70 

11.43 
-8.28 

5.80 

-1.73 

1.73 
-3.72 

2.58 

Table 6.6: Phase shifts in degrees at 50.0 MeV of the five NN potential models. 
References are given in the text. 

at the 1983 Karlsruhe conference. The phase shifts of the different potential 
models are shown in Table 6.6. The differences in the Δ£ and Δ^, phase shifts 
lead to an incorrect forward-angle analyzing power when compared with the 
experimental data, which can be seen in Fig. 6.2. Theie we present the 
differences between the model predictions of the four AW potential models 
(the results of Bonn87 are not shown) and the experimental data. The new 
Nijm89 potential is in excellent agreement with the data, but then its model 
parameters were adjusted using the s.e. results of our PSA [Ber90] which 
already gives a very good description of these data. 



Chapter 7 

Results np analyses 

We will next discuss the effects of the m.m. interaction in our phase-shift 
analysis of the np scattering data. At the moment, we do not have a sat
isfactory fit to the np data in the 0-350 MeV energy range, so we will here 
restrict ourselves to the data below 7ia b — 30 MeV. The effects of the m.m. 
interaction on these low-energy data is already significant (contrary to the 
effects of the m.m. interaction on the pp data in this energy range, which is 
of negligible importance). Some of the results of our πρ analysis without the 
m.m. interaction have already been published [St88a, St88b]. 

7.1 pp input for np 1=1 phase shifts 

The lower partial wave np I = 1 phase shifts are taken from our 0 30 MeV 
pp PSA after correcting them not only for e.m. and mass difference effects, 
but we also allow for a CIB in the pion-nucleon coupling constants. These 
pion-Coulomb corrections must be added to the nuclear pp phase shifts. If we 
use the pp phase shifts of our earlier published 0-30 MeV analysis [Be88a] we 
do not start with the purely nuclear pp phase shifts. This is because in that 
analysis the m.m. interaction is not included, and the parametrized phase 
shifts contain spurious contributions to compensate for this. One should 
use the pp phase shifts as obtained from a pp analysis including the m.m. 
interaction. We therefore redid the 0-30 MeV pp analysis, now including the 
m.m. interaction. The results are given in section 6.1. Table 6.1 shows the 
effects on the phase shifts. 

The importance of using the proper nuclear pp phase shifts for parame-

85 
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trizing the I — 1 np phase shifts is reflected in the χ-2(np)-value. The choice 
of starting with the pp phase shifts from the analysis including the m.m. 
interaction rather than with the phase shifts from the analysis without the 
m.m. interaction is a 9 s.d. effect (a drop in \ ^ п of about 80). 

For the pion-nucleon coupling constants we choose g^ = 13.5 as obtained 
in our pp PSA, and gl = 14.3 as obtained from π^ρ scattering [Dum83], 
or gl — 13.5. In the latter choice there is no CIB between the coupling 
constants. For the analysis without CIB in the coupling constants {gl = gl) 
we find \2

ιαίη = 510.0, whereas the other analysis yields \lnin — 475.4 for 445 
scattering observables (or, including the normalization data, 499 scattering 
data). This result seems to indicate that the CIB in the pion-nucleon coupling 
constants is а б s.d. effect, but one should be careful in drawing such a 
conclusion. In these analyses the lower partial-wave phase shifts are not yet 
parametrized well enough, and improvements can be made. 

7.2 Parametrization of Δ£5 

In the analyses discussed above, the more recent accurate analyzing-power 
data give relatively high contributions to \ 2

l m . These analyzing-power data 
are the data of Sromicki et al. [SroSG] at 25.0 MeV. the data of Holslin 
и al. [Но188] at 10.03 MeV. and the data of Tornow et al. [Tor88] at 16.9 
MeV (which include corrections to some earlier measurements by the same 
group [Tor80]). The reason is paitly due to the following. The analyzing 
power Ay for rip scattering can be written in terms of phase shifts according 
to (see. e.g.. Ref. [ChiSO]) 

4 ^ ( 0 ) ^ ( 0 ) = sin θ(α + b cos Θ + ecos2 θ i . . . ) , (7.1) 

where the most important contributions read 

a = s in 2 ó( 3 S 1 ) [12A ' ; j -42A[J ( l+ 4
1 - t - 1 ) . 

b = ш і ^ р ^ Я б О Д ^ Н і + ^ ) , 

с = 5іпЧ(я51)[2\0А^}(1+ ^ ) . 

Here we defined the spin-orbit combinations of the P. D, and F waves, given 
by 
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Δ?* = i-0[-96(3Dl)-56(3D2) + Uf,(3D,)} 

Δ ^ = 4 [ - 2 0 ¿ ( 3 P 2 ) - 7 í ( 3 F 3 ) + 27¿(3F4)] . (7.2) 

The angular dependence of σ(θ) in this energy range is only very small, so 
the analyzing power is almost completely determined by the spin-orbit in
teraction. Therefore, we expect that the spin-orbit phase-shift combination 
Δ£ 5 can be determined rather accurately in an np analysis. In the aforemen
tioned analyses the A^s phase shift is taken from our pp analysis using the 
pion-Coulomb corrections. This parametrization contains no free adjustable 
parameters, so it is possible that this way of parametrizing the spin-orbit 
phase shift is not good enough for a proper description of these accurate np 
analyzing-power measurements. 

We therefore also tried an effective-range parametrization for the Δ£ 5 

phase shift, 

fc3cot(A:s)--— , (7.3) 

where a ^ is to be fitted to the data. The A" s and Δ ^ phase-shift combi
nations are much less important and need not be parametrized, but can be 
represented by their OPE values. We now indeed find a drop in \^ i n , as can 
be seen by comparing the 3rd and 5th or 4th and Gth (olumn of Table 7.1. 
The drop in \^ l in is mainly due to a better description of the Αν data at 
10.03, 1G.9, and 25.0 MeV. This is shown more explicitly in Table 7.1, in 
that we separately included the \2-contributions to \^ i n of the total cross 
sections σ ΐ 0 ΐ, the differential cross sections σ(0), the analyzing powers Αν 

and the spin-correlation parameters Ανν. The numbers in the second column 
again refer to the number of scattering observables plus normalization data. 
As expected, the Δ£ 5 phase-shift combination can be determined rather ac
curately, which is reflected in the result for the parameter aLS which is found 
to be fixed within 2%. Comparing the columns with g% = 13.5 and 14.3 in 
Table 7.1 for the analyses with the LS effective-range parametrization, we 
note that the CIB between the coupling (onstants in these analyses has been 
reduced to a 3 s.d. effect. 

When we next include the m.m. interaction in the analysis, there is an 
additional drop of 16 in \ „ l i n for the analysis with g* = 14.3, which is almost 
totally due to a better description of the forward-angle analyzing-power data. 
This is demonstrated in Fig. 7.1, where we show the 10.03 MeV analyzing 
power with and without the m.m. interaction included. The inclusion of 
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Figure 7.1: Effects of the m.m. interaction for the np analyzing-power data at 
10.03 MeV of Holslin et al. [H0I88] and at 16.9 MeV of Tornow et al. [Tor88]. 
Dotted line: no m.m. interaction included; solid line: m.m. interaction included. 
The forward-angle dip structure for the analysis including the m.m. interaction is 
only partially shown. 
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σ{θ) 

¿y 
Ayy 

N^ 
499 

101 
169 
222 

7 

no m.m. 
g2

c = 13.5 14.3 
510.0 

95.0 
144.1 
252.8 

18.1 

475.4 

96.0 
141.7 
222.4 

15.3 

LS effect 
no m.m. 

gl = 13.5 14.3 
454.3 447.3 

96.2 97.2 
142.9 140.5 
200.8 197.0 

14.5 12.7 

[ve range 
with m.m. 

gl = 13.5 14.3 
438.6 431.7 

96.3 97.1 
142.6 140.3 
182.2 178.9 
17.4 15.3 

Table 7.1: The χ^,ιη values for three different np phase-shift analyses with 
Tiab < 30 MeV. Each analysis is done once with gj = 13.5 (no CIB between the 
coupling constants) and once with g] = 14.3. The last four columns refer to the 
analyses where the Δ£5 phase shift is given by an effective-range parametrization. 
For all analyses a division is made giving the sub-χ2 on the total cross sections, 
the differential cross sections, the analyzing powers, and the spin-correlation pa
rameters. 

the m.m. interaction gives rise to a forward-angle dip structure which is in 
agreement with the experimental data of Holslin et al. [H0I88] at this energy. 
The dip structure is rather large and is only partially shown in Fig. 7.1. At 
higher energies the effect of the m.m. interaction is less pronounced, as is 
shown for the 16.9 MeV data of Tornow et al. [Tor88] in Fig. 7.1. 

If we do not include the recent 27 accurate analyzing-power data of Holslin 
et al. [H0I88] at 10 03 MeV and of Tornow et al. [Tor88] at 16.9 MeV, the 
effect of the m.m. interaction is much smaller. In that case the analysis 
without the m.m. interaction results in x^ m = 409.7, whereas the analysis 
with the m.m. interaction results in χΙηίη = 402.6. 

We can also include the preliminary accurate analyzing-power measure
ments of Tornow and co-workers [Tor89] in our original data base (i.e., the 
data base including the 10 03 and 16.9 MeV Ay data). These data are given 
at 7.6, 12.0, 14.1, 16.0, and 18.5 MeV. Because of these low energies, the 
effects of the m.m. interaction are expected to be large. The difference in 
XÍ̂ m due to the m.m. interaction is now indeed found to be about three times 
as large. (The final results of these analyzing-power measurements are not 
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yet available to us, so we will not present numerical values for the results. 
Our results involving these data are only qualitative.) 

For the np analysis wc can also make the approximation as used by Arndt 
and co-workers [Arn83, Arn87] for including the m.m. interaction, i.e., we add 
the m.m. scattering amplitude in all partial waves, but we do not adjust the 
nuclear amplitudes. We then find \-fmn = 433.4. This is almost as good as the 
more complete treatment discussed in this thesis, which yields \^tun = 431.7 
and is given in the last column of Table 7.1. 

7.3 The np total cross section 

A remark on the treatment of the total cross-section data in the np analysis 
including the m.m. interaction is in order here. The total cross section is 
gh'en by atot = ƒ dedeos, θσ(θ), where [LaF80] 

σ(#)=ΐ(|«| 2 + |6|2 + Μ 2 + Η 2 + |ε|2 + |/|2) . 

Inspection of the m.m. amplitudes e and ƒ of Eq. (3.17) in chapter 3 shows 
that the differential cross section at very small angles behaves as 

a(/?)~sin26V(l-cos6»)2 , 

which means that σ(0, is infinite [Ger78;. However, the singular behavior of 
σ(θ) can only be seen at angles that are extremely small (less than 0.Γ). 
Experimentalists usually do not measure these extreme forward angles when 
they determine аил. The value for the total cross section as given by the ex
perimentalists should therefore be compared with the value calculated while 
neglecting the contribution of the m.m. interaction in these extreme forward 
angles. In that case the total cross section can be excellently approximated 
using the optical theorem (which is used in our analyses) 

atot = *lm [Mss + Mu + Moo + Μ-ι i] (0 = 0 ) . (7.4) 

It does not contain the forward angle singularity when F" = 0. 

7.4 Detailed results 

Now that we discussed the effects of the m.m. interaction in the np phase-
shift analysis and compared a number of different ways for parametrizing 
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the phase shifts, we will discuss the analysis which gives the best fit to the 
data in more detail. It contains the m.m. scattering amplitude including the 
momentum dependence of the form factors. The nuclear phase shifts are 
adjusted accordingly, as discussed in section 4.1.1. 

The short-range interaction in the 1 = 0 lower partial waves with J < 2 is 
parametrized with an energy-dependent P-matrix parametrization as given 
in Eq. (5.7). We use a simplified parametrization in that we only keep the 
second term in Eq. (5.7) and do not include the pole contribution. In order to 
arrive at the correct scattering length, the 1So phase shift is also parametrized 
with a Ρ matrix. For the 15o phase shift we use two parameters, for the 1 Pi 
one parameter, and for the 3D2 phase shift we fix the parameter at the free 
P-matrix value at ТіяЪ — 0 MeV, i.e., c(3D2) = l + l = 3. The Ρ matrix in the 
triplet coupled channel with J — 1 is sufficiently well parametrized by three 
parameters using Eq. (5.10). For the diagonal element in the 3 5i channel we 
use one parameter, for the off-diagonal element we use two parameters, and 
for the diagonal element in the 3 Di channel we take the free P-matrix value 
c(3£»1) = i + l = 3 . 

The I = 1 partial waves with J < 2 (except the ^ o phase shift) are 
parametrized with the pion-Coulomb corrections as discussed in chapter 5. 
The input pp phase shifts are taken from our 0 30 MeV pp phase-shift analysis 
including the m.m. interaction as discussed in section 6.1. For the neutral 
pion-nucleon coupling constant we take the result as obtained in our 0-350 
MeV pp analysis [Ber90] with gl = 13.5. For the charged coupling constant 
we take g^ = 14.3 as determined from π*/) scattering [Dum83]. The lower 
partial-wave phase shifts parametrized this way are Δ£, Δ£, 'Zb, £2, and 
3P2. The spin-orbit phase-shift combination Δ£ 5 is parametrized with a 
'scattering length' parameter aLS as in Eq. (7.3). 

All higher partial waves with J > 2 are taken to be pure OPE. We start 
with a complete data set of 474 np scattering observables in the 0-30 MeV 
energy range, published between 1955 and 1990. A complete list of all np 
data used in this analysis is given in Table 7.2. A detailed list of the major 
part of the data can be found in the Nucleon-Nucleon Scattering Data Tables 
of Bystricky and Lehar [By78b, Bys81]. For all experimental results we have 
consulted the original references and we corrected for some minor printing 
errors in the Scattering Data Tables. 
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ÏÎab 
(MeV) 
0.0 

0.023645+* 
0.060-
-0.550* 
0.4926 
-3.1860 
0.7392 
-33.09 
0.841-
-19.957 
1.500-
-27.515* 
2.535* 
2.72* 
3.01* 
3.33* 
3.69* 
4.01* 
4.34* 
4.65* 
4.91* 
5.10* 
5.24* 
7.17-
-14.02 
10.03+* 
11.0 
13.5+ 
13.7+* 
14.0 

noa,type 
2<7o 

l a p 
ICtot 

5<Ttot 

2fftot 

SOOatot 

17a t o t 

2 7 σ 1 0 1 

Ισιοι 
2σ{θ) 
2σ(θ) 
3σ{θ) 
Ασ(θ) 
4σ(θ) 
Ασ(θ) 

4σ(β) 
4σ((9) 
4,7(0) 

ίσ(β) 

Öfftot 

12Λ 
1ЛУ 

ΙΑ, 

l^yy 
3σ(ο) 

>'2 

Amin 4.22 

3.06 
2.40 

0.42 

19.01 

22.21 

2 08 
0.59 
2.80 
1.72 
1.70 
0.G6 
2.70 
2.81 

1.31 
4.36 
6.21 

15.45 

10.44 
0.01 
0.32 
1.39 

% 
error 
none 

none 
none 

none 

2.0 

none 

none 

none 
3.7 
3.7 
3.7 
3.7 
3.7 
3.7 
3.7 
3.7 
3.7 
3.7 

none 

4.0 
3.5 
3.0 

none 
none 

Pred. 
normb 

1.009 
1.023 
1.011 
1.024 
1.012 

1.021 
1.030 
1.036 
1.056 
1.062 

1.038 
1.000 
1.006 

Reject 

all 

1.161 
9.885 

170.0° 
170.0° 
170.0° 
170.0° 
170.0° 
170.0° 
170.0° 
170.0° 
170.0° 
170.0° 

all 

Ref. 
Hou71] 

[Dil75] 
[Koe75] 
[Fuj76] 
[A1155] 

[Eng63] 

[Cie69] 

[Cle69] 

[Da71a] 

[Da71b] 
[Hre69] 
[Hre69] 
[Нге69] 
[Нге69] 
[Нге69] 
[Нге69] 
[Hre69] 
[Нге69] 
[Нге69] 
[Нге69] 
[Вга58] 

[Но188] 
[Mut71] 
[Тог80] 
[Sch88] 
[Arv70] 

Comment 

с 

d,e 

d,f 

g 
g 
g 
g 
g 
g 
g 
g 
g 
g 

h 
e 

Table 7.2: (Continued). 
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ììab 
(MeV) 
14 0t· 
14 1' 
14 Γ 
14 1 
14 1 
14 1· 
14 1t 

14 5* 
14 8 
15 7 
15 8-
-29 59 
16 0t 

16 2 
16 4 
16 4 
16 8 
16 9 
16 9t 
16 9t 
17 0t 

17 8-
-29 0 
17 9* 
19 0t 
19 565-
-27 950 
19 665* 
20 5 
21 1 
216 
216t· 

noa,type 

l^y» 
6σ(θ) 

4σ(θ) 
6σ(0) 

17σ{θ) 
8σ(θ) 
10Лу 

8АУ 

I Ay 
16σ(θ) 
28σ101 

1Ау 

ЗА, 
ЗА, 
4Ау 

1Ау 

4АУ 

11Ау 

4АУ 

6АУ 

5(Ttot 

11σ(0) 
йАу 

3fftot 

Ισιοι 
9АУ 

6АУ 

7АУ 

5АУ 

Amin 
2 62 
3 28 
4 05 
9 74 

1144 
1107 

4 81 
8 91 
176 

1109 
16 78 

0 11 
0 60 
2 75 
2 40 
0 01 
4 54 

17 38 
0 34 
3 68 
7 62 

14 99 
4 39 
2 81 

0 71 
7 03 
4 83 
3 35 
6 33 

% 
error 
none 
float' 
0 73 
0 73 
none 
none 
30 

none 
30 

float' 
20 

30 
none 
9 3 

none 
4 4 
60 
30 
30 
2 1 

none 

19 
30 

none 

none 
18 8 
30 

none 
40 

Pred 
normb Reject Ref 

[Sch84] 
0 546 70 0° [Gre65] 
0 989 
1013 

[Nak60] 
[Sea55] 

14 0° [Suh67] 

1013 

1015 
48 773 
1 011 

1 003 

0 997 

1000 
1076 
1039 
1001 
1 000 

1034 
1004 

0 885 
1017 

0 965 

[Tan70] 
[Bro81] 
[Fib77] 
[Tor80] 

[Mor67] 
[Вобіа] 

[Tor80] 
[Gar72] 
[Ben62] 
[Jon74] 

[Mut71] 
[Mor74] 
[Tor88] 
[Tor88] 
[Wil84] 
[Pcteo] 

[Gal55] 
[Wil84] 
[Gro66] 

[Day59] 
[Ldn65] 
[Mor74] 
[Jon74] 
[SIIII89] 

Comment 

go 

d 
d,k 

1 

m 

g 

η 

Table 7 2 (Continued) 
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Tìab 
(MeV) 
22.0* 
22.5 
22.5 
22.5^ 
23.1* 
23.1 
23.1 
23.1 
23.7 
24.0 
24.0 
24.0 
24.63-
-29.25 
25.0* 
25.0* 
25.0+ 
25.8 
25.8 
27.2 
27.5 
27.5* 
29.6 
29.6 
30.0** 
30.0 
30.0 
30.0* 

noa,type 
8Ay 

12σ{θ) 
6σ(0) 
ЪАУ 

2АУ 

2Αυ 

6AV 

AA 
^ЛУ 4Ау 

3σ{θ) 
4σ(θ) 
2σ(θ) 
2alol 

ПАУ 

5Ау 
8Ау 

8σ(θ) 
Βσ{θ) 
4σ(0) 
11σ(^) 

SAy 
11Л, 
ЗАу 
6А 
9Ау 
ЗА, 
8Ау 

х2-
л. min 14.26 
6.92 
2.99 
8.07 
0.22 
0.43 
2.96 

11.31 
1.34 
1.37 
7.82 
0.23 
0.32 

13.63 
4.96 
9.33 
5.68 
4.58 
2.59 

17.59 
10.64 

1.95 
7.16 

11.81 
1.83 
6.39 

% 
error 
3.1 

none 
3.3 

25.0 
12.2 
3.5 
7.7 
12.2 
10.9 
1.2 

0.43 
none 
0.3 

3.3 
3.3 
2.9 
3.0 
3.0 
1.3 
2.5 
3.0 
12.5 
10.0 
16.0 
8.33 
8.33 
2.9 

Pred. 
normb Reject Ref. 
0.963 

0.998 
1.000 
1.016 
1.001 
1.009 
1.201 
1.041 
0.998 
1.007 

1.001 

1.034 
1.005 
0.959 
1.017 
0.994 
1.008 
1.010 

[WÌ184] 
[Fly62] 
[Sca63] 

[Bo61b] 
[Mal66] 
[Mut71] 
[РегбЗ] 

[Маібб] 
[Ben62] 
[Bur73] 
[Rot70] 
[Mas72] 
[Bra70] 

[Sro86] 
[Sro86] 
[Wil84] 

[Mon77J 
[Mon77] 
[Bur73] 
[Sca63 

0.957 151.4° [Wil84] 
all [El(175] 

0.934 
1.036 
1.030 
1.013 
0.972 

[Mut71] 
[Bo61b] 
[Lan65] 
[Lan65] 
[Wil84 

Table 7.2: Data Reference Table. A dagger denotes data not included in the Nu-
cleon-Nucleon Scattering Data Tables (Refs. [By78b, BysSl]). An asterisk denotes 
data not included in the data set NN896 of SAID (see Ref. [Arn89]). The comments 
a through г refer to the following: 
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a The number includes all published data. 

b Predicted norm with which the experimental values should be multiplied 

before comparison with the theoretical values. 

с Adjustment of the original experimental energy of 3.205 MeV to 3.186 MeV 
according to Davis and Barschall [Dav68]. 

d Numerical values were taken from the Nucleon-Nucleon Scattering Data Ta

bles [By 78b]. 

e Rejected due to improbably high χ2 (rejection criteria). 

f The numbers in the column 'Reject' refer to energies in MeV. 

g Numerical values were taken from the Brookhaven data base (private com

munication W. Tornow, 1989). 

h Weighted average of the experimental results of the first five main runs (see 

text). 

i Floated normalization because these data are relative only. 

j Datum at 70.0° rejected as suggested by the authors (see Ref. [Gre65]). 

к Datum at 14.0° rejected in accordance with the suggestion by MacGregor, 
Arndt, and Wright [Ma68b]. 

1 Part of a group of data with points with Тіаь > 30 MeV. 

m Renormalized according to Brock et al. [Bro81] by a factor of 0.76. 

η Renormalized accoiding to Simpson and Brooks [Sim89] by a factor of 0.84. 

о Datum at 150.0" quoted by Mutchler and Simmons [Mut71]. 

ρ Data at 130.0° and 150.0° quoted by Simmons [Sim67]. 

q Numerical values from Bohaimon, Burt, and Signell [Boh76]. 

г Rejected due to improbably low \ 2 (rejection criteria). 

Moreover, we include data groups that are not contained in these tables 

(e.g., because they were published after 1981). These groups are denoted bv 

a dagger. Groups of d a t a that are not included in the latest data set NN896 

of SAID (Ref. [Arn89]) are denoted by an asterisk. On the other hand, we do 

not include data that have not been published (yet) or that have only been 

reported in conference proceedings. 
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Starting with this data base, the six P-matrix parameters and a^s are ad
justed to obtain a xfmn. Data that were more than three standard deviations 
off were rejected. Groups which had an improbably low or high χ2 were also 
rejected. This leaves us with 445 scattering observables and 54 normalization 
data. For this data base we arrive at \;^in = 431.7 or x2/NDF — 0.99, where 
NDF = 436 is the number of degrees of freedom. The sub-χ2 on each group 
of data separately is also given in Table 7.2. Some of the experimental data 
will now be discussed in more detail. 

The value for the np scattering cross section at 'zero energy', σ0, and the 
(η,ρ) coherent scattering length Op can be expressed in terms of the singlet 
scattering length a, and the triplet scattering length at according to (see, 
e.g., Ref. [Koe75]) 

σο = π(Ζα2

( + a2

s) , ap = (3a( + α,)/4μ . (7.5) 

Here μ = (1 + Mn/MH) l with [Agu88] MH = 938.8904 MeV the hydrogen 
mass. The two most recent experimental values for σο are in disagreement 
with each other. Houk finds [Hou71] σο = 20.436(23) barn, whereas Dilg 
finds [Dil75] σο = 20.491(14) barn. We have not been able to decide which 
of these measurements best fits in with the other np scattering data up to 
30 MeV. For that reason, both measurements are included in the data base. 

Lomon and Wilson [Lom74] use the Houk value for σο in their deter
mination of the low-energy np scattering parameters, whereas Koester and 
Mistier [Koe75] use the Dilg value. These low-energy scattering parameters 
arc listed in Table 7.3, together with our own determination of these param
eters Our determination of o3 and a, lies between the determinations of 
Lomon and Wilson and of Koester and Mistier. This is because we include 
both the Houk and Dilg values for σο in our data base. 

In their measurement of the cross section at low energies, Hrchuss and 
Czibók [Нге69] found a small but statistically significant periodical fluctua
tion in the energy dependence of the cross section. Shortly after their pub
lication other cross-section measurements were reported by Clements and 
Langsford [Cle69], and by Cierjacks et aZ.[Cie69]. Both groups did not find 
any evidence for such an oscillatory term. We do not find such a periodical 
behavior either. From Fig. 3 of Ref. [Hre69] the oscillatory behavior is seen to 
be largest at θ = 170°. And it is just these σ(170ο) data that are rejected in 
our analysis, because they are more than 3 s.d. off when compared with our 
prediction of these observables. The measurements of Cierjacks et al. were 
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parameters 

σο (barn) 

ар (fm) 

a, (fm) 
at (fm) 
fo» (fm) 
rot (fm) 

Lomon and Wilson 

20.436(23) 

-3.739(3) 

-23.719(13) 
5.414(5) 
2.76(5) 
1.750(5) 

Koester and Mistier 

20.491(14) 

-3.7409(11) 

-23.749(8) 
5.424(3) 
2.81(5) 
1.760(5) 

Nijmegen 

20.436(23) 
20.491(14) 

3.7409(11) 

-23.740(6) 
5.420(2) 
2.64(2) 
1.739(11) 

Table 7.3: Low-energy np singlet and triplet effective-range parameters as deter
mined by Lomon and Wilson [Lom74], by Koester and Nistler [Koe75], and our 
own determination. The values for σ0 and ap used in these determinations are also 
given. 

especially done to search for the structure in the cross section. These data 
were rejected by us because they give an improbably high contribution to 
\n1in. At the low end of the energy range the data are too low compared with 
the prediction of our analysis, whereas at the high end of the energy range 
they are too high. A similar observation is made by these authors them
selves [Cie69], when they compare their results with other measurements. 

The Ayy measurement of Schöberl et al. [Sch88] at 13.7 MeV was adjusted 
by us (comment 'h' in Table 7.2). This is because of the following. In spite of 
the improved accuracy of the np scattering data that are now available, the ε ι 
mixing parameter and the 'Pi phase shift below 100 MeV are still determined 
rather poorly in np phase-shift analyses. The reason for this is that both 
quantities are strongly correlated. Binstock and Bryan [Bin74] found that 
the best observable to fix the 'Pi phase shift is the differential cross section 
at extreme forward and extreme backward angles. The best observable to fix 
the ει mixing parameter is the spin correlation parameter Az:, but such a 
measurement still appears to be difficult. The spin correlation parameter Ανυ 

is also sensitive to Si and at с m = 90" it is independent of the ' Pi phase shift. 
The measurement of Schöberl et al. is at 90°, so it should provide important 
information on ει. Unfortunately, this datum is more than three standard 
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deviations off when compared with the prediction of the phase-shift analysis 
for this observable. The experimental result was calculated as a weighted 
average over six main runs (see Ref. [Sch88]). Comparing the prediction of 
our analysis with these six individual experimental results for Αυν, we found 
that only the result of the sixth run was more than three standard deviations 
off. The experimental details for this sixth run are somewhat different from 
the other five runs. Therefore, in order to retain some of the experimental 
information (and hence important constraints on ει), we decided not to reject 
the results of this experiment, only we do not include the result of the sixth 
run. This means that in our analysis the experimental result of Schöberl 
et al. is included as АУУ{ = 90°) = 0.101 ± 0.018, which is the weighted 
average over the results of the first five main runs. 

Finally, the multi-energy np phase shifts as obtained in this analysis are 
listed in Table 7.4. We do not present single-energy results. The reason is 
that it is rather difficult to perform a s.e. analysis of the np scattering data. 
The I = 1 phase shifts are fixed at their pp values through the pion Coulomb 
corrections, so only the ƒ — 0 phase shifts can be determined. However, the 
errors of the 7 = 0 phase shifts are correlated with the errors of the 1 = 1 
phase shifts, which is very difficult to take into account. The s.e. analyses 
will be postponed until the 0 350 MeV np analysis ha-s been finished [Klo90]. 

Our results for the phase shifts at Тіаь = 25 MeV are somewhat larger 
than the results of Bohannoii. Burt, and Signell [Boh7G], which is probably 
due to the fact that they only correct for Coulomb interference effects and not 
for neutral-charged-pion mass differences. In the analysis of Arndt. Hyslop. 
and Roper [Arn87] the triplet Ρ waves are somewhat smaller than ours. The 
difference with the ε\ mixing parameter is rather large, although its error in 
their analysis is large also. At 7ìah — 25 MeV we find ci = 2.46l\ whereas 
they find £i = 0.09' ±0.50", a difference of 3.5 standard deviations. Similarly, 
we find 1Pl = - 5 . 3 3 \ and they find lPl = -4.53 ' ±0.45 r , a 2 s.d. difference. 
At the moinent we can only give a crude estimate for the uncertainty in the 
£i mixing parameter and l Ρχ phase shift as determined in our analysis, so we 
cannot quote a more definite value for them. This has to be postponed until 
more accurate Αυν measurements at these low energies will become available. 
Still, we believe that our phase shifts are more in agreement with the data, 
because of the quality of our fit which has \2/NDF = 0.99. 
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1 
62.17 
0.19 

0.00 
0.01 
0.02 
0.00 
0.00 

0.01 
0.05 
0.01 

64.64 
0.51 

-0.19 -0.49 
-0.12 -0.31 

147.74 136.07 
0.12 0.30 

-0.01 -0.03 

0.01 
0.03 
0.07 
0.01 
0.00 

0.01 
0.14 
0.02 

energy [MeV] 
5 10 15 

63.81 60.Ï2 56.64 
1.69 3.81 5.72 

-1.44 
-1.00 

118.23 
0.79 

-0.21 

0.04 
0.23 
0.26 
0.05 
0.00 

0.00 
0.46 
0.08 

-2.85 -3.92 
-2.20 -3.24 

102.74 93.27 
1.42 1.86 

-0.77 -1.52 

0.16 0.33 
0.88 1.76 
0.74 1.33 
0.19 0.38 
0.01 0.03 

0.10 
1.04 
0.22 

0.30 
-1.56 
0.41 

20 25 
53.49 

7.36 

-4.72 
-4.13 
86.36 

2.19 
2.37 

0.53 
2.76 
1.99 
0.59 
0.06 

0.55 
-2.02 
0.03 

30 
50.63 
8.68 

5.33 
4.86 

80.90 
2.46 

-3.26 

0.74 
3.81 
2.68 
0.80 
0.09 

0.84 
2.40 
0.89 

47.98 
9.71 

-5.79 
-5.46 
76.36 

2.70 
4.18 

0.97 
4.87 
3.41 

-1.01 
0.13 

1.15 
-2.72 

1.17 

Table 7.4: Phase shifts in degrees of the т.е. np phase-shift analysis with 
\ L =431.7. 



Chapter 8 

Deuteron parameters 

The deuteron parameters are determined in the phase-shift analysis of the np 
scattering data by including the deuteron binding energy as a datum. Pre
liminary results demonstrating the possibility of such a determination were 
published in Ref. [St88a]. In the present analysis the effects of the m.rn. in
teraction are accounted for because, as also already stated by Naisse [Nai78], 
it is useless to perform a precision fit to the deuteron binding energy when 
only the nuclear part of the np interaction is taken into account. This is 
due to the relative impoitance of the corrections introduced by the m.m. 
interaction into this accurately measurable quantity. 

8.1 Introduction 

The only bound state known in the NN system is the deuteron, which is 
an isospin I = 0 np bound state in the coupled 3Si + 3£>i channels. We 
define some of the deuteron properties by starting with the radial Schrödinger 
equation (5.1), where the boundary conditions for the radial wave function 
\ ( r ) are given by 

λ(0) = 0 , \(r) ~ Я2(Ат) + Я1(Ат)5 . 

Here Ht(x) = ih] (x), with /i, (x) the spherical Hankel functions, and S is 
the scattering matrix. Choosing a different normalization, we can also write 

х ( г ) ~ Я 1 ( Ь ) + Я2(А,т)5-1 . 

100 
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In case of a bound state, the c m . energy is negative, and the cm. relative 
momentum к purely imaginary. We therefore write к = in, with κ > 0. 
Using the asymptotic behavior of the spherical Hankel functions 

'+ *Г 
Яі(г) ~ (-¿)'+V f c r Ξ ( 

Я 2 ( г ) ~ г ' , 1

е - " ! Г Ξ г'+1е 

we can write 

Х ( г ) ~ ( - ) ' + 1 е - к г + е К Г 5 - 1 . (8.1) 

The occurrence of a bound state at κ = KQ implies the existence of a solution 
with damped asymptotic behavior, so 

S-1(K = КО) = 0 . 

8.2 The residue at the deuteron pole 

We can differentiate Eq. (8.1) with respect to к, yielding 

— ~ ι — ) re + re Ъ + с —;— . 
як сіы 

This function satisfies a Schrödinger equation of the form 

(P 
dri 

+ k2-
/(/ + 1) 

2MrcdV(r} 
d\(r) 

= 2 Л / Г С С І 

(l(V -E) 

du 
\(r), 

(8.2) 
since the cm. energy E for np scattering is given by 

E = y V + APp + yjk2 + Ml -(Mp + Mn) « A'2/2i\/rei, . 

Multiplying the differential equation for \ by d\/dH, and the differential 
equation for dy/dn by \, we obtain the relation 

d (d\d\_fx_\ 2Mrcd (а(Е- У\ χ2 
dr \dK dr dudr) r c \ du 

(8.3) 

The physical deuteron wave function φ^ is normalized to unity, so for κ = «о 
we can define / ^ y^dr = 1/N2, with Лг the asymptotic deuteron normaliza
tion. Equation (8.3) can now be integrated from r — 0 to R large. In the 
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limit R —» еж, we find 

For energy-independent potentials dV/dn = 0, and this expression reduces 

to 
, «o (dS-'í\ _ 1 

Mred V dE j E = E o m 

In the neighborhood of the bound-state energy Eo the S matrix can be writ

ten as a pole part plus a regular function, 

S = ¿r0— + reg. fn. ==• S " 1 = — Eo~ + reg. fn. , (8.5) 
— Í1/Q С 

with с the residue. The asymptotic deuteron normalization is then given by 

iV2 = ( — )1Мге(Іс/ко, which means that the asymptotic normalization of a 

hound state is given by the residue of the S matrix at the pole of that bound 

state. 

In practical calculations it is sometimes more convenient to have a relation 

for the asymptotic normalization in terms of the К matrix, which is defined 

by S = (1 + ÍA" ) (1 iA ' ) _ 1 . We will now derive such a relation. Since we 

study the deuteron, we restrict ourselves to the coupled 3 5 i -r Λϋι channels 

with / = 0 and 2, respectively. Time-reversal invariance allows us to choose 

the relative phases between the 3Si and the : , £ Ί channel in such a way that 

the 5 and A" matrices are symmetric above as well as below the threshold 

E = 0. Unitarity rpquires that above the threshold (E > 0, к > 0) the S 

matrix is unitary, and therefore the К matrix Hermitiau. Below the threshold 

(E < 0). the S matrix is real and the К matrix purely imaginary. Both S 

and К matrices can be diagonalized simultaneously by a real, orthogonal 

matrix 
τ, _ ( cos e — sin f 

у sin e cos f 

where б is the Blatt and Biedenharn mixing parameter [Bla52]. The eigen

values of S and A' are 5л = ellbx and A'A = tan b\ with A = 0 or 2, and f>\ the 

Blatt and Biedenharn eigenphase shifts [Bla52]. Next, we introduce the pro

jection operators P\ = Ρχ on the scattering eigenstatcs, where Po + P2 = 1 
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and 

„ , cos'e cos e sin e . , 0 _. 
1 cos f sin e sin e ' 

This allows us to write 5 = Σ\ S\P\ and Κ = Σλ ΚχΡχ. 
We can then define a scattering eigenstate χι = \ Í /(J) , which asymptot-

ically behaves as 

Xtir) ~ [|(1 + іКоШг) + | ( 1 - і^о)Я 2(г)] UO . (8.7) 

At the bound state with к = KQ, the scattering eigenstate is given by 

* — · • " - ( - № ( ; ) = - ( . - ( _ " * ) . («.β) 

where the subscript on e and U now refers to these quantities at к = «о-
The deuteron wave function consists of the radial wave functions и(7·) in 

the 3Si channel and w(r) in the 3£)1 channel, which are normalized in such 
a way that /¿"¿/•(и2 + w2) = 1. We can therefore now define 

Mr) = ( " . ) ~ e~arAo ' ( 8 · 9 ) 

where α = 0.231 538 fm - 1 is the cm. momentum given by the experimental 
value of the deuteron bound-state energy (B = - 2.224 575 MeV) and 

Ao = Np(-i)lUo {I) . À0A0 = Ni . (8.10) 

The tilde denotes transposition. Here the asymptotic normalization Np is 
introduced to preserve the unit normalization of it and w. The subscript ρ is 
for convenience and will be explained later on. 

Defining Ι,Ί = iWpYi, we will have ц\ — ФІ at κ = α, whereas for arbitrary 
к this scattering eigenstate behaves as 

«Mr) ~ [¿(I + iKQ)c-*T - 5(1 - iK0)e
Kr\ Al , (8.11) 

with 
Ai = Np(-i)

lU (I) . 

The Wronskian of the two solutions is defined according to 

Щ -'d, Ψΐ'Γ) = ^'d^í _ V ' d ^ l ' 
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where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to r. Both \і and φι 
are solutions of the Schrödinger equation so 

dW{ii>d, ip^.r) 2 , 2 , 7 - , 

Integrating this equation from г = 0 to г = R and making use of the fact 
that W(ipri,pi;0) = 0 due to the boundary conditions, we find 

И Ч ^ і ; Я ) = (feg - к2) íRdrMr)Mr) • 
Jo 

Choosing R large enough, the left-hand side of this equation is obtained by 
substituting the asymptotic behavior of ψ4 and φι, leading to 

ЩФьФііП) = е - ( а - к ) л 

χ [ і(а - κ){1 + iK0)e-2KR - \(a + κ){1 - ιΚ0)\ Α0Αι . (8.12) 

Dividing by fcg — fc2 = к2 — a 2 this can also be written as 

J o ^ i = е ( а - к ) я f агщгЬі . (8.13) 
Jo 

We can always choose a large value for R to the extent that the first term 
on the left-hand side becomes negligible, leaving us with 

A0A1 = 2ία—%<α ^ Гаг а і • (8.14) 
1 — ÍAQ Jo 

For R —> oc and к = cu the integral at the right-hand side is normalized to 
unity. We therefore finally obtain 

Л'2 = lim I0A! = lim ^ — - ^ - - 2 

which is to be compared with Eq. (8.2). 

8.3 Relation to the deuteron parameters 

When one has a paranietrization of the 5 and К matrices valid in the 
neighborhood of this deuteron pole, then one can easily obtain the following 

1 + гК0 

~2(н + а)( 

-2лЯ 1-ιΚ0 

2(κ - η) 

dK0 

dk 
(8.15) 

. λ' — m 
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deuteron parameters: the binding energy В as the energy where KQ = —г, 
the mixing parameter € by diagonalization of the К matrix at this energy, 
and У р by use of Eq. (8.15). The asymptotic normalizations As,p of the S 
state and Αο,ρ of the D state, and the asymptotic D/S ratio 77p are then 
given by 

ηρ = - tan 6 , Α5ιρ = Np/y/l + ηρ 
1 D , P IpA 5,p ι (8.16) 

where the subscript ρ indicates that the quantities are determined from the 
residue at the deuteron pole. 

Let us next consider the deuteron wave function. We assume the simplest 
model with only NN channels and no admixture of other channels like Δ Δ , 
iV7V*(Roper), 6-quark states, etc. The radial wave functions u(r) and w(r) 
have the asymptotic behavior 

As,de' w ~ AD4e-aT[l + З/ог + 3/(ar)2] . (8.17) 

The deuteron normalization Nj and the asymptotic D/S ratio 77̂  are now 
given by 

N2

d = A%4 + А\л , щ = An^Ast , (8.18) 

where the subscript d indicates that these quantities are determined from the 
wave functions. When we assume moreover that the interaction is described 
by a local potential, the deuteron parameters (with subscript p) as defined 
via the residue are equal to the analogous parameters (with subscript rf) as 
defined via the wave function. 

For explicit energy-dependent potentials V = л (£',г), we expand the 
potential in a Taylor series and we find 

w; = л г ( l - 2 A / r e d / ; ат\}й ψά 
*.·2 = - α 2 

(8.19) 

A similar expression was derived by McGurk [McG77]. The result (8.19) is 
clearly different from the previous result, which justifies our introduction of 
subscripts ρ and d for distinguishing the deuteron quantities as determined 
via the residue and as determined via the wave function, respectively. We 
would like to stress therefore that for theoretical models one should not only 
compute the deuteron parameters via the deuteron wave function, but one 
should also compute the residue at the deuteron pole. 
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For momentum-dependent potentials, on the other hand, we can show 
that Np = Nd still holds. Assuming a potential V = VQ - (Αφ + ^Д)/2М г е ( і, 
where Δ is the Laplacian, one can define a new wave function [Gre62] given 
by £(r) = ^/1 + 20v>d(r). This new wave function satisfies a wave equation 
with an energy-dependent potential 

W=-Vo 1 ( * У , 2 * _^2_ f 820ì 
1 + 20 2Mred \1 + 2φ) l + 20 2 M r e d · V ' ' 

This means that the expression between brackets in Eq. (8.19) at κ = α, now 
becomes 

r™ ~ ( dW\ 

ldr(d(l-2Miedd-)u = 

fär^/^φ (l - ̂ ) /ГТ^^ = 1 . 

Therefore, in the presence of momentum-dependent potentials we obtain once 
more Nj = Np. 

If the deuteron system contains closed isobar channels, we have Л ,̂ φ Nj, 
because now the total deuteron wave function (containing more than just 
the two radial wave functions ii(r) and w{r)) is normalized to unity. The 
asymptotic D/S ratio, however, remains the same as we will now show. Let 
us define subscripts о and с to denote open and closed channels, respectively. 
The 5 and К matrices then consist of sub-matrices for the open and closed 
channels, and we can write 

Soo S „с \ f 1-ιΚοο -iKoc \ _ ( 1 + ιΚ0„ іК0С 

Seo Scc I \ -гКт 1 - іКсс ) \ гКС0 1 + гКСІ 

(8.21) 

Writing out the oc-matrix element explicitly, we find 

Soc = (1 + S00)iK0C(l — iKcc)~ . 

This can be substituted into the oo-matrix element, yielding 

50 0(1 - iK00) - (1 + Suo)iK0C(l - iKcc)-liKC0 = 1 + iK00 . 

We can therefore now define a reduced К matrix K00 according to 

S00(l - iKoo) = (I + iKoo) , (8.22) 
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where 
ιΚ'ο,, = IK«, + iKoc{\ - iKcc)-hKco . (8.23) 

The deuteron wave function can be written as 

фл = χΒ ~ [ itf 2 (l - IÄ") + 1 ^ ( 1 + ιΚ)]Β , 

where В is such that the wave function is damped at κ = α, which is ex
pressed by (1 — iK)B = 0, or 

1 - iKou -гКос \(B0\ 
-гКсо 1 - гКсс ) { Вс ) ' 

This matrix equation consists of two equations, so Bc can be eliminated and 
we find 

[l - iK0o - iK0C(l - гК^гК^] B0 = (1 - іК00)Вп = 0 , 

which is exactly the condition for having a bound state in the two-channel 
problem. This means that introducing closed isobar channels does not affect 
the value for η, since η is given by η — d/s, when we write B0 = (¿). 

8.4 Results 

For several years now there has been a renewed interest hi the precise deter
mination of the deuteron parameters. These serve as an important constraint 
on the description of the np interaction. Special attention has been given to 
the asymptotic .D-to-S-state ratio η and. more recently, to the asymptotic 
normalization As of the S-state [Ber84. Bor85]. Most of the determinations 
of these two ciuantities come from analyses of either pd elastic scattering or 
(d,p) stripping reactions and (p,d) pickup reactions on various nuclei. Some 
discrepancies between the various determinations have shown up, especially 
for the value of η. 

In this section we present our very accurate determination of η and As 
with the help of an energy-dependent phase-shift analysis of all np scatter
ing data below 7!аь = 30 MeV. In this way the values for Лз and η are 
obtained purely from the two-body np scattering data, thereby circumvent
ing the typical many-body problems arising in many of the other analyses. 
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From an energy-dependent phase-shift analysis of all np scattering data be
low Ты, = 30 MeV one obtains a paramet rizat ion of the S and К matrices 
valid in the c m . energy interval 0 < E < 15 MeV as discussed in chapters 
5 and 7. To get the К matrix in the neighborhood of the deuteron pole one 
must extrapolate from the scattering region E > 0 to E = —В = —2.224 575 
MeV. One way to do such an extrapolation is to take the effective-range 
expansion of the effective-range function 

F(k2) = k2nicot6 = -l/a + lrk2 + ... . (8.24) 

The effective-range function .F(À'2) is a real, analytic function of A·2 which 
is regular in the neighborhood of E = 0 and has left-hand cuts due to one-
pion exchange (OPE) starting at E0 = -4.9 MeV and E+ = -5.2 MeV. 
The presence of these nearby OPE singularities raises questions about the 
accuracy of the approximation over the whole energy range and also about 
the validity of the extrapolation to the deuteron pole. It is exactly for these 
reasons that we do not use effective-range expansions in our analyses, but 
prefer to use the Ρ matrix in which these cuts can be removed explicitly. 

In от analysis the coupled ^S] + 3Dl channels are parametrized by the 
Ρ matrix at r = b — 1.4 fm. For r > b we take the OPE potential into 
account exactly. This implies that P(E) is a real analytic function in the 
complex energy plane, regular in the neighborhood of the scattering region. 
The nearest left-hand singularity in P(E) is now due to two-pion exchange 
and is a cut starting at E^ — —19.5 MeV. P(E) has also right-hand cuts 
(due to pion production) starting at ER = 132.7 MeV. 

The lower partial waves are parametrized as discussed in section 7.4. In 
the cm. energy region 0 < E < 15 MeV where we analyzed the experimental 
data, the Ρ matrix for the 3 5 i +iDl coupled channels is sufficiently well 
parametrized by three parameters. For the diagonal element in the 3 5i chan
nel we use one parameter, for the off-diagonal element two parameters, and 
for the diagonal element in the 3Z?1 channel we take the free P-matrix value 
[see Eq. (5.G)]. 

To check our ability to extrapolate from the scattering region to the 
deuteron pole, we decided first to predict the location of the deuteron pole 
and its residue from the scattering data alone. We found 

В = 2.2138(97) MeV . Л,2 = 0.7800(31) fm ' , 

ηρ = 0.02803(22) , As,p = 0.8828(18) f n r 1 / 2 , ( ' ' 
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where the errors are statistical only. We see that the predicted binding energy 
of the deuteron is a little more than one standard deviation off. The values 
for Np and ^ 5 ^ are dependent on the binding energy of the bound state. 
Therefore, the values of N^ and ^ j , will not be totally accurate. A better 
procedure will be to predict the effective range р0( — В,-В) at the bound 
state for the eigenphase shift SQ from 

Ρο(-Β,-Β) = κ-ι(Β)-2/Ν2

ρ. (8.26) 

(For definitions of the various effective ranges see Ref. [Hul57]). We then 
find p0{-B,-B) = 1.7654(23) fm. Using this value of p0(-B,-B), the 
experimental value for the binding energy as determined by van der Leun 
and Alderliesten [Leu82] with к'1 = a'1 = 4.318 946 fm, and the expression 
(8.26), we predict 

JVp

2 = 0.7832(7) fm 1 , As,,, = 0.8847(4) fm~1/2 . 

In the next step of our analysis the value for the deuteron binding energy 
as determined in Ref. [Leu82] is included with its error, and the P-matrix pa
rameters are redetermined. The changes in the parameters arc only small and 
\ 2 rises from 431.7 to 432.9. The residue at the deuteron pole is calculated 
again and we obtain 

ηρ = 0.02805(22) , Λ; - 0.7834(7) fm - 1 . (8.27) 

This implies then 

As,P = 0.8847(4) fm"1 2 , ADiP = 0.0248(2) fm ' 2 , 

Ρο(-Β,- B) = 1.7658(22) fm . (8.28) 

We have also made an effective-range expansion for the 3 5i channel. For 
the scattering length tt( we find at = 5.4193(19) fm and for the cftecth'e 
range Γ( we find Г( = po(O.O) — 1.7512(26) fm. These results are within one 
standard deviation with the results presented in Table 7.3. The result for <?( 
implies p0(0, -B) -- 2Q-1{1 - Ι/απ,) = 1.7538(24) fm. 

8.5 Comparison with experimental results 

Let us now compare our results with other determinations. The quantity As,p 
can be determined by the analysis of nd or pd unpolarized differential cross 
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sections. Berthold and Zaiikel [Ber84] then find Л5,р - 0.8847(326) fm-1 / 2, 
whereas Borbély et al. [Bor85] find Αε,ρ = 0.8781(44) fm"1/2. Kermode and 
co-workers [KerSl, Ker83] make use of the effective-range expansion and some 
model input and obtain As,p = 0.8883(44) fm _ 1 / 2 . Comparing our value of 
Ag^p with these determinations we note a close agreement, where our result 
is the most accurate. 

After observing in various potential models a linear relation between As 
(presumably As¿) and the deuteron radius rd, Ericson [Eri84] used the ex
perimental values of rj to predict Asj. Taking a weighted average of two 
rd measurements [Ber73, SimSO], he recommends As,d = 0.8802(20) fm-1/2. 
Recently, Klarsfeld et al. [Kla86] made a much more careful determination 
of rd and they conclude that As,d = 0.8751(17) fm-1''2. When we compare 
this value of As,d with our determination of Asj, we see that these values are 
significantly different. This presumably indicates the admixture of channels 
other than NN in the deuteron and/or (he presence of energy-dependent 
potentials. 

The direct experimental determination of η can be classified into three 
methods. The first method is based on the extraction of ηρ from an angu-
lai extrapolation of the tensor polarized cross section σΊ^ in (d, p) elastic 
scattering to the neutron-exchange pole [Ama78]. The extrapolation is beset 
with difficulties fPun85. Loii87j because there is a nearby singularity due to 
the Coulomb interaction. A number of groups have made use of this method. 
the difference mainly lying in the way they do the extrapolation. We men
tion here the delennination of Londergan, Price, and Stephenson [ЬопвЗ] 
with ηρ - 0.0267(14). of Horácek et al. [Hor86] with ηρ = 0.0270(6). and of 
Borbólv ri al. [BorSG] with ηρ - 0.0267(4). 

In the second method, the same technique is used as in the first method, 
but now applied only to the 2H(rf,p)3H data. The difficulties with the ex-
tiapolation procedure are claimed then to be absent [Bor89]. This method 
has been used by Borbély and collaborators ¡Bor82, Bor86]. and they find 
/jp - 0.0272(3). 

The third method is based on the fact that the dislorted-wave Born-
approximation calculations for the tensor analyzing powers T20.T21, and T22 
of {d, p) sub-Coulomb stripping reactions such as 208Pb (d,p) 209Pb, turn out 
to have a strong dependence on ?/ iJoh67, Joh71, Knu75. Knu77]. We think 
these experiments measure r/j. Here also there are no extrapolation difficul
ties. From these tensor analyzing powers one can determine the parameter 
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£>2 defined by [Knu75] 

roe roo 

D2 = IT / гяш{г)(1г/ / ru{r)dr , (8.29) 
0 Jo Jo 

which can be approximated very well by D2 — щ/с*2'• From the earlier mea
surements [Knu75, Ste80, God82], we quote the result obtained by Goddard, 
Knutson, and Tostcvin [God82] of % — 0.0271(8). A more recent analy
sis [Rod86, Rod90], using lower energy 2 0 8 Pb data and including 13CXe data, 
yields ηά =- 0.0256(4). 

For the quantity η there are some indirect determinations, too. These 
theoretical estimates are based on the relation between T/J and the rms radius 
and the quadrupole moment of the deuteron, and on the assumption of a 
strong OPE dominance. Klarsfeld, Martorell, and Sprung [Kla81, Kla84] 
arrive this way at % = 0.0268(7). On the other hand, Ericson and Rosa-
Clot [Eri82] claim that. ηα can be determined to a high accuracy and nearly 
model independently, leading to r;d = 0.02633(35). 

When we compare these results for ?/ρ with our value we observe a good 
agreement, where our result is the most accurate. However, the determi
nations of r/d lead to values that arc somewhat lower than our value of 
//,,. Especially the very accurate result for I¡J given by Rodning and Knut
son [Rod86. Rod90] is significantly different from our value for //,,. We are not 
aware of any simple mechanism that makes ιιρ diil'erent from ;/,;. We checked 
explicitly that, with energy-dependent potentials and also with closed isobar 
chaimels. we still have η,, — η^. 

In summary, in an np phase-shift analysis of the scattering data lie-
low Т\.лЪ - 30 MeV the deuteron binding energy В was included as a da
timi. The residue of S at the deuteron pole was calculated, leading to 
As.p = 0.8817(4) f u r 1 2 and ηρ - 0.02805(22). in close agreement with other 
determinations of these pole observables, but our determination is more accu
rate. We note a difference with the value of Agj as determined by Klarsfeld 
and co-workers. This difference is an indication for either energy-dependent 
potentials, or that the picture of the deuteron as a pure І Т state is too 
simple and that one must allow for the admixture in the deuteron of dosed 
isobar channels. There is also a difference between the value for η,ι as deter
mined by Rodning and Knutson and our value for ;/,,. At present we do not 
have a satisfactory explanation for such a discrepancy. 
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Samenvatting 

De magnetische moment wisselwerking in NN 
faseverschuivings-analyses 

De wisselwerking tussen twee nucleonen wordt reeds gedurende meer dan 
60 jaar onderzocht. De benodigde informatie kan verkregen worden uit een 
analyse van nucleon-nucleon (NN) verstrooiingsexperimenten. Ook de experi
mentele gegevens van de eigenschappen van het deuteron, de enige gebonden 
toestand in het NN systeem, leveren hiervoor een belangrijke bijdrage. 

Nucleonen (protonen en neutronen) hebben een interne vrijheidsgraad, 
spin genaamd. De NN wisselwerking hangt hier op een complexe manier 
van af. Vandaar dat het niet mogelijk is om een model voor de NN wis
selwerking af te leiden uit een klein aantal eenvoudige verstrooiingsexperi
menten. Er is juist een groot aantal ingewikkelde experimenten nodig. In 
zulke experimenten schieten we een bundel nucleonen (of eenvoudige ker
nen, zoals bv. deuterium) op een trefplaatje. De verstrooide deeltjes wor
den vervolgens gedetecteerd. De spins van de nucleonen kunnen willekeurig 
georiënteerd zijn. We spreken dan van een ongepolariseerde bundel. Als de 
spins ruimtelijk georiënteerd zijn spreken we van een gepolariseerde bundel. 
Gegeven de ruimtelijke oriëntatie van de polarisatie zijn er in principe dus 
44 = 256 verschillende verstrooiingsexperimenten denkbaar. Echter, deze ex
perimenten zijn niet allemaal onafhankelijk. Men kan laten zien dat in het 
geval van neutron-proton (np) verstrooiing voor één bepaalde hoek er slechts 
11 onafhankelijke experimenten zijn. In het geval van proton-proton (pp) 
verstrooiing zijn dat er zelfs nog maar 9. 

De grootheden die in zo'n verstrooiingsexperiment gemeten worden, wor
den observabelen genoemd. De eenvoudigste observabelen zijn de totale en 
differentiële werkzame-doorsnede. Men schiet dan een ongepolariseerde bun-
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del op een ongepolariseerd trefplaatje en men meet de hoekverdeling van de 
verstrooide deeltjes. Bij de meer ingewikkelde experimenten is de bundel of 
het trefplaatje geprepareerd in een bepaalde polarisatietoestand. Ook kun
nen de polarisaties of de correlatie tussen de polarisaties van de deeltjes in de 
eindtoestand gemeten worden. Dit levert observabelen op zoals polarisaties, 
depolarisaties, Wolfenstein-parameters, spin-correlaties, etc. 

Om nu een model te kunnen ontwikkelen voor de NN wisselwerking vol
gen we de volgende procedure. We schrijven de golffunctie van het 2-nucleon 
systeem als een som over partiële golven, die elk een bepaalde spin en hoek-
moment hebben. De NN wisselwerking geeft aanleiding tot een verschuiving 
van de fase in het asymptotisch gedrag van deze partiële golven. Deze fase
verschuivingen worden gedefinieerd ten opzichte van referentie-golffuncties. 
Voor np verstrooiing zijn dat bijvoorbeeld Riccati-Besselfuncties, en voor pp 
verstrooiing zijn dat Coulombfuncties. 

De faseverschuivingen worden bepaald uit de experimentele data in een 
zogenaamde faseverschuivings-analyse. Met deze faseverschuivingen hebben 
we een eenvoudige representatie van de experimentele data, zodat we een 
theoretisch model voor de NN wisselwerking kunnen testen en verbeteren. 
In dit proefschrift worden de 0-350 MeV pp fase-analyse en de 0-30 MeV np 
fase-analyse besproken. 

In de fase-analyses moeten we rekening houden met het feit dat een nu
cleón geen puntdeeltje is, maar een zekere uitgebreidheid heeft. Deze uitge
breidheid heeft tot gevolg dat een nucleón naast een electrische lading ook 
een anomaal magnetisch moment kan hebben. De wisselwerking tussen twee 
nucleonen bestaat dus uit een puur nucleair stuk en een electro-magnetisch 
(e.m.) stuk. In dit proefschrift wordt met name de nadruk gelegd op de e.m. 
wisselwerking ten gevolge van de magnetische momenten van de nucleonen. 

De invloed van de e.m. wisselwerking in een faseverschuivings-analyse is 
al wel eerder onderzocht, maar er moesten dan altijd (al dan niet grove) be
naderingen gemaakt worden, i.v.m. de beschikbare computercapaciteit. De 
eenvoudigste benadering is natuurlijk om alleen rekening te houden met de 
Coulomb wisselwerking in pp verstrooiing. Zo'n model kan de experimentele 
data echter niet goed genoeg beschrijven. Bij erg lage energieën bv., is de bij
drage van de vacuumpolarisatie erg belangrijk. Bij een correcte beschrijving 
van de hoge-energie polarisatiedata daarentegen, is de magnetische moment 
wisselwerking juist erg belangrijk. In de vijftiger en zestiger jaren werden 
hiervoor benaderende uitdrukkingen gebruikt. 
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In de loop van de jaren echter is de nauwkeurigheid van de experimentele 
data sterk verbeterd. Dit heeft tot gevolg dat deze benaderingen niet meer 
gerechtvaardigd zijn. In dit proefschrift wordt dit expliciet gedemonstreerd 
aan de hand van recent-gepubliceerde pp en np polarisatiemetingen. Daartoe 
wordt eerst in detail de faseverschuivings-analyse besproken. Hierbij wordt 
de nadruk gelegd op de bijdrage van de magnetische moment wisselwerking. 
Ook de verschillende benaderingen, zoals in de literatuur verschenen, komen 
aan de orde. 

In hoofdstuk 2 wordt een uitdrukking voor de e.m. potentiaal gegeven. 
Verder bespreken we de meest belangrijke bijdrage tot de nucleaire wissel
werking, de één-pion-uitwisselingspotentiaal. Hoofdstuk 3 bevat de formules 
voor de met deze potentialen corresponderende verstrooiingsamplitudes en fa
severschuivingen. De constructie van de totale amplitude is een niet-triviaal 
probleem, en komt uitgebreid aan de orde in hoofdstuk 4. 

In hoofdstuk 5 worden vervolgens de parametrisaties van de verschillende 
partiële golven bediscussieerd. Hierbij maken we onderscheid tussen de lage 
golven die fenomenologisch geparametriseerd worden, en de hogere golven 
waarvoor theoretische modellen gebruikt worden. In de daarop volgende 
hoofdstukken worden de resultaten van de analyses gegeven en besproken. 
Uit deze resultaten blijkt het belang van de magnetische moment wisselwer
king. Het laatste hoofdstuk tenslotte is gewijd aan de deuteronparameters. 
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